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1 General introduction.
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Medically Unexplained Symptoms: a Common Phenomenon 
Experiencing physical symptoms is a normal part of life. In population surveys, around 95% of 
adults report at least one physical symptom in the preceding weeks (1, 2). This concerns 
symptoms such as pain, fatigue, gastrointestinal complaints, palpitations, and dizziness. Most 
people do not seek medical attention for these symptoms (3), unless they are severe, 
persistent, or alarming (4). In primary care, 20 to 35% of presented physical symptoms remain 
medically unexplained (5-7). In these cases, physical examination, laboratory tests, and/or 
diagnostic imaging do not show abnormalities and the symptoms do not match a known 
medical condition. In secondary care, 30 to 50% of symptoms cannot be (fully) explained by 
organic pathology (8-10).  
 
Troublesome for Patients, Doctors and Society 
Although 50 to 75% of medically unexplained symptoms (MUS) improve or recover within one 
year; 10 to 30% deteriorate or become chronic (11). Persistent MUS not only place a burden 
on patients, but also on healthcare providers and society. For patients, MUS considerably 
reduce health-related quality of life (HRQoL) (12-14). The symptoms can affect many aspects 
of life, including physical, psychological, and social functioning. For healthcare providers, 
patients with MUS are difficult to help (15-17), because their problems do not fit the 
biomedical model of disease (18). Since most doctors consider diagnosing and treating 
disease as their fundamental tasks, patients with symptoms in the absence of objectifiable 
disease pose a significant challenge. For society, MUS are associated with extensive costs due 
to increased use of healthcare resources (13, 19, 20), work absenteeism, and disability (21, 22). 
 
Etiology: a Multifactorial Origin 
Reflections on the etiology of MUS are hampered by dualistic and reductionist views, wherein 
symptoms are attributed to a single cause, which can be either physical (i.e. a virus) or 
psychological (i.e. stress). This perspective is neither helpful nor realistic. It is much more likely 
that symptoms arise as the result of a complex interplay between physical, psychological, and 
social factors (23-26). In this so called biopsychosocial model, etiological factors can also be 
divided into predisposing, precipitating, and perpetuating factors (see table 1). Predisposing 
factors make a person vulnerable or at risk for developing MUS, precipitating factors trigger 
the onset of symptoms, and perpetuating or maintaining factors hinder recovery.  
 
Apart from the fact that the etiology of MUS is likely to be multifactorial, contributing factors 
may also vary greatly between persons. This is illustrated by the two cases in box 1. 
  

  

Table 1. Types of etiological factors with examples (24-28).  
 

 Physical Psychological Social 
Predisposing Genetic 

predisposition 
Personality traits, 
such as neuroticism 

Childhood traumatic 
events, such as sexual or 
physical abuse  
  

Precipitating Acute (inflammatory) 
illness or injury 
 

Negative life events, such as bereavement, 
divorce, loss of work 

Perpetuating Reduced physical 
fitness 
Sleep disturbance  

Illness anxiety 
Catastrophizing 
Avoidance behavior 

Lack of acknowledgement 
and support at home, at 
work, or in healthcare 

 
In case 1, there is probably a familial predisposition for irritable bowel syndrome, since 
multiple family members are affected (predisposing factor). The patient’s symptoms worsened 
after she was forced to take care of her sick mother while also starting a new job (precipitating 
factors). Feelings of shame, experiencing a lack of control, all-or-nothing behavior, and a lack 
of social support are potential perpetuating factors in this case. In case 2, symptoms started 
after a sports injury (precipitating factor). The patient’s fearful cognitions, inactive/avoidant 
behavior, and (in the long term) reduced physical fitness might maintain his symptoms 
(perpetuating factors).  
 
Box 1. Two cases, describing the history of patients with MUS. 
 

 
 
  

Case 1: a 41-year-old woman with irritable bowel syndrome 
A 41-year-old single mother of two visits her general practitioner (GP), because she is 
increasingly bothered by gastrointestinal complaints. She was diagnosed with irritable 
bowel syndrome ten years ago, which runs in her family. The symptoms had been 
manageable for years, but recently she has been frequently experiencing diarrhea, 
flatulence, bloating, and fatigue. Even though the patient feels very embarrassed of the 
gastrointestinal symptoms, the fatigue is bothering her the most. She has no idea why the 
symptoms have worsened and doesn’t know what to do about it. With the responsibility 
of her two children, taking on the care of her sick mother and her new job as a nurse, her 
way of dealing with the symptoms is to just keep going until she is no longer able to. She 
then stays in bed for a couple of days. The patient feels like it is difficult to cope, because 
she has little help and support.  
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Box 1 (continued). Two cases, describing the history of patients with MUS. 
 

 

Note. Second case derived from: Stone J, Hoeritzauer I, Gelauff J, Lehn A, Gardiner P, van Gils A & Carson A (2016). 
Functional Disorders in Neurology: Case Studies (29).  

 
Terminology and Classification: an Ongoing Subject of Discussion 
The phenomenon of physical symptoms in the absence of underlying organic pathology has 
been given many names throughout the years. They have been referred to as hysteria, 
somatization, psychogenic symptoms, psychosomatic symptoms, subjective health 
complaints, functional somatic symptoms (FSS), and, more recently, MUS, and bodily distress 
syndrome. There is no consensus on what is the most appropriate term (30). In recent years, 
the term ‘medically unexplained symptoms’ has gained popularity, especially amongst primary 
care practitioners. This resembles the Dutch term ‘Somatisch Onvoldoende verklaarde 
Lichamelijke Klachten’ (SOLK), used by the Dutch College of General Practitioners (31). A major 
disadvantage of ‘MUS’ is that it defines the symptoms by what they are not, rather than by 
what they are. Also, it perpetuates dualistic thinking; regarding symptoms as either organic 
(physical) or non-organic (psychological) (32). The term ‘functional symptoms’ is commonly 
used in scientific literature and clinical practice, because it is neutral and least offensive to 
patients (33). Both ‘MUS’ and ‘FSS’ are used in the published chapters of this thesis. The 
different use of terms between chapters reflects the different customs of the fields in which 
these chapters were published.  
 
In addition to these terms, clusters of persistent MUS have been described by so called 
‘functional somatic syndromes’ in virtually all medical specialties. Some of these are irritable 
bowel syndrome in gastroenterology, fibromyalgia in rheumatology, and chronic fatigue 
syndrome in internal medicine. Since there is considerable diagnostic and clinical overlap 
between these syndromes, there is an ongoing debate on whether they should be considered 

Case 2: a 22-year-old man with persistent symptoms after a concussion 
A 22-year-old student presents with fatigue, headache, and cognitive symptoms at a 
neurology clinic. The symptoms had started three months earlier after he had been hit on 
the head by a baseball. He had been unconscious for five minutes and described feeling 
as if he were “in a bubble” and having a severe headache afterwards. He was taken to the 
emergency department where physical examination and a CT scan were normal. In the 
weeks following the accident, he experienced extreme tiredness, general weakness, 
dizziness, and headaches. He spent most of his time in bed, at home with his parents. He 
was unable to read or watch TV because he had difficulty concentrating. His parents 
noticed that at times he was struggling to find the right words and that he had become 
rather irritable. The patient was worried that the accident might have caused permanent 
damage to his brain and he feared he would not be able to finish his studies. 

  

distinct conditions or artefacts of Western medicine with all of its specialties (34). A recent PhD 
thesis on this subject concludes that functional syndromes may reflect different subtypes of 
the same underlying syndrome (35). 
 
In psychiatry, persistent MUS have been classified using the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders (DSM). The previous edition (DSM-IV-TR) contained a chapter called 
‘somatoform disorders’, which included classifications such as somatization disorder and pain 
disorder (36). One of its main criticisms was that these diagnoses were largely based on 
negative criteria (37). Merely establishing that symptoms cannot be explained by a known 
medical condition does not justify classifying them as a mental disorder. In the current edition 
of the DSM (DSM-5), the chapter of somatoform disorders has been replaced by ‘somatic 
symptom disorders’. Diagnostic criteria strongly emphasize maladaptive cognitive, emotional, 
and behavioral reactions to physical symptoms and the distinction between medically 
explained and unexplained symptoms has been abandoned (38). 
 
Evidence-Based Treatments are Limited 
Since the pathophysiology of MUS remains unclear, most treatments are aimed at creating 
the optimal conditions for recovery by targeting perpetuating factors (see table 1). In line with 
recommendations by experts in the field (24), the Dutch multidisciplinary guideline on MUS 
proposes a stepped-care approach. Patients with mild MUS (one or few symptoms, mildly 
impaired) are managed by their GP, who is expected to explore different symptom dimensions 
(physical, cognitive, emotional, behavioral, and social), and provide education, advice and 
regular check-ups. Patients with moderate MUS (multiple symptoms, moderately impaired) 
should be referred to a general practice mental health worker (GP-MHW), physiotherapist, or 
psychologist. Patients with severe MUS (multiple, persistent symptoms, severely impaired) 
should be referred for specialized or multidisciplinary treatment in secondary or tertiary care 
(39). A recent observational study shows that Dutch GPs do not use all of the management 
strategies that are recommended by this guideline. For example, GPs rarely explore all 
symptom dimensions and they hardly ever refer patients to a psychologist or psychiatrist (40). 
 
Research on specific types of treatment for MUS is limited and generally of low quality (41, 
42). There is little evidence that pharmacological interventions, such as antidepressants or 
herbal supplements (e.g. St. John’s wort), are effective in decreasing MUS. Because side effects 
are common, pharmacological interventions are generally not recommended (41). Evidence 
on non-pharmacological interventions is mainly focused on psychological treatments, and 
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) in particular. Meta-analyses show that psychological 
therapy has a small to medium sized effect in decreasing MUS and improving HRQoL (42, 43). 
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Obstacles in the Treatment of Medically Unexplained Symptoms 
In addition the scarcity of treatment options, there are several other obstacles, preventing 
patients with MUS from receiving adequate care.  
 
Obstacle I: Inadequate Communication between Patients and Healthcare Providers  
Communication problems between patients and healthcare providers are an important, but 
often overlooked, perpetuating factor for MUS (44). In general, there seems to be a 
discrepancy between patients’ needs and doctors’ responses to patients with MUS. Studies on 
patients’ perspectives show that, above all, patients with MUS want to be taken seriously. More 
than other patients, they seek emotional support (45). Yet, the prevailing response of doctors 
is to propose somatic interventions, such as diagnostic procedures and pharmacological 
treatments, which are often unnecessary and ineffective (46). When these do not lead to the 
desired result, patients commonly perceive their doctors as skeptical or dismissive (47) (see 
box 2, case 1).  
 
Box 2. Treatment obstacles, as encountered in the two cases. 
 

 
 
  

Case 1: a 41-year-old woman with irritable bowel syndrome 
After hearing her story and performing physical examination, the GP concludes that the 
symptoms are most likely an exacerbation of the patient’s irritable bowel syndrome. He 
proposes to prescribe psyllium fibers to regulate her bowel movements.  
After three weeks, the patient returns to the GP. Her symptoms did not improve. The GP 
then suggests to refer her to a psychologist in order to “talk about the problems at home 
and at work”. This upsets the patient. She doesn’t see what this has to do with her 
symptoms. She feels like the GP doesn’t understand the severity of her symptoms.   
 
Considerations:  
1) A qualitative study shows that GPs often miss ‘psychosocial cues’ that are given 

by patients with MUS (56). In this case, the patient has indicated that she feels 
embarrassed and that she feels overwhelmed by her tasks and responsibilities. 
Instead of acknowledging and addressing these issues, the GP prescribed 
medication. This is a missed opportunity, since psychosocial factors can be 
important perpetuating factors.  

2) Even though this patient might benefit from psychological therapy, the way in 
which the GP proposes it is inadequate. He should either explain the possible 
link between the psychosocial problems and the symptoms, or he could simply 
explain there are effective ‘talking therapies’ for irritable bowel syndrome, 
teaching patients how to cope with their symptoms. 

  

Box 2 (continued). Treatment obstacles, as encountered in the two cases. 

 
 
Obstacle II: Limited Use of Effective Psychological Treatments  
Even though psychological treatment is an effective way to decrease symptoms and improve 
HRQoL in patients with MUS, only a small proportion of patients benefits from this type of 
treatment. As mentioned previously, Dutch GPs rarely refer patients with MUS to a 
psychologist or psychiatrist. Many patients with MUS are not willing to visit a mental 
healthcare facility for treatment, because it makes them feel stigmatized (48). Misconceptions 
and miscommunication in healthcare providers (obstacle I) reinforce this stigmatization (see 
box 2, case 1). Furthermore, because psychotherapy is relatively time-consuming, costly, and 
requires highly trained professionals, it is scarce and usually offered exclusively to patients 
with multiple, severe and chronic symptoms.  
 
Obstacle III: Heterogeneity: One Size Does Not Fit All  
When psychological treatment is offered to patients with MUS, the effect might be limited due 
to an inadequate match between the patients’ problems and the interventions offered. The 
group of patients with MUS is heterogeneous in many aspects. First, there are differences in 
type, number, duration, and severity of symptoms. Some patients experience one specific 
symptom, such as low back pain. Others present with a broad range of symptoms, varying 
from problems sleeping to involuntary movements and blackouts. For some, their symptoms 
represent a minor inconvenience. Others are bedbound or in a wheelchair and need daily care.  
Apart from these symptom characteristics, etiological factors also vary greatly between 

Case 2: a 22-year-old man with persistent symptoms after a concussion 
After reviewing the severity of his injury based on the Glasgow coma scale, the duration 
of loss of consciousness, and the duration of post-traumatic amnesia, the neurologist 
concludes that the patient has suffered a mild traumatic brain injury. The neurologists 
explains that not much can be done; the symptoms will probably improve over time. 
In the weeks following this visit, the patient starts to worry even more. Since his 
neurologist used the term ‘brain injury’, he googles this term and finds all kinds of stories 
from people with serious and long-lasting consequences of brain injuries. 
 
Considerations:  
1) In this consultation, the patient’s worries have not been adequately addressed. His 

fearful cognitions and their behavioral consequences are important perpetuating 
factors.  

2) Complementary to reassuring the patient by disputing or challenging his fearful 
cognitions, the neurologist could have given the patient some practical advice on 
resuming his daily activities. In addition to targeting his inactive coping behavior, 
this would have probably given the patient hope and a sense of control. 
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persons. This especially applies to perpetuating factors, which are the intervention targets in 
psychological therapies. In some patients, symptoms evoke fearful thoughts about the origin 
of the symptoms. Others catastrophize about the course and consequences of their symptoms 
(see box 2, case 2). Some patients become very cautious, avoiding rigorous movements or 
physical exertion, because they fear this will increase their symptoms or harm their body (see 
box 2, case 2). Others tend to ignore their symptoms and continue their activities, until they 
are no longer able to, resulting in an all-or-nothing behavior pattern (see box 2, case 1). 
Because of this heterogeneity, it is unlikely that a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to treatment will 
suffice (49). This might partly explain the relatively low effect sizes of psychological therapies 
for MUS, compared to other disorders. Most therapies that were studied in randomized 
controlled trials were manual- or protocol-based, leaving little room for customization.  
 
Overcoming Treatment Obstacles  
The projects that will be described in this thesis were aimed to improve care for patients with 
MUS by developing solutions to the previously mentioned obstacles (see table 2).  
 
Table 2. Obstacles in the treatment of MUS with potential solutions. 
 

  I II III 
Obstacle Inadequate 

communication 
between patients and 
healthcare providers  
  

Limited use of effective 
psychological treatments  
 

Heterogeneity; 
inadequate match 
between problems 
and interventions  

Solution Education & training 
for healthcare 
providers 

Increasing reach and 
acceptability of psychological 
interventions with self-help 

Personalizing 
explanation and 
treatment 

 
Solution I: Educating and Training Healthcare Providers 
A clear explanation of the symptoms, effective reassurance, and patient-centered 
communication can positively influence health outcomes of patients with MUS (50). A good 
explanation can create common ground that allows both the patient and the doctor to address 
psychosocial as well as physical issues and to avoid unnecessary somatic interventions (44). 
Since healthcare providers generally feel insufficiently able to manage patients with MUS (51), 
a first step in improving patient-doctor communication is educating and training healthcare 
providers. Enhancing healthcare providers’ knowledge on MUS and communication skills 
might also reduce the stigma, associated with psychological treatment (obstacle II) and 
improve their skills to match interventions to the specific problems of individual patients 
(obstacle III). 

  

Solution II: Increasing the Reach and Acceptability of Psychological Interventions with 
Self-help 
Self-help interventions can be defined as therapeutic interventions, administered through text 
(printed or online), audio, or video, and conducted (largely) independently of a healthcare 
professional. Such interventions have the potential to overcome some of the barriers, 
associated with psychological treatment for MUS. First, self-help interventions do not have to 
be offered in the mental healthcare setting, which decreases the associated stigma. Second, 
self-help interventions do not require guidance of trained professionals, making them 
available to a much larger group of patients. Consequently, self-help can provide a widely 
available and acceptable treatment option for patients with MUS. 
 
Solution III: Personalizing Explanation and Treatment 
In addition to the stepped-care model, which considers the number, duration, and severity of 
symptoms, specific treatments will have to reflect the nature of the symptoms and their 
etiological factors. In order to tailor treatment to the individual patient, offering an explanation 
and treatment plan that match the individuals’ symptoms and etiological factors is crucial (52). 
Previous studies suggest that tailoring treatment to the characteristics and needs of individual 
patients increases treatment motivation, adherence, satisfaction, and effectiveness (53-55). 
 
Aims and Outline of this Thesis 
In line with the three previously described obstacles and potential solutions, this thesis is 
divided into three parts. The aims and outline of these three parts will now be discussed. 
 
Aim I: Developing an Online Course for Healthcare Providers on MUS 
The first part of this thesis is focused on the development of an online, interprofessional 
course, which aims to teach healthcare providers the knowledge, skills, and attitude they need 
to diagnose and treat MUS in a patient-centered manner. The course content and results of a 
pilot study, assessing healthcare provider satisfaction and self-reported learning gains, will be 
presented (Chapter 2).  
 
Aim II: Developing Self-help Interventions for MUS and Examining their Effectiveness 
In the second part of this thesis, we will study the effectiveness of self-help interventions for 
MUS by performing a systematic review and meta-analysis of the literature (Chapter 3). 
Subsequently, the development and content of two online self-help interventions will be 
described. The first is a self-help website for patients with minor head injuries, the occurrence 
of which is a common precipitating factor of MUS (Chapter 4). The second is a web-based, 
personalized, guided self-help intervention for MUS in primary care (Chapter 5). This part ends 
with the protocol of a randomized controlled trial, studying the effectiveness of the latter 
(Chapter 6). 
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providers. Enhancing healthcare providers’ knowledge on MUS and communication skills 
might also reduce the stigma, associated with psychological treatment (obstacle II) and 
improve their skills to match interventions to the specific problems of individual patients 
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professional. Such interventions have the potential to overcome some of the barriers, 
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available to a much larger group of patients. Consequently, self-help can provide a widely 
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Previous studies suggest that tailoring treatment to the characteristics and needs of individual 
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divided into three parts. The aims and outline of these three parts will now be discussed. 
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The first part of this thesis is focused on the development of an online, interprofessional 
course, which aims to teach healthcare providers the knowledge, skills, and attitude they need 
to diagnose and treat MUS in a patient-centered manner. The course content and results of a 
pilot study, assessing healthcare provider satisfaction and self-reported learning gains, will be 
presented (Chapter 2).  
 
Aim II: Developing Self-help Interventions for MUS and Examining their Effectiveness 
In the second part of this thesis, we will study the effectiveness of self-help interventions for 
MUS by performing a systematic review and meta-analysis of the literature (Chapter 3). 
Subsequently, the development and content of two online self-help interventions will be 
described. The first is a self-help website for patients with minor head injuries, the occurrence 
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personalized, guided self-help intervention for MUS in primary care (Chapter 5). This part ends 
with the protocol of a randomized controlled trial, studying the effectiveness of the latter 
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Aim III: Exploring the Effects of Psychosocial Factors on MUS and Identifying Potential 
Targets for Personalized Treatment 
A first step in personalizing treatment for patients with MUS is identifying which etiological 
factors might play a role. In the third part of this thesis, we will explore the effects of 
psychosocial factors on the development and maintenance of MUS. First, we will examine the 
influence of parental divorce, parental death (Chapter 7), and childhood sexual abuse (Chapter 
8) on the development of MUS in a large prospective population cohort of Dutch adolescents. 
Subsequently, we will study the influence of stress (Chapter 9), worry, and anxiety (Chapter 10) 
on MUS in daily life by analyzing individual diary data from patients with MUS (Chapter 9) and 
individuals from the Dutch general population (Chapter 10). Studying these potential 
perpetuating factors within individuals hold a promise for the identification of personalized 
treatment targets. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Background: Communication between healthcare providers and patients with medically 
unexplained symptoms (MUS) is frequently hampered by mutual misunderstanding and 
dissatisfaction. We developed an online, interprofessional course to teach healthcare 
providers the knowledge, skills, and attitude they need to diagnose and treat MUS in a 
patient-centered manner. This paper describes the results of a pilot study, assessing 
healthcare provider satisfaction and self-reported learning gains. 
 
Methods: The course consisted of seven modules of 45 to 60 minutes, one of which 
designed specifically for mental healthcare providers. Each module contained different types 
of assignments, based on six cases: videos, discussion boards, reading assignments, polls, 
and quizzes. For the pilot study, we included 1) medical residents, following the course as 
part of their residency training, and 2) healthcare providers (general practitioners, medical 
specialists, physiotherapists, nurses, and psychologists), following the course as continuing 
vocational training. Throughout the course (at the start, after each module, and at the end), 
participants were asked to fill out online surveys, enquiring about their learning gains and 
satisfaction with the course. 
 
Results: At the start of the course, none of the participants (N = 119) rated their level of 
knowledge on MUS as adequate. At the end of the course, 83% rated their level of 
knowledge on MUS as adequate and 97% felt that following the course increased their 
competencies in communicating with patients with MUS (N=60). On a scale from 1 to 10, 
participants gave the course a mean grade of 8.0. Accordingly, 95% stated that they would 
recommend the course to a colleague.  
 
Conclusions: According to healthcare providers, this online, interprofessional course is an 
effective and satisfying way to learn about MUS. Observer- and, in particular, patient-rated 
outcomes are to be studied in the future. 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
A substantial proportion of physical symptoms cannot be (fully) explained by a medical 
disease. This varies from approximately 20-35% in primary care to 30-50% in secondary care 
(1-4). Even though most medically unexplained symptoms (MUS) are self-limiting, 10-30% of 
symptoms persist, causing considerable suffering and disability (5). MUS are associated with 
increased use of healthcare resources and their medical costs rank among the highest of all 
patient groups (6). This is partly due to repeated referrals and investigations, which are often 
unhelpful and sometimes even cause iatrogenic damage (7). 
 
Many healthcare providers perceive patients with MUS as “heartsink” or “difficult” (8, 9). 
Many patients with MUS feel like they are not being taken seriously by healthcare providers 
(10). Misconceptions are found on both sides, hampering effective treatment and recovery of 
patients with MUS (11). For example: the labels that doctors use to describe MUS often lead 
patients to believe that the doctor is suggesting they are “putting on” or “imagining” their 
symptoms, or that they are “mad” (12). Also, doctors often feel pressurized and 
uncomfortable, because they feel patients demand (unnecessary) somatic interventions. 
However, research shows that it is mostly doctors proposing somatic interventions, not 
patients. If anything, patients with MUS seek for emotional support and reassurance (13). 
Clearing up these misconceptions calls for better communication and a more patient-
centered approach. In recent years, a paradigm shift has emerged to organize care from a 
patient instead of a provider perspective. This means providing care that is respectful of and 
responsive to the needs, values, and preferences of individual patients, and actively involving 
patients in clinical decisions (14). Patient-centered care has many benefits: it improves job 
satisfaction among healthcare providers, patient wellbeing, treatment compliance, and 
health outcomes without increased use of healthcare resources (15). 
 
In order to promote patient-centered care for patients with MUS, we have developed an 
online course, teaching healthcare providers the knowledge, skills, and attitude they need to 
adequately diagnose and treat MUS. Online learning (‘e-learning’) is an innovative form of 
education, which is appreciated for its flexibility, convenience, and self-controlled learning 
pace (16). The use of different types of media and interactive tools increases motivation and 
promotes practically applied learning, resulting in more efficient learning experiences (17). In 
this paper, we describe the results of a pilot study, assessing healthcare provider satisfaction 
and self-reported effects on knowledge, skills, and attitude. 
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METHODS 
 
Course Development 
MUS experts, educational experts, healthcare providers from various professions (i.e. general 
practice, clinical psychology, psychiatry, physiotherapy, and various medical specialties), and 
a patient representative were involved in the development of the course. As a first step, 
workshops were organized to define the aim of the course, the intended target audience, 
relevant themes, and learning goals. The Canadian Medical Education Directives for 
Specialists (CanMEDS) framework (18) was used to link these themes (modules) and learning 
goals to relevant competencies for medical professionals. Subsequently, we established a 
fixed structure for all course modules and decided on types of assignments that were to be 
used. Six cases were created for these assignments (see box 1). Four of these cases were 
based on prototypical MUS patients, according to a focus group study amongst Dutch GPs 
(case 1: the passive MUS patient, case 3: the anxious MUS patient, case 4: the distressed 
MUS patient, and case 5: the unhappy MUS patient) (19).  
 
Box 1. Cases, used in assignments throughout the course. 
 

Case 1    
41-year-old single mother of two visits her GP, because she is increasingly bothered by 
gastrointestinal complaints. She was diagnosed with IBS ten years ago, which runs in her 
family. The symptoms had been manageable for years, but recently she has been 
frequently experiencing diarrhea, flatulence, bloating, and fatigue. The patient feels very 
ashamed of these symptoms. She has no idea why the symptoms have worsened and 
does not know what to do about it. 
 
Case 2    
Since she has had the flue six months ago, a 19-year-old psychology student has been 
experiencing ongoing fatigue, headache, neck pain, and trouble concentrating. She 
regularly takes naps during the day, because she cannot stay awake. She is no longer 
able to play handball or study. She worries that her symptoms will not go away. 

 

 

Box 1 (continued). Cases, used in assignments throughout the course. 
 

 
 
Then, all of the individual assignments were drafted, which included filming of interviews 
with experienced clinicians, recording ‘screencasts’ (2-3 minute explanatory videos), and 
filming re-enacted consultations with actors. The stakeholders were asked to give feedback 
on this first version of the course. Finally, a pilot was organized with 64 experienced GPs. 
Divided into two groups, they completed 3 course modules (1, 3, and 5 or 2, 4, and 6). 
Afterwards, structured focus group discussions were organized to gather qualitative 
feedback in order to fine-tune the course in terms of form (structure, length of the modules, 
teaching methods) and content (topics, relevancy, level). The course was developed and 
piloted in the Dutch language and subsequently translated into English and German. 
 

Case 3    
A 43-year-old IT-specialist visits his GP, because he has been experiencing chest pains 
and palpitations for two weeks. Five months ago, he visited the emergency department 
with acute chest pain, which was classified as ‘atypical’, non-cardiac chest pain. The 
patient and his wife are very worried and insist they would like to be referred to a 
cardiologist. Two years ago, a friend died of a heart attack and the patient fears this 
might happen to him as well. 
 
Case 4    
Four months ago, a 32-year-old lawyer suffered from sudden and severe vertigo, nausea 
and vomiting. She was diagnosed with vestibular neuritis. The patient now visits her GP, 
because she keeps feeling dizzy and unsteady. She is also very tired and sometimes feels 
like she is ‘not quite there’. The patient feels stressed out, because the symptoms 
interfere with her demanding job. 
 
Case 5    
A 51-year-old man with type 2 diabetes has been suffering from generalized, chronic 
pain for three years. A rheumatologist could not find a medical explanation for the 
symptoms. The patient now visits his GP, because the pain in his hands and knees have 
increased. This has led him to cease his hobbies: fishing and playing cards with friends. 
The patient seems down. There is not much he enjoys in life. 
 
Case 6    
A 46-year-old teacher with medically unexplained headaches and tinnitus, was referred 
to a psychiatrist. Prior to this, he visited a bioresonance therapist, who suggested he 
might be hypersensitive to electromagnetic radiation. The patient has read a lot about 
this on the internet and he recognizes many of the symptoms. He also realized his 
symptoms started after a transmission tower was placed near his house. 
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and vomiting. She was diagnosed with vestibular neuritis. The patient now visits her GP, 
because she keeps feeling dizzy and unsteady. She is also very tired and sometimes feels 
like she is ‘not quite there’. The patient feels stressed out, because the symptoms 
interfere with her demanding job. 
 
Case 5    
A 51-year-old man with type 2 diabetes has been suffering from generalized, chronic 
pain for three years. A rheumatologist could not find a medical explanation for the 
symptoms. The patient now visits his GP, because the pain in his hands and knees have 
increased. This has led him to cease his hobbies: fishing and playing cards with friends. 
The patient seems down. There is not much he enjoys in life. 
 
Case 6    
A 46-year-old teacher with medically unexplained headaches and tinnitus, was referred 
to a psychiatrist. Prior to this, he visited a bioresonance therapist, who suggested he 
might be hypersensitive to electromagnetic radiation. The patient has read a lot about 
this on the internet and he recognizes many of the symptoms. He also realized his 
symptoms started after a transmission tower was placed near his house. 
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Course Structure and Content 
The aim of the course was to teach healthcare providers how to diagnose and treat MUS in a 
patient-centered manner. In order to facilitate collaboration and communication between 
different types of healthcare providers, the course was designed for all healthcare providers, 
involved in the care of patients with MUS, for example: general practitioners (GPs), medical 
specialists (internists, gastroenterologists, rheumatologists, gynecologists, neurologists, 
psychiatrists, rehabilitation specialists, and occupational physicians), physiotherapists, nurses, 
psychologists and other mental healthcare workers. 
 
FutureLearn, a digital education platform (www.futurelearn.com), which offers courses from 
many international universities, was used to host the course. The course consisted of seven 
modules (see table 1) with a duration of approximately 45 to 60 minutes. Module 6 was 
designed specifically for mental healthcare providers. Each module had the exact same 
structure. It started with the learning goals of the module, followed by 6 to 15 short 
assignments (videos, discussion boards, reading assignments, polls, and quizzes). All 
modules ended with a take-home-message, an evaluative survey and a ‘further reading’ 
segment.  
 
Participants 
For the pilot study, we recruited participants in two ways. First, the online course was 
implemented in the residency training of medical residents from various specialties in the 
University Medical Centers of Groningen and Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Prior to a 
workshop on communication in the context of MUS, residents were instructed to complete 
three course modules of their choice, based on their prior knowledge of and experience with 
MUS. Second, the course was offered to various groups of Dutch healthcare providers as 
continuing vocational training for €100. In the Netherlands, registered healthcare providers 
are obliged to take a certain amount of accredited courses. Our course was accredited for 
general practitioners, medical specialists, physiotherapists, nurses, and psychologists. In 
order to recruit participants for this group, we promoted the course through a website 
(www.elearningsolk.nl), social media (twitter, LinkedIn), short articles in Dutch medical 
journals, and local/national meetings for healthcare providers. In order to be awarded 
accreditation points, these healthcare providers had to finish all of the course modules. For 
this pilot study, participants were recruited between September 2017 and January 2019.  
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Course Structure and Content 
The aim of the course was to teach healthcare providers how to diagnose and treat MUS in a 
patient-centered manner. In order to facilitate collaboration and communication between 
different types of healthcare providers, the course was designed for all healthcare providers, 
involved in the care of patients with MUS, for example: general practitioners (GPs), medical 
specialists (internists, gastroenterologists, rheumatologists, gynecologists, neurologists, 
psychiatrists, rehabilitation specialists, and occupational physicians), physiotherapists, nurses, 
psychologists and other mental healthcare workers. 
 
FutureLearn, a digital education platform (www.futurelearn.com), which offers courses from 
many international universities, was used to host the course. The course consisted of seven 
modules (see table 1) with a duration of approximately 45 to 60 minutes. Module 6 was 
designed specifically for mental healthcare providers. Each module had the exact same 
structure. It started with the learning goals of the module, followed by 6 to 15 short 
assignments (videos, discussion boards, reading assignments, polls, and quizzes). All 
modules ended with a take-home-message, an evaluative survey and a ‘further reading’ 
segment.  
 
Participants 
For the pilot study, we recruited participants in two ways. First, the online course was 
implemented in the residency training of medical residents from various specialties in the 
University Medical Centers of Groningen and Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Prior to a 
workshop on communication in the context of MUS, residents were instructed to complete 
three course modules of their choice, based on their prior knowledge of and experience with 
MUS. Second, the course was offered to various groups of Dutch healthcare providers as 
continuing vocational training for €100. In the Netherlands, registered healthcare providers 
are obliged to take a certain amount of accredited courses. Our course was accredited for 
general practitioners, medical specialists, physiotherapists, nurses, and psychologists. In 
order to recruit participants for this group, we promoted the course through a website 
(www.elearningsolk.nl), social media (twitter, LinkedIn), short articles in Dutch medical 
journals, and local/national meetings for healthcare providers. In order to be awarded 
accreditation points, these healthcare providers had to finish all of the course modules. For 
this pilot study, participants were recruited between September 2017 and January 2019.  
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Evaluation 
Throughout the course, participants were asked to fill out custom designed, integrated 
online surveys. These surveys were offered 1) before the start of the course (i.e. before the 
first course module), 2) after each of the course modules, and 3) after finishing the course 
(i.e. after the final course module). 
 
Participant Characteristics. The survey before the start of the course contained questions on 
participants’ sex, age, profession, and clinical experience.  
 
Self-reported Knowledge, Skills, and Attitude. The surveys before the start and after the end of 
the course contained general questions on participants’ attitude towards and knowledge of 
MUS. The surveys at the end of the various course modules evaluated (improvements in) 
knowledge, skills, and attitude with regard to the specific themes of the module (i.e. whether 
learning goals were met). Items from all of these surveys were phrased as statements with a 
5-point Likert scale (fully disagree/ disagree/ neither disagree, nor agree/ agree/ fully agree). 
For the variables assessing learning goals of the individual modules, responses ‘agree’ (4) 
and ‘fully agree’ (5) were combined. 
 
Satisfaction. The evaluative survey at the end of the course assessed participants’ satisfaction 
with the course. Participants were asked to grade the course on a scale from 1 to 10. In 
addition, they were asked whether they would recommend the course to a colleague and 
whether the course content was directly applicable in their daily practice. These items were 
phrased as statements with a 5-point Likert scale (fully disagree/ disagree/ neither disagree, 
nor agree/ agree/ fully agree). For these variables, responses ‘agree’ (4) and ‘fully agree’ (5) 
were combined. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Participant Characteristics 
Before the start of the course, 119 participants filled out the general survey (see table 2). 
Most of these were GPs, physiotherapists, and mental healthcare providers (including 
residents and trainees). Years of clinical experience ranged from 0 to 44, with a peak at 3 and 
4 years, representing the group of medical residents, and a median of 9 years. 
 

 

 

Table 2. General characteristics of course participants (N = 119). 
 
Variable  
Male sex, n (%) 38 (32%) 
Age in years, median (IQR)  41 (22) 
Clinical experience in years, median (IQR) 9 (21) 
Profession, including residents and trainees, n (%) 
  General practitioner  
  Physiotherapist 
  Psychologist or other mental healthcare worker 
  Internist, rheumatologist or gastroenterologist 
  Psychiatrist 
  Neurologist 
  Rehabilitation specialist 
  Other 
  Unknown (not reported) 

 
20 (17%) 
20 (17%) 
17 (14%) 
5 (4%) 
3 (3%) 
1 (1%) 
1 (1%) 
10 (8%) 

42 (35%) 

 
Self-reported Knowledge, Skills, and Attitude  
At the start of the course, none of the participants rated their level of knowledge on MUS as 
adequate (N = 119). In addition, 20% of participants indicated that they did not find patients 
with MUS difficult to deal with, 91% stated that they considered MUS a serious health 
problem, and 58% indicated they had a special interest in MUS (see figure 1). 
 
Figure 1. Self-rated knowledge and attitude at the start of the course (N=119). 
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first course module), 2) after each of the course modules, and 3) after finishing the course 
(i.e. after the final course module). 
 
Participant Characteristics. The survey before the start of the course contained questions on 
participants’ sex, age, profession, and clinical experience.  
 
Self-reported Knowledge, Skills, and Attitude. The surveys before the start and after the end of 
the course contained general questions on participants’ attitude towards and knowledge of 
MUS. The surveys at the end of the various course modules evaluated (improvements in) 
knowledge, skills, and attitude with regard to the specific themes of the module (i.e. whether 
learning goals were met). Items from all of these surveys were phrased as statements with a 
5-point Likert scale (fully disagree/ disagree/ neither disagree, nor agree/ agree/ fully agree). 
For the variables assessing learning goals of the individual modules, responses ‘agree’ (4) 
and ‘fully agree’ (5) were combined. 
 
Satisfaction. The evaluative survey at the end of the course assessed participants’ satisfaction 
with the course. Participants were asked to grade the course on a scale from 1 to 10. In 
addition, they were asked whether they would recommend the course to a colleague and 
whether the course content was directly applicable in their daily practice. These items were 
phrased as statements with a 5-point Likert scale (fully disagree/ disagree/ neither disagree, 
nor agree/ agree/ fully agree). For these variables, responses ‘agree’ (4) and ‘fully agree’ (5) 
were combined. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Participant Characteristics 
Before the start of the course, 119 participants filled out the general survey (see table 2). 
Most of these were GPs, physiotherapists, and mental healthcare providers (including 
residents and trainees). Years of clinical experience ranged from 0 to 44, with a peak at 3 and 
4 years, representing the group of medical residents, and a median of 9 years. 
 

 

 

Table 2. General characteristics of course participants (N = 119). 
 
Variable  
Male sex, n (%) 38 (32%) 
Age in years, median (IQR)  41 (22) 
Clinical experience in years, median (IQR) 9 (21) 
Profession, including residents and trainees, n (%) 
  General practitioner  
  Physiotherapist 
  Psychologist or other mental healthcare worker 
  Internist, rheumatologist or gastroenterologist 
  Psychiatrist 
  Neurologist 
  Rehabilitation specialist 
  Other 
  Unknown (not reported) 

 
20 (17%) 
20 (17%) 
17 (14%) 
5 (4%) 
3 (3%) 
1 (1%) 
1 (1%) 
10 (8%) 

42 (35%) 

 
Self-reported Knowledge, Skills, and Attitude  
At the start of the course, none of the participants rated their level of knowledge on MUS as 
adequate (N = 119). In addition, 20% of participants indicated that they did not find patients 
with MUS difficult to deal with, 91% stated that they considered MUS a serious health 
problem, and 58% indicated they had a special interest in MUS (see figure 1). 
 
Figure 1. Self-rated knowledge and attitude at the start of the course (N=119). 
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At the end of the course, 60 participants filled out the evaluative survey. After taking the 
course, 83% of participants rated their level of knowledge on MUS as adequate, and 97% felt 
that following the course increased their competencies in communicating with patients with 
MUS (see figure 2).  
 
Figure 2. Self-rated knowledge, skills, and attitude at the end of the course (N = 60). 

 
 
Participants generally rated their (improvements in) knowledge, skills, and attitude with 
regard to the specific learning goals of the seven modules as satisfactory (table 3). 
Exceptions were knowledge on referrals to mental healthcare and DSM-5 classifications of 
somatic symptom and related disorders. 
 
Satisfaction 
When asked to grade the course on a scale from 1 to 10, participants gave the course an 
overall mean (SD) score of 8.0 (0.7). Accordingly, 95% would recommend the course to a 
colleague and 93% found that what they had learned during the course could be directly 
applied in their daily practice (N=60). 
 

 

 

Table 3. Self-rated knowledge, skills, and attitude after each of the course modules. 
 
Variable Module %* N 
Increased awareness of attitude towards MUS 1 74% 144 
Changed attitude towards MUS 1 26% 144 
Knowledge on terminology adequate 2 81% 126 
Knowledge on prevalence and prognosis adequate 2 78% 126 
Knowledge on etiology adequate 2 84% 126 
Increased awareness of consequences diagnostic procedures 
and referral 

3 79% 101 

Better able to recognize and explore symptom dimensions  3 72% 101 
Improved ability to recognize when patient feels unheard 4 85% 81 
Knows how to explain working diagnosis ‘MUS’ to patients 4 80% 81 
Knows how to formulate treatment goals together with patients 
and how to monitor progress 

5 77% 70 

Knows how to motivate patients for behavior change 5 77% 70 
Knowledge on DSM-5 classifications of somatic symptom and 
related disorders adequate 

6 50% 18 

Knows how to compose a personalized explanation and 
treatment plan according to the ‘Consequences model’ (20) 

6 72% 18 

Changed writing of letters about patients with MUS 7 80% 64 
Knows when to refer a patient with MUS to mental healthcare 7 48% 64 
Knows how to refer a patient with MUS to mental healthcare 7 63% 64 

Note: *These items were measured on a 5-point Likert scale. For these variables, responses ‘agree’ (4) and ‘fully agree’ 
(5) were combined. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
In this pilot study, we explored user experiences with an online, interprofessional course on 
MUS. According to healthcare providers, this course is an effective and satisfying way to 
improve their knowledge and skills regarding the diagnosis and treatment of MUS.  
 
Our study confirms the findings of previous studies about the perspective of healthcare 
providers on patients with MUS and their ability to manage these patients. Our baseline 
survey shows that only 20% of participants did not find patients with MUS hard to deal with. 
This is in line with several previous studies, showing that physicians perceive patients with 
MUS as difficult, especially when they present with multiple symptoms (21, 22). In addition, 
none of our pilot study participants rated their knowledge on MUS as adequate before 
taking the course. A previous survey amongst physicians also shows that a substantial 
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proportion perceive themselves as insufficiently competent in managing patients with MUS 
(23). These findings highlight the need for education and training on MUS. 
With regard to learning gains, participants generally rated their (improvements in) 
knowledge, skills, and attitude as satisfactory. Even though 74% indicated that the course 
had increased their awareness of their attitude towards MUS, only 26% reported that their 
attitude had actually changed. However, this need not be a problem. At the start of the 
course, 91% of participants stated that they considered MUS a serious health problem, which 
suggests that these participants might have already had the right attitude. Furthermore, a 
limited number of participants reported that they knew when (48%) and how (63%) to refer 
patients with MUS to mental healthcare. We therefore conclude this course topic needs 
revision and extra attention. Of the mental healthcare providers, merely 50% indicated that 
their knowledge on DSM-5 classifications with regard to somatic-symptom disorders was 
adequate. Although this might be seen as an indication that the course insufficiently 
addresses this topic, the DSM-5 was implemented in the Netherlands during the course of 
this pilot study. Thus, many healthcare providers were not trained to work with DSM-5 yet.  
Participants who filled out the survey at the end of the course were extremely satisfied with 
the course. This is in line with previous studies on e-learning in medical and nonmedical 
fields, which have consistently demonstrated high satisfaction rates (24). Although we did 
not enquire appreciation for different aspects of the course (form, content, etc.), our findings 
indicate that e-learning is an appreciated form of education on the topic of MUS. This fits 
with a large body of literature pointing out the advantages of online learning, which include 
its flexibility, convenience, and self-controlled learning pace (16, 17, 25). 
 
A strength of this study is the broad spectrum of healthcare providers, included in the study. 
The course was developed with the help of many relevant stakeholders (MUS experts, 
educations experts, healthcare providers from different fields, and a patient representative), 
in order to be suitable for a large variety of healthcare providers. The group of pilot study 
participants represents the full spectrum of healthcare providers from these different fields. 
The most important limitation of the current study, is the occurrence of several types of bias. 
First, self-selection by healthcare providers probably led to a selection bias. At baseline, 58% 
of participants indicated they had a special interest in MUS. This affinity might have 
increased their appreciation of the course content. However, the pilot group partly consisted 
of medical residents. For these residents, the course was a standard part of their curriculum, 
so selection bias was not relevant in this portion of the study group. Secondly, attrition bias 
arose as a consequence of the manner of data collection. Participants were requested to 
(voluntarily) fill out several surveys, yet not all of them filled out all of the surveys. 
Unfortunately, log data on the numbers of participants who started and finished the various 
course modules were not available. However, large differences can be observed between the 
number of participants, who filled out the survey at the start of the course (N = 119), and the 

 

 

number of participants, who filled out the survey at the end of the course (N = 60). Apart 
from creating a bias in study results, attrition is a more general issue in e-learning, which 
requires more motivation and self-discipline than traditional teaching methods, such as 
lectures or workshops (16). A final limitation of this study is the lack of standardized, 
validated instruments to assess satisfaction and learning gains. 
 
The current study explored learning gains through self-assessment by healthcare providers. 
Because the course aimed to improve patient-centered care, it would be interesting to study 
patients’ perspectives of their healthcare providers’ communication skills and attitude in the 
future. Another way to gain a more objective impression of improvements in knowledge, 
skills, and attitude, would be to let observers rate consultations before and after healthcare 
providers have taken the course. 
 
The development of the course and conduction of the pilot study took place in the 
Netherlands. Thereafter, the course was translated into English and German, which allows 
the course to be used, studied, and further developed internationally. In addition, we intend 
to develop extra course modules with specific themes, such as MUS in children, MUS in the 
elderly, and gender-sensitive care for MUS.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
According to healthcare providers, this online, interprofessional course is an effective and 
satisfying way to learn about MUS. Observer- and, in particular, patient-rated outcomes are 
to be studied in the future. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Background: Medically unexplained symptoms (MUS), which are highly prevalent in all fields 
of medicine, are considered difficult to treat. The primary objective of this systematic review 
and meta-analysis was to assess the efficacy of self-help for adults with MUS.  
 
Methods: Four electronic databases were searched for relevant studies. Randomized 
controlled trials comparing self-help to usual care or waiting list in adults with MUS were 
selected. Studies were critically appraised using the Cochrane ‘risk of bias assessment tool’. 
Standardized mean differences (Hedges’ g) were pooled using a random-effects model. 
Outcomes were symptom severity and quality of life (QoL) directly post-treatment and at 
follow-up. 
 
Results: Out of 582 studies identified, 18 studies met all inclusion criteria. Studies were 
heterogeneous with regard to patient populations, intervention characteristics, and outcome 
measures. Compared to usual care or waiting list, self-help was associated with lower 
symptom severity (17 studies, n = 1894, g = 0.58, 95% CI 0.32 – 0.84, p < .001) and higher 
QoL (16 studies, n = 1504, g = 0.66, 95% CI 0.34 – 0.99, p < .001) directly post-treatment. 
Similar effect sizes were found at follow-up. A high risk of bias was established in the 
majority of included studies. However, sensitivity analyses suggested that this did not 
significantly influence study results. Funnel plot asymmetry indicated potential publication 
bias.  
 
Conclusions: Self-help is associated with a significant reduction in symptom severity and 
improvement of QoL. Due to the suboptimal methodological quality of included studies, 
further research is needed to confirm the findings of this study.  
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Medically unexplained symptoms (MUS) are physical symptoms, which cannot be adequately 
explained by organic disease. MUS are highly prevalent and range from single, self-limiting 
complaints to constellations of chronic and disabling symptoms like irritable bowel 
syndrome (IBS), fibromyalgia, and chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) (1). Apart from the 
suffering and impairments these conditions impose on patients, they are also very costly for 
society due to the associated productivity losses and burden on health care (2-4). Patients 
with MUS visit their general practitioner, medical specialist, and emergency department 
approximately twice as often as other patients (2), ranking their medical costs among the 
highest of all patient groups (4). 
 
Physicians consider patients with chronic MUS among the most difficult patients (5), 
probably because treatment possibilities within somatic healthcare are limited (6). 
Psychological treatments, like cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), have shown modest effects 
on symptom severity and quality of life (QoL) in patients with chronic MUS (7, 8). However, 
psychological treatments are costly, time consuming, and often not easily available due to a 
shortage of qualified therapists. Furthermore, many patients with MUS are unwilling to visit a 
mental health professional, because of the associated stigma (9). As a consequence, only a 
selected subgroup of patients with MUS benefits from psychological treatment. Self-help 
interventions, which are designed to be conducted largely independently of health care 
professionals, might overcome these problems and form a valuable addition to current 
treatment options. Self-help has shown to be effective for a number of conditions like 
depression, anxiety, and alcohol abuse (10-12). Apart from three systematic reviews on 
specific forms of self-help for IBS (13-15), no overview has been published on the efficacy of 
self-help interventions for MUS in general.  
 
Following the PRISMA statement (16), we report on a systematic review and meta-analysis of 
randomized controlled trials with the primary aim of assessing efficacy of self-help in adults 
with MUS with regard to symptom severity and QoL. Because we included a variety of MUS, 
investigating whether treatment efficacy varied according to the type of symptoms was a 
secondary aim. Studies in patients with depression and anxiety have indicated that guided 
self-help is associated with better outcomes than unguided self-help (17, 18). Therefore, 
another secondary aim was to study the influence of therapist contact on treatment efficacy. 
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METHODS 
 
Search Strategy 
Relevant studies were identified by searching electronic databases and scanning reference 
lists of included articles and related reviews (13-15, 19-21). The following electronic 
databases were searched from their inception up to May 2014: PubMed, Embase, PsycINFO, 
and CINAHL. A combination of two sets of text words and indexing (MeSH) terms was used. 
The first set consisted of the terms MUS, IBS, fibromyalgia, CFS, somatoform disorder, 
somatization, conversion, and synonyms. In accordance with current recommendations, 
medical as well as psychiatric diagnostic concepts were incorporated in the search (22). The 
second set consisted of the terms self-help, self-management, self-care, self-administered, 
bibliotherapy, and synonyms. Where possible, a filter for randomized controlled trials was 
applied. In order to reduce risk of bias, searches were conducted without restrictions on 
language or publication date.  
 
Study Selection 
Two researchers (JMG and AG) independently selected studies based on pre-specified 
eligibility criteria. After removal of duplicates, articles that were identified through the 
literature search were screened for relevance on the basis of their title and abstract. 
Subsequently, full text articles of potentially relevant studies were obtained and examined. 
During both stages, differences in study selection were resolved through consensus. 
 
Inclusion criteria: Studies were considered eligible if they were (1) randomized controlled 
trials (RCTs) comparing the effects of (2) a self-help intervention (3) to a waiting list or usual 
care control condition (4) in adults (5) with MUS (6) on symptom severity and QoL.   
Self-help was defined as a therapeutic intervention, administered through text (printed or 
online), audio, or video, and conducted (largely) independently of a health care professional. 
Guided self-help interventions with minimal therapist contact of facilitative or supportive 
nature were also considered. MUS were defined as physical symptoms which, after 
appropriate medical assessment, could not be (fully) explained by a medical disease. The 
nature of these symptoms may vary considerably. However, research has shown that 
substantial overlap exists between syndromes such as IBS, fibromyalgia, and CFS (23). 
Assuming that similarities between patients with MUS outweigh their differences, we 
decided to include a broad array of medically unexplained symptoms and syndromes into 
our review.   
 
Data Extraction  
Data were extracted independently by two researchers (IJB and AG) using standardized 
forms that were developed a priori. Disagreements were resolved by discussion.  

 

The following data were extracted from each article: study details (first author, publication 
year, and country), design, sample size (numbers randomized and analyzed), sample 
characteristics (in- and exclusion criteria, recruitment setting, mean age, percentage of 
women, symptom duration and severity, and comorbidity), type of intervention (form, 
theoretical basis, duration, amount of therapist contact) and comparison group (waiting list 
or care as usual), timing of follow-up assessments, drop-out and compliance, outcome 
measures, adverse events, and effects (mean and standard deviation of symptom severity 
and QoL for intervention and control group directly post-treatment and – if available – at 
follow-up). Some studies did not report all of these outcome data. We contacted seven 
authors in order to obtain missing outcome data. All of them responded and five were able 
to provide all of the requested data.  
 
Risk of Bias Assessment 
Eligible studies were critically appraised using the Cochrane ‘risk of bias assessment tool’ 
(24). This tool determines possible sources of bias in the reporting of RCTs in six domains: (1) 
allocation sequence generation; (2) allocation concealment; (3) blinding of participants, 
personnel, and outcome assessors; (4) management of incomplete outcome data; (5) 
selective outcome reporting, and (6) other sources of bias, like extreme baseline imbalances. 
Each of these criteria was separately rated as “met”, “unmet”, or “unclear” by two 
independent researchers (IJB and AG), corresponding with a low, high or unclear risk of bias 
in that domain. Disagreements were resolved through consensus.  
 
Data Analysis 
Effect Size Calculation. Outcomes of interest were symptom severity and QoL. Most of the 
included studies reported both of these outcomes with continuous measures. However, 
different measurement instruments were used. Also, few studies reported effect sizes, and 
those that did used different methods to calculate effect estimates. Therefore, standardized 
mean differences were calculated for each study (Cohen’s d = difference in post-treatment 
means between intervention and control group divided by the pooled standard deviation) 
(25). Because Cohen’s d has a slight bias that overestimates the effect size in small samples, d 
was multiplied by a correction factor J, resulting in the unbiased estimate referred to as 
Hedges’ g (25). For each outcome, we distinguished between post-treatment and follow-up 
assessments. This led to a maximum of four effect estimates per study: symptom severity 
post-treatment, symptom severity at follow-up, QoL post-treatment, and QoL at follow-up. 
Summary statistics used to calculate these estimates (means, standard deviations, and 
number of participants for treatment and control groups) can be obtained from the 
corresponding author on request. The sign of some scores was reversed to ensure all scales 
were aligned (e.g. for QoL high values representing good health on all scales). For two 
studies, standard deviations were calculated from the reported 95%-confidence interval (26, 
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27). For one study (28), continuous outcome data on symptom severity were not available, 
but the numbers of patients with persistent symptoms at several follow-up moments were. 
We used these data to calculate odds ratios and converted these, via Cohen’s d, to Hedges’ g 
(25). For another study, post-treatment QoL data were not available, but follow-up data were 
(29). We replaced the missing post-treatment effect estimate by the follow-up effect 
estimate of that study. 
 
Meta-analysis. The pre-calculated effect estimates were pooled using STATA 13.1. Because of 
the heterogeneous nature of study populations and interventions, the DerSimonian and 
Laird random-effects method was chosen. The I2 statistic was used as a measure of 
heterogeneity. This is the percentage of between-study heterogeneity that is attributable to 
variability in the true treatment effect, rather than sampling variation (30). Roughly, an I2 
>75% represents considerable heterogeneity (24). For the interpretation of effect sizes, we 
followed the rule of thumb as proposed by Cohen: 0.20-0.49 is considered small, 0.50-0.79 
medium, and >0.80 large (31). In order to assess the influence of the risk of bias of individual 
studies on treatment effects, sensitivity analyses were performed using three meta-
regression analyses with different sources of bias (low or unclear versus high risk) as 
covariates. To explore the possibility of publication bias, the symmetry of funnel plots was 
assessed visually as well as formally with Egger’s test. To investigate whether treatment 
efficacy would differ depending on symptom type, meta-regression was used. Symptoms 
were divided into four categories: chronic pain (including fibromyalgia, whiplash associated 
disorder (WAD), or back pain), IBS, CFS, and functional neurological symptoms. Dummies for 
these four symptom types were used in separate analyses to test whether one of these 
showed larger treatment effects compared to the other symptom types. Finally, we also used 
meta-regression to study the influence of therapist involvement (none versus some form of 
therapist contact) on treatment efficacy. For all meta-regression analyses, post-treatment 
outcomes were used. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Study Selection 
The process of study selection is presented in Figure 1. Searching four electronic databases 
provided 582 unique citations. Of these, 538 studies were discarded because, after reviewing 
their title and/or abstract, they did not meet our criteria. Full-text articles of the remaining 44 
citations were examined. During this stage, another 28 articles were excluded, leaving 16 
eligible studies. Two more studies were identified through reference lists, resulting in a total 
of 18 studies meeting all eligibility criteria. 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Flow diagram of study selection.  
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Characteristics of Included Studies  
An overview of study characteristics can be found in table 1. All 18 included studies were 
RCTs published in English during the last decade. Most studies were performed in the U.S.A. 
(8/18), followed by the U.K. (3/18) and the Netherlands (3/18). 
 
Participants: Most studies focused on patients with IBS (7/18) or chronic pain (fibromyalgia, 
WAD, or back pain; 7/18). Three studies involved patients with CFS and one study focused 
on patients with functional neurological symptoms. Sample size ranged from 28 to 405 
participants. Participants were predominantly female (58-100%) and middle-aged (mean age 
36-52 years). Mean duration of symptoms was reported in about half of the studies and 
ranged from 4.5 to 16.5 years, suggesting that most participants suffered from chronic MUS. 
Co-morbidity, somatic as well as psychiatric, was rarely reported. 
 
Interventions: Nearly all interventions contained educational elements. For some 
interventions, these were their main ingredient (5/18); for others these formed the base for 
self-administered CBT (12/18). The study by Robinson et al. is an example of a purely 
educational intervention. In this study, IBS patients were provided with a guidebook 
containing information about lifestyle, diet, pharmacological, and alternative therapies (32). 
In two other studies (28, 33), patients presenting to an emergency department with a 
whiplash injury were shown a short educational video. The video provided information about 
expected duration of symptoms and advice on posture, return to regular activities, exercise, 
and pain-relief methods. This is somewhat similar to an online intervention (34), in which 
office workers with low back pain received daily e-mail reminders linked to information and 
videos on posture and physical exercise. Most studies however, also included elements of 
CBT: relaxation exercises, stress management, problem solving, identifying and challenging 
unhelpful thoughts (catastrophizing), and graded exposure. Most interventions included 
homework assignments. One study investigated a specific component of CBT called ‘guided 
imagery’. Using audiotapes, participants were taught to “imagine and experience an internal 
reality in the absence of external stimuli” (35). Finally, Brattberg examined the self-
administration of ‘emotional freedom techniques’ in patients with fibromyalgia. This 
intervention combines elements of cognitive therapy, acupuncture, and eye movement 
desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR). It involves focusing on a disturbing memory, 
emotion, or sensation, while simultaneously tapping meridians, ending with a series of eye 
movements (36). Apart from the two studies in which treatment consisted of watching a 
single video (with a duration of 12-20 minutes), duration of treatment varied from 4 weeks 
to 9 months. Seven studies did not involve any therapist contact. In the remaining studies, 
various forms and quantities of therapist contact were incorporated. 
 

Control: Six studies used a waiting list control group (36, 38-40, 42, 44). In eleven studies, the 
control group received ‘care as usual’ (27-29, 32-35, 37, 41, 43, 45). Very few articles 
provided information on the nature or content of ‘care as usual’. Two studies described that 
patients in both groups received a fact sheet containing information on their diagnosis 
and/or advice on managing their symptoms (29, 33). Finally, one study had a slightly 
different control group (26). In this study, participants with IBS were randomized into nine 
groups. Groups were based on a combination of self help (no website, website, or website + 
e-mail support) and medication (bulk-forming laxative, antispasmodic, or placebo). Since 
these medications are commonly prescribed for IBS, we chose to consider these as ‘usual 
care’ and divided the groups as follows: intervention (website and website + e-mail support) 
versus control (no website), regardless of the medication groups.    
 
Outcomes: Although most studies included one or more follow-up assessments, seven 
studies only assessed outcomes directly post-treatment. Duration of follow-up ranged from 
two weeks to one year. All studies evaluated symptom severity as an outcome, but since 
different types of MUS were studied, different measurement instruments were used. Three 
out of seven studies on IBS used the IBS symptom severity scale (IBS-SSS). The checklist 
individual strength (CIS) was used to assess fatigue in two out of three studies on CFS. Many 
different instruments were used to assess pain. Seventeen studies evaluated QoL as an 
outcome, using a variety of instruments. Most instruments, for example the IBS quality of life 
questionnaire (IBS-QOL) which is used in 6 studies, evaluated several aspects of physical, 
mental, and/or social functioning. The SF-36 physical functioning scale was also a commonly 
used instrument (5 studies). This is a subscale of the SF-36, which specifically focuses on 
physical impairments due to health problems. None of the studies explicitly defined adverse 
events as an outcome. Occasionally, it was reported that no adverse events occurred in the 
intervention group (34, 40, 43). 
 
Risk of Bias within Studies 
Since blinding of participants with regard to self-help interventions is impossible and nearly 
all studies used self-report measures, a high risk of bias in this domain (‘blinding of 
participants, personnel, and outcome assessors’) was inevitable. Regarding the other five 
domains, a high risk of bias was established in eleven studies (Figure 2). All of these eleven 
studies showed an imbalance in dropout rates across groups or did not adequately address 
missing outcome data. Additionally, allocation sequence was not adequately generated and 
concealed in two studies. Two other studies had a high risk of bias due to selective outcome 
reporting: based on published protocols, we concluded that not all of their pre-specified 
outcomes were reported.  
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RCTs published in English during the last decade. Most studies were performed in the U.S.A. 
(8/18), followed by the U.K. (3/18) and the Netherlands (3/18). 
 
Participants: Most studies focused on patients with IBS (7/18) or chronic pain (fibromyalgia, 
WAD, or back pain; 7/18). Three studies involved patients with CFS and one study focused 
on patients with functional neurological symptoms. Sample size ranged from 28 to 405 
participants. Participants were predominantly female (58-100%) and middle-aged (mean age 
36-52 years). Mean duration of symptoms was reported in about half of the studies and 
ranged from 4.5 to 16.5 years, suggesting that most participants suffered from chronic MUS. 
Co-morbidity, somatic as well as psychiatric, was rarely reported. 
 
Interventions: Nearly all interventions contained educational elements. For some 
interventions, these were their main ingredient (5/18); for others these formed the base for 
self-administered CBT (12/18). The study by Robinson et al. is an example of a purely 
educational intervention. In this study, IBS patients were provided with a guidebook 
containing information about lifestyle, diet, pharmacological, and alternative therapies (32). 
In two other studies (28, 33), patients presenting to an emergency department with a 
whiplash injury were shown a short educational video. The video provided information about 
expected duration of symptoms and advice on posture, return to regular activities, exercise, 
and pain-relief methods. This is somewhat similar to an online intervention (34), in which 
office workers with low back pain received daily e-mail reminders linked to information and 
videos on posture and physical exercise. Most studies however, also included elements of 
CBT: relaxation exercises, stress management, problem solving, identifying and challenging 
unhelpful thoughts (catastrophizing), and graded exposure. Most interventions included 
homework assignments. One study investigated a specific component of CBT called ‘guided 
imagery’. Using audiotapes, participants were taught to “imagine and experience an internal 
reality in the absence of external stimuli” (35). Finally, Brattberg examined the self-
administration of ‘emotional freedom techniques’ in patients with fibromyalgia. This 
intervention combines elements of cognitive therapy, acupuncture, and eye movement 
desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR). It involves focusing on a disturbing memory, 
emotion, or sensation, while simultaneously tapping meridians, ending with a series of eye 
movements (36). Apart from the two studies in which treatment consisted of watching a 
single video (with a duration of 12-20 minutes), duration of treatment varied from 4 weeks 
to 9 months. Seven studies did not involve any therapist contact. In the remaining studies, 
various forms and quantities of therapist contact were incorporated. 
 

Control: Six studies used a waiting list control group (36, 38-40, 42, 44). In eleven studies, the 
control group received ‘care as usual’ (27-29, 32-35, 37, 41, 43, 45). Very few articles 
provided information on the nature or content of ‘care as usual’. Two studies described that 
patients in both groups received a fact sheet containing information on their diagnosis 
and/or advice on managing their symptoms (29, 33). Finally, one study had a slightly 
different control group (26). In this study, participants with IBS were randomized into nine 
groups. Groups were based on a combination of self help (no website, website, or website + 
e-mail support) and medication (bulk-forming laxative, antispasmodic, or placebo). Since 
these medications are commonly prescribed for IBS, we chose to consider these as ‘usual 
care’ and divided the groups as follows: intervention (website and website + e-mail support) 
versus control (no website), regardless of the medication groups.    
 
Outcomes: Although most studies included one or more follow-up assessments, seven 
studies only assessed outcomes directly post-treatment. Duration of follow-up ranged from 
two weeks to one year. All studies evaluated symptom severity as an outcome, but since 
different types of MUS were studied, different measurement instruments were used. Three 
out of seven studies on IBS used the IBS symptom severity scale (IBS-SSS). The checklist 
individual strength (CIS) was used to assess fatigue in two out of three studies on CFS. Many 
different instruments were used to assess pain. Seventeen studies evaluated QoL as an 
outcome, using a variety of instruments. Most instruments, for example the IBS quality of life 
questionnaire (IBS-QOL) which is used in 6 studies, evaluated several aspects of physical, 
mental, and/or social functioning. The SF-36 physical functioning scale was also a commonly 
used instrument (5 studies). This is a subscale of the SF-36, which specifically focuses on 
physical impairments due to health problems. None of the studies explicitly defined adverse 
events as an outcome. Occasionally, it was reported that no adverse events occurred in the 
intervention group (34, 40, 43). 
 
Risk of Bias within Studies 
Since blinding of participants with regard to self-help interventions is impossible and nearly 
all studies used self-report measures, a high risk of bias in this domain (‘blinding of 
participants, personnel, and outcome assessors’) was inevitable. Regarding the other five 
domains, a high risk of bias was established in eleven studies (Figure 2). All of these eleven 
studies showed an imbalance in dropout rates across groups or did not adequately address 
missing outcome data. Additionally, allocation sequence was not adequately generated and 
concealed in two studies. Two other studies had a high risk of bias due to selective outcome 
reporting: based on published protocols, we concluded that not all of their pre-specified 
outcomes were reported.  
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Figure 2. Risk of bias assessment. 
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Meta-regression showed that the risk of bias of included studies (low or unclear versus high) 
did not significantly influence our main results (Table 2). This applies to all relevant sources 
of bias: randomization, management of incomplete outcome data, and selective outcome 
reporting. 
 

 

Table 2. Results sensitivity analysis showing effects of different sources of bias. 

Note. Results of meta-regression with post-treatment outcomes. 

 
Publication Bias 
Visual assessment as well as Egger’s test showed that the funnel plots for symptom severity 
(4.00, 95% CI 0.34 – 7.66, p = .03) and QoL (5.22, 95% CI 0.92 – 9.51, p = .02) displayed 
significant asymmetry (Figures 3 and 4).  
 
Figure 3. Funnel plot (random effects model), for symptom severity. 
 

 
Note. SMD = standardized mean difference (Hedges’ g); SE = standard error. 

 

 Symptom severity Quality of life 
Possible source of bias Estimate 95% CI p Estimate 95% CI p 
Random Sequence Generation 
and Allocation Concealment 

.83 -.16 – 1.82 .10 .53 -.81 – 1.87 .41 

Incomplete Outcome Data -.14 -.83 – .55 .67 .02 -.88 – .92 .96 
Selective Outcome Reporting -.01 -1.06 – 1.04 .98 .69 -.61 – 1.98 .28 
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Figure 4. Funnel plot (random effects model), for quality of life. 
 

 

Note. SMD = standardized mean difference (Hedges’ g); SE = standard error. 

 
Effect of Self-Help on Symptom severity and Quality of Life 
Post-treatment outcome data on symptom severity were available for 17 studies with a total 
of 2067 participants randomized and 1894 analyzed. Compared to control, self-help was 
associated with lower symptom severity (g = 0.58, 95% CI 0.32 – 0.84, p < .001) directly post-
treatment (Figure 5). Strong evidence of heterogeneity was observed (I2 =85%, 95% CI 78 – 
90%, p < .001). At follow-up, self-help was still associated with lower symptom severity 
compared to control (9 studies, n = 922, g = 0.52, 95% CI 0.18 – 0.86, p = .002). 
 
For QoL, post-treatment data from 16 studies were used with a total of 1662 participants 
randomized and 1504 analyzed. Compared to control, self-help was associated with a higher 
QoL (g = 0.66, 95% CI 0.34 – 0.99, p < .001), directly post-treatment (Figure 6). Strong 
evidence of heterogeneity was observed (I2 =89%, 95% CI 83 – 92%, p < .001). At follow-up, 
self-help was still associated with a higher QoL compared to control (8 studies, n = 581, g = 
0.73, 95% CI 0.25 – 1.21, p = .003). 
 
 

 

Figure 5. Forest plot showing effects of self-help on symptom severity (N = 1894).  
 

 

Note. Markers represent point estimates of standardized mean differences; marker size represents study weight in 
random-effects meta-analysis. Horizontal bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. 

 
Type of Symptoms 
Meta-regression showed that the effect of self-help on symptom severity was not 
significantly influenced by symptom type. The effect of self-help on QoL was significantly 
larger in patients with chronic pain (fibromyalgia, WAD, and back pain) compared to other 
symptom types (β = 1.00, 95% CI 0.23 – 1.77, p = .02).  
 
Therapist Contact 
Whether the interventions included some form of therapist contact did not significantly 
influence effects on symptom severity (β = -0.22, 95% CI -0.90 – 0.47, p = .51) or QoL (β = -
0.77, 95% CI -1.59 – 0.04, p = .06).  
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Figure 6. Forest plot showing effects of self-help on quality of life (N = 1504).  
 

 

Note. Markers represent point estimates of standardized mean differences; marker size represents study weight in 
random-effects meta-analysis. Horizontal bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
This is the first study to quantify the effects of self-help interventions for various types of 
MUS. Meta-analysis showed that self-help significantly reduced symptom severity and 
improved QoL compared to usual care or waiting list. Overall, we found medium effect sizes. 
However, these should be interpreted with caution, because statistical heterogeneity 
between studies was considerable. 
 
This meta-analysis has several methodological strengths. Four databases were searched with 
broad selection criteria. In order to reduce risk of bias, searches were conducted without 
restrictions on language or publication date. Study selection, data extraction, and risk of bias 
assessment were conducted independently by two researchers. After obtaining missing data 
from the original researchers, we were able to use data from all of the 18 studies that were 
identified during the systematic literature review. Although we included a substantial 
number of studies into our meta-analysis, it should be taken into account that heterogeneity 

 

between these studies with regard to patient populations, intervention characteristics, and 
outcome measures was substantial. Specifically, the variety in QoL outcome measures has to 
be considered an important limitation. While most studies used instruments that assess 
several aspects of QoL, others used specific subscales assessing, for example, only physical 
functioning. Like for most meta-analyses, the results of our study are also limited by possible 
biases in included studies. First, the inevitable lack of blinding of participants causes a 
possible bias in all included studies. Furthermore, a high risk of bias in other domains was 
established in eleven studies (61%). These studies might have overestimated treatment 
effects because of inappropriate randomization, selective outcome reporting, or because 
incomplete outcome data were not adequately addressed. However, sensitivity analyses 
showed that our main results were not significantly influenced by the risk of bias of 
individual studies. We also assessed potential publication bias. Asymmetrical funnel plots 
suggested that selective reporting might have led to an overestimation of effect sizes in 
small trials.  
 
In addition to three systematic reviews demonstrating positive effects of ‘minimal contact’ 
psychological treatments for patients with IBS (13-15), we have shown that a broad array of 
self-help interventions reduces symptom severity and improves QoL in patients with 
different types of MUS. The effect sizes we found were larger than those found for 
conventional psychotherapies. A recent Cochrane review on psychological treatments for 
MUS and somatoform disorder demonstrated small effect sizes for symptom severity (d = 
0.34, 95% CI 0.16 – 0.53) and QoL (d = 0.17, 95% CI 0.03 – 0.32) (8). Similar results were 
found by another recent meta-analysis on psychotherapy for MUS (7). We found medium 
effect sizes for both outcomes (g = 0.58, 95% CI 0.32 – 0.84, and g = 0.66, 95% CI 0.34 – 
0.99). This difference might be explained by the stricter inclusion criteria of those meta-
analyses, resulting in patients with more severe symptoms and disabilities. Thus, self-help 
might be a useful additional treatment option, especially for patient with less severe, chronic, 
and debilitating symptoms.  
 
Considerable heterogeneity in treatment effects was observed. We investigated two factors 
that might explain this heterogeneity. First, we explored the role of the type of symptoms. 
We found that the impact of self-help on symptom severity did not differ according to 
symptom type. However, the effect of self-help on QoL was larger in patients with chronic 
pain compared to other symptom types. Secondly, we explored the role of therapist contact. 
In our study, the level of therapist contact did not influence treatment outcomes. This 
contradicts the findings of studies on self-help in patients with depression and anxiety, for 
which guided self-help was found to be superior to unguided interventions (17, 18). This 
inconsistency might be explained by differences in study populations; patients with 
depression or anxiety disorders may have lower intrinsic motivation, which increases the 
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additional value of therapist guidance. Other factors that might explain heterogeneity of 
treatment effects are differences in study populations, like the duration of complaints, 
differences in the form, content, duration, and intensity of interventions, differences in the 
content and amount of care that is received in (‘usual care’) control conditions, and 
differences in the duration of follow-up. Unfortunately, due to the relatively small number of 
included studies, it was not possible to explore the role of these factors using statistical 
analyses. Further research will have to show which patients benefit most from self-help and 
which characteristics and elements of self-help interventions are associated with the best 
outcomes.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In conclusion, self-help is a promising form of treatment for patients with MUS. Especially 
when offered online, self-help can be made widely available at relatively low costs. 
Unguided, internet-based interventions might be implemented in primary care as a first step 
in a stepped care approach (46). If symptoms persevere, self-administered CBT with minimal 
therapist contact might offer an alternative to psychotherapy for patients who are unwilling 
or unable to visit a mental health care facility. Because the quality of research designs and 
reporting of included studies was far from optimal, further research is needed to confirm the 
findings of this study. To ensure transparency and consistency in the reporting of trials, the 
CONSORT statement and checklist should be followed (47). The content of intervention and 
control conditions should be described in detail. Furthermore, future studies should use 
uniform and validated measurement instruments. We strongly recommend the use of 
intention-to-treat analyses instead of completers-only analyses. Also, follow-up assessments 
are encouraged in order to study long-term effects of self-help interventions. Furthermore, 
future research should focus on the effectiveness of self-help in various clinical care settings 
and identification of moderators to optimize treatment effects and overcome potential 
barriers for implementation. 
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additional value of therapist guidance. Other factors that might explain heterogeneity of 
treatment effects are differences in study populations, like the duration of complaints, 
differences in the form, content, duration, and intensity of interventions, differences in the 
content and amount of care that is received in (‘usual care’) control conditions, and 
differences in the duration of follow-up. Unfortunately, due to the relatively small number of 
included studies, it was not possible to explore the role of these factors using statistical 
analyses. Further research will have to show which patients benefit most from self-help and 
which characteristics and elements of self-help interventions are associated with the best 
outcomes.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In conclusion, self-help is a promising form of treatment for patients with MUS. Especially 
when offered online, self-help can be made widely available at relatively low costs. 
Unguided, internet-based interventions might be implemented in primary care as a first step 
in a stepped care approach (46). If symptoms persevere, self-administered CBT with minimal 
therapist contact might offer an alternative to psychotherapy for patients who are unwilling 
or unable to visit a mental health care facility. Because the quality of research designs and 
reporting of included studies was far from optimal, further research is needed to confirm the 
findings of this study. To ensure transparency and consistency in the reporting of trials, the 
CONSORT statement and checklist should be followed (47). The content of intervention and 
control conditions should be described in detail. Furthermore, future studies should use 
uniform and validated measurement instruments. We strongly recommend the use of 
intention-to-treat analyses instead of completers-only analyses. Also, follow-up assessments 
are encouraged in order to study long-term effects of self-help interventions. Furthermore, 
future research should focus on the effectiveness of self-help in various clinical care settings 
and identification of moderators to optimize treatment effects and overcome potential 
barriers for implementation. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) is extremely common, and associated with a range of 
diffuse, non-specific symptoms including headache, nausea, dizziness, fatigue, 
hypersomnolence, attentional difficulties, photo- and phonosensitivity, irritability, and 
depersonalization. Although these symptoms usually resolve within three months, 5-15% of 
patients have chronic symptoms following mTBI. We argue that simply labelling such 
symptoms as ‘post-concussional’ is of little benefit to patients. Instead, we suggest that 
detailed assessment, including investigation, of the individual symptom clusters should be 
used to tailor a rehabilitative approach to symptoms. To complement such an approach we 
have developed a self-help website for patients with a mild head injuries, based on 
neurorehabilitative and cognitive behavioral therapy principles, offering information, tips, and 
tools to guide recovery: www.headinjurysymptoms.org. This article provides an overview of 
our approach to the management of mild head injury.  
  

INTRODUCTION 
 
Brain injury is the commonest reason for under 65s to be admitted to hospital. In most 
developed countries, the incidence of emergency department (ED) attendance is around 270-
330 per 100 000 per annum (1). Patients are triaged and stratified according to severity of 
injury. The overwhelming majority (around 93%) of injuries are mild (2). We recommend 
classifying an injury as mild according to World Health Organization (WHO) criteria: “Mild 
traumatic brain injury (mTBI) is an acute brain injury resulting from mechanical energy to the 
head from external force. Operational criteria for clinical identification include: (i). One or more 
of the following: confusion or disorientation, loss of consciousness for 30 minutes or less, post-
traumatic amnesia (PTA) for less than 24 hours, and/or other transient neurological 
abnormalities such as focal signs, seizure, and intracranial lesion not requiring surgery; AND 
(ii). Glasgow Coma Scale score of 13-15 after 30 minutes post head injury or later upon 
presentation for health care. These manifestations of mTBI must not be due to drugs, alcohol, 
medications, caused by other injuries or treatment for other injuries (e.g. systemic injuries, 
facial injuries or intubation), caused by other problems (e.g. psychological trauma, language 
barrier or coexisting medical conditions) or caused by penetrating craniocerebral injury” (3). 
However, this definition is broad and we caution even within ‘mild’ head injury there is a 
considerable span of severity and detailed assessment of this is indicated. The additional use 
of the Mayo criteria (see box 1) can assist in further clinical staging of the injury (4). 
 
Box 1. Mayo Criteria for severity of acquired brain injury. 
 

 
 

A. Classify as Moderate-Severe (Definite) TBI if one or more of the following criteria 
apply:  

1. Death due to this TBI  
2. Loss of consciousness of 30 minutes or more  
3. Post-traumatic anterograde amnesia of 24 hours or more  
4. Worst Glasgow Coma Scale full score in first 24 hours 13 (unless invalidated 

upon review, e.g., attributable to intoxication, sedation, systemic shock)  
5. One or more of the following present:  

• Intracerebral hematoma  
• Subdural hematoma  
• Epidural hematoma  
• Cerebral contusion  
• Hemorrhagic contusion  
• Penetrating TBI (dura penetrated)  
• Subarachnoid hemorrhage  
• Brain Stem Injury  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Brain injury is the commonest reason for under 65s to be admitted to hospital. In most 
developed countries, the incidence of emergency department (ED) attendance is around 270-
330 per 100 000 per annum (1). Patients are triaged and stratified according to severity of 
injury. The overwhelming majority (around 93%) of injuries are mild (2). We recommend 
classifying an injury as mild according to World Health Organization (WHO) criteria: “Mild 
traumatic brain injury (mTBI) is an acute brain injury resulting from mechanical energy to the 
head from external force. Operational criteria for clinical identification include: (i). One or more 
of the following: confusion or disorientation, loss of consciousness for 30 minutes or less, post-
traumatic amnesia (PTA) for less than 24 hours, and/or other transient neurological 
abnormalities such as focal signs, seizure, and intracranial lesion not requiring surgery; AND 
(ii). Glasgow Coma Scale score of 13-15 after 30 minutes post head injury or later upon 
presentation for health care. These manifestations of mTBI must not be due to drugs, alcohol, 
medications, caused by other injuries or treatment for other injuries (e.g. systemic injuries, 
facial injuries or intubation), caused by other problems (e.g. psychological trauma, language 
barrier or coexisting medical conditions) or caused by penetrating craniocerebral injury” (3). 
However, this definition is broad and we caution even within ‘mild’ head injury there is a 
considerable span of severity and detailed assessment of this is indicated. The additional use 
of the Mayo criteria (see box 1) can assist in further clinical staging of the injury (4). 
 
Box 1. Mayo Criteria for severity of acquired brain injury. 
 

 
 

A. Classify as Moderate-Severe (Definite) TBI if one or more of the following criteria 
apply:  

1. Death due to this TBI  
2. Loss of consciousness of 30 minutes or more  
3. Post-traumatic anterograde amnesia of 24 hours or more  
4. Worst Glasgow Coma Scale full score in first 24 hours 13 (unless invalidated 

upon review, e.g., attributable to intoxication, sedation, systemic shock)  
5. One or more of the following present:  

• Intracerebral hematoma  
• Subdural hematoma  
• Epidural hematoma  
• Cerebral contusion  
• Hemorrhagic contusion  
• Penetrating TBI (dura penetrated)  
• Subarachnoid hemorrhage  
• Brain Stem Injury  
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Box 1 (continued). Mayo Criteria for severity of acquired brain injury. 

 

Note. TBI = traumatic brain injury. 

 
Patients with mTBI are usually discharged directly from the ED or within 24 hours of 
presentation after a period of observation. The major concerns at time of discharge are of 
delayed intracranial bleeding or an expanding intracranial lesion. The vast majority of delayed 
intracranial pathologies occur in the first 24 hours and they are exceptionally rare after 21 days 
(<0.1%). Patients must be cautioned about such risk usually via the provision of a head injury 
advice notice (see box 2). There should be a higher index of suspicion of such late 
complications in the elderly and patients on anticoagulants. 
 
Box 2. Example of an information sheet, provided after discharge from the ED with a head 
injury. 
 

 
 

B. If none of Criteria A apply, classify as Mild (Probable) TBI if one or more of the 
following criteria apply:  

1. Loss of consciousness of momentary to less than 30 minutes  
2. Post-traumatic anterograde amnesia of momentary to less than 24 hours  
3. Depressed, basilar or linear skull fracture (dura intact)  

 
C. If none of Criteria A or B apply, classify as Symptomatic (Possible) TBI if one or more of 
the following symptoms are present:  

• Blurred vision  
• Confusion (mental state changes)  
• Dazed  
• Dizziness  
• Focal neurologic symptoms  
• Headache 
• Nausea 

 
 

IMPORTANT THINGS TO LOOK FOR AFTER A HEAD INJURY 
 
Advice for the person taking a patient home from the emergency department 
 
   [Name]    has suffered a head injury, but does not need to be admitted to a hospital 
ward. We have examined the patient, and believe that the injury is not serious. Please 
watch the patient closely over the next day or so as very rarely complications may 
develop as a result of the injury. Overnight rouse the patient gently every couple of 
hours, and follow this advice:  

Box 2 (continued). Example of an information sheet, provided after discharge from the ED 
with a head injury. 
 

 
 
After a mTBI, most patients (up to 90% depending on definition used) experience a range of 
diffuse, non-specific symptoms including headache, nausea, dizziness, fatigue, 
hypersomnolence, attentional difficulties, photo- and phonosensitivity, irritability, and 
depersonalization. Such symptoms are often referred to as ‘post-concussional’, but most lines 
of research suggest their etiology is multifactorial and consequently this label is unhelpful and 
uninformative (3, 5). 
 
There have been a myriad of differing claims about the outcome of mTBI, but in 2004 the 
WHO Taskforce provided an authoritative epidemiological analysis of the topic with a program 
of systematic reviews that were updated in 2014 without change to the main conclusions. 
Their key finding was that “There are consistent findings that early cognitive deficits in mTBI 
are largely resolved within a few months post-injury, with most studies suggesting resolution 
within 3 months. Since this evidence is based on a variety of study designs, in a number of 
different mTBI populations and through comparisons with both injured and non-injured 
control groups, we consider it persuasive and consistent evidence.” (6). When symptoms were 
prolonged, they found this often related to background psychological and social issues.  

 
1. Do not leave the patient alone at home. 
2. Make sure that there is a nearby telephone, and that the patient stays within 

easy reach of medical help. 
3. Symptoms to look out for: 

• Is it difficult to wake the patient up? 
• Is the patient very confused? 
• Does the patient complain of a very severe headache? 
• Has the patient: 

- Vomited (been sick)? 
- Had a fit (collapsed and felt a bit out of touch afterwards)? 
- Passed out suddenly? 
- Complained of weakness or numbness in an arm or leg? 
- Complained about nog seeing as well as usual? 
- Had any watery fluid coming out of their ear or nose? 

 
If the answer to any of these questions is ‘yes’ or you are worried about anything 
else, you should telephone the emergency department on:    [tel. no.]  
Or if you are very worried, take the patient straight back to the emergency 
department.  
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Whilst we accept the WHO’s findings in general terms, we would recommend a more nuanced 
position. First, the span of injuries categorized as ‘mild’ is wide. There is the world of difference 
between someone who bumps their head on a desk and feels dazed and ‘sees stars’; to 
someone falling on their doorstep, being transiently knocked out with a brief retrograde 
memory gap of a second and PTA of a minute; through to a rider coming of a motorbike at 
high speed being totally unconscious for 25 minutes, Glasgow Coma Scale 13 on admission 
to hospital, a retrograde memory gap of 20 minutes and PTA of 23 hours. The likely 
contribution of significant structural damage will increase across this spectrum and it is crucial 
this is considered and investigated accordingly. Furthermore, within this spectrum the 
overwhelming majority of injuries are at the mildest end of the spectrum and there is a danger 
the effects of more significant injuries are ‘washed out’ in large cohorts and meta analyses. 
Second, traumatic brain injury does not occur randomly, and pre-existent risk factors, such as 
alcohol misuse, can pre-dispose to both injury and poor outcome, making it difficult to tease 
out exactly what the impact of the injury itself has been.  We therefore consider that even with 
the confines of a supposed ‘mild’ injury a nuanced assessment of the disruption of 
consciousness, the mechanism of injury and the individual risk factors (e.g. presence of 
anticoagulants) should all be considered relevant. Third, as well as considering the initial injury 
we also find that it is helpful to take a wider view of functioning in terms of the International 
Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health Framework (7), and also to think of the 
patients response to the initial injury within a cognitive behavioral framework, focusing on 
how the patients expectations may drive their behavioral response to injury. (see figure 1). 
 
Figure 1. Influence of psychological and social factors on physical symptoms.  
 

 

Note. From Mayou, Sharpe & Carson (2008) ABC of psychological medicine, with permission. 

 
  

Why Do We Need to Think about Head Injury Information?  
Information that helps make sense of symptoms and signposts patients to the correct 
treatment approach is likely to be helpful. A consequence of early sensible information could 
be a reduction in anxiety and unhelpful beliefs and behaviours, and prevention the 
development of maladaptive responses and help optimise outcome (8). Recent reviews show 
modest supportive evidence for such early educational interventions, which need not be 
intensive (9, 10).  
 
The acute assessment of head injury has been well described within SIGN 110 and NICE CG176 
with established approaches to assessment and acute imaging. We will not reiterate it here. 
 
Within such guidance, it is considered negligent not to provide a head injury advice sheet 
following acute attendance with a mTBI, that describes the ‘red flag’ symptoms that require a 
patient to return to hospital urgently (see box 2). However essential as such information is, it 
may unintentionally cause heightened anxiety. Many patients will suffer the typical symptoms 
described above, which are not ‘red flags’ but can be highly alarming to the patient. In 
particular, the provision of advice sheet puts patients on high alert as to the possibility of 
dangerous complications. When an unexpected, and often highly unpleasant symptom occurs, 
it is natural that patients will worry about whether it too is a ‘red flag’. We think it is important 
to supplement such ‘red flags’ advice with descriptions as what symptoms patients should 
commonly expect after sustaining a mild brain injury and to provide appropriate assurance 
that such symptoms are not a cause for alarm. 
 
In addition, most current sources of information for patients (fact sheets, and websites such 
as www.nhs.uk/conditions/concussion, www.healthline.com/health/concussion and 
www.familydoctor.org/condition/concussion) provide medical information, covering a list of 
alarm symptoms, but the treatment advice is poor and often consists of vague statements 
such as “Remember, it’s important to take time to rest after any concussion. This allows the 
brain to heal”, “Only return to work, college or school when you feel you have completely 
recovered. We are concerned that such advice goes against the principles of rehabilitation. 
For more significant brain injuries there is level 1 evidence that early mobilization, activation 
and rehabilitation leads to significantly improved outcome (11). Similar level 1 evidence is 
lacking after mTBI, but the available evidence and our experience suggests a similar approach 
is beneficial (12). Indeed, it would be remarkable if mTBI required the opposite approach. We 
are concerned that advice on waiting and resting until complete recovery might, iatrogenically, 
reinforce worries and avoidance behavior.  
 
Therefore, we have developed a self-help website, based on cognitive behavioral therapy and 
rehabilitation principles, that aims to inform, and guide patients with a recent mTBI and other 
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minor head injuries in their recovery: www.headinjurysymptoms.org (see figure 2). Instead of 
sitting and waiting for their symptoms to improve, the website encourages patients to play an 
active role in their recovery. We explain that there are a lot of things patients can do 
themselves and provide information, tips and tools on various topics. We also hope the 
website will be of use to neurologists seeing patients late after mTBI as a supplement to their 
treatment advice. 
 
Figure 2. Screenshot of www.headinjurysymptoms.org.  
 

 
 
Diagnosis in the Outpatient Neurology Clinic – Was it a Mild Traumatic Brain Injury?  
 
Reconstructing the History and Getting the Records 
Neurologists are most likely to become involved in the patient pathway some months post-
injury, when they have ongoing symptoms and are being referred for “a scan”. The starting 
point for the assessment of any patient with a brain injury is reconstructing the severity of the 
acute injury. Our experience is that the referral history of the nature of the brain injury cannot 
be relied on and the first rule is ‘take no-one’s word for it’, get the information yourself. We 
have encountered patients with prolonged periods of hospitalization after apparent severe 
brain injuries, who turned out to have the most trivial of knocks to the head and, less 
commonly, patients with significant neurotrauma, in whom the brain injury has simply been 
forgotten about.  
 

The majority of patients can give a coherent description of peri-injury markers of duration of 
loss of consciousness and PTA (13). In cases of apparent severe injury where things just don’t 
seem right, pay particular attention to the duration of retrograde amnesia. It is unusual to have 
had a severe injury with a retrograde amnesia of less than 30 minutes.  
 
Although we have often heard it suggested that significant TBIs are commonly missed in the 
ED this is not our experience. It can happen in cases of polytrauma, where there has been life 
saving attention paid to other injuries and a moderate TBI passes under the radar, or 
occasionally, on a Friday night where the signs of developing coma are mistaken for 
drunkenness in a young man. But our experience is that EDs almost always triage these injuries 
correctly. If the history taken some time after the event suggests a post-traumatic amnesia of 
weeks, but the patient was discharged from the ED, take the time to get and read the ED 
assessment yourself.  
 
Be aware that drugs, in particular prescribed opiates, can artificially prolong both coma and 
apparent duration of PTA. Pay attention to what the patient actually did during the time of 
supposed PTA. Did they make their own way home or navigate unaided around their home 
town? Find their way to work the next day? Could they cook, shop, etc.? It is often 
misunderstood when people talk of patients behaving and looking normal during PTA that 
this applies to being in the structured environment of a hospital or when people are around 
to provide continual guidance. Being in PTA is incompatible with all but the simplest of 
independent tasks. 
 
In most circumstances the mechanisms behind a significant brain injury will include diffuse 
axonal injury. The nature of this insult is particularly destructive to white matter sub cortical 
tracts. Patients will usually display some language impairment with mild deficits in higher 
communication such as turn taking. There will usually be at least subtle signs of disinhibition, 
deficits in metacognition and distractibility. If these features are absent one should have a 
heightened suspicion as to whether a moderate to severe brain injury has actually taken place.  
 
Role of Clinical Neuroimaging 
In our experience taking time to retrieve and review case records personally is almost always 
more informative than rushing to order ‘a scan’. That said, there is an important role for 
imaging in the assessment of mTBI, even some time after the event. The investigation of choice 
is generally magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) (14, 
15). SWI has the advantages of being quick and easily interpretable by radiologists. There is 
debate as to the extent SWI shows diffuse vascular injury as opposed to diffuse axonal injury; 
although the two frequently co-exist they are not synonymous. Both however correlate with 
poorer cognitive outcomes and give some indication of the extent of neuronal damage, 
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furthermore SWI has the advantages of being quick and easily interpretable by radiologists. 
There are no hard and fast rules as to who to image, but our practice is to consider imaging if 
there was a post-traumatic amnesia of greater than 1 hour, a dangerous mechanism, an elderly 
subject, on anti-coagulants, unexpected cognitive or psychiatric trajectory post injury, 
abnormal neurological signs or uncertainty about the peri-injury markers. 
 
In our view CT should only be reserved for those patients in whom there is concern about a 
late bleed or hydrocephalus. This will be on an urgent basis. There is little rational for a routine 
CT in the late assessment of mTBI. 
 
Neurological, Vestibular and Psychiatric Symptoms after mTBI 
It should be remembered during diagnostic assessment that the risk of head injury is not 
random but heavily skewed to those with other health or lifestyle problems that predispose 
to risk taking or falls. The largest group are patients with backgrounds of substance or alcohol 
misuse but many neurological disorders, including dementia, increase the risk of falls and mTBI 
may be one of the early signs of developing disease. 
 
Further, the event that caused the mTBI may have caused other injuries that appear to indicate 
‘brain damage’ but arise through vestibular (e.g. benign paroxysmal positional vertigo - see 
dizziness below), psychological (e.g. depersonalization) or other neurological mechanisms 
(e.g. post-traumatic migraine).  
 
Common Symptoms 
We recognize that there can be serious complications of mTBI early on in the course of the 
condition, so our website instructs patients about ‘red flag’ symptoms in the days after the 
injury, which necessitate an immediate return to the ED (2). The rest of the website however, 
is focused on those common physical, emotional, behavioral, and cognitive symptoms, which 
don’t indicate alarm but do require explanation and management. 
 
Headache 
Migraine and other headaches are commonly triggered or exacerbated by head injury. A 
systematic review found chronic headache was more common in mild (75%) vs moderate or 
severe TBI (32%) (16). Migraine can be especially alarming to the patient who has not 
previously experienced it and has just had an injury. Medication overuse headache may be a 
particular issue because of pain relief given for other injuries. Injuries to the neck, as well as 
sleep disturbance, and psychological comorbidity may all contribute. The management of 
headache in this situation is no different to other situations, the primary issue being to make 
the diagnosis clear for the patient and reduce anxiety about the cause. 
 

Vertigo and Dizziness  
Dizziness after head injury has many potential causes and commonly patients have more than 
one at a time. Most common is benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) related to 
dislodging of debris, usually in to the posterior semicircular canal during the injury, although 
other types of otolithiasis can occur. It’s easy to underestimate just how alarming sudden 
rotatory vertigo from BPPV is, especially to a patient who is already in a state of arousal after 
a knock to the head and has never had vertigo before. Most neurologists will recognize how 
much harm is done when a patient with post-head injury BPPV fails to be given the correct 
diagnosis and is allowed to continue to believe that their dizziness is evidence of brain 
damage. 
 
Vestibular migraine is the second commonest cause of dizziness in this population, often part 
of a new onset migraine, or significant worsening of pre-existing mild migraine. Central 
vestibular disorders do occur after mTBI, but are much more typically a feature of moderate 
or severe brain injury (17).  
 
Persistent postural-perceptual dizziness (PPPD) describes a functional disorder of chronic 
subjective dizziness after a vestibular trigger, and head injury is a common trigger (18).  
Lastly, dissociation is a common cause of dizziness in the neurology clinic, especially after the 
‘shock’ of mild head injury and is discussed further below.  
 
Fatigue  
Fatigue is common after mTBI. Although this may be in some part and in the very first days 
after injury due to direct effects of trauma and the body’s systemic response, other factors are 
likely to be important in most cases. In a study of 618 patients after mTBI, acute headache or 
nausea, and head injury occurring as a result of violence were the main predictors of severe 
fatigue six months after injury; severity of injury, however, was not predictive (19). In a large 
study of US military veterans, those who reported head injury with loss of consciousness were 
significantly more likely to report fatigue (53%) than those with other (35%) or no injuries 
(25%), but this association was not significant when adjusted for depression and post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), suggesting that the psychological response to trauma is 
more important than direct injury effects in the generation of post-injury fatigue(20). 
Treatment of these underlying factors follows standard approaches. 
 
Advice on early mobilization and avoiding a ‘boom or bust’ approach to activity helps avoid 
secondary deconditioning. When present, a gentle progressive activity program should be 
suggested. Compliance is almost always better if specific advice is given. This need not be 
complex, simply prescribing a daily walk starting with a distance the patient can comfortably 
manage then instructions to increase it gently on a fortnightly basis and giving the patient 
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furthermore SWI has the advantages of being quick and easily interpretable by radiologists. 
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Advice on early mobilization and avoiding a ‘boom or bust’ approach to activity helps avoid 
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this, handwritten, on sheet of paper is often adequate and far better than vague advice to ‘do 
a bit more’. 
 
Sleep Disturbance  
Like fatigue, disturbed sleep is very common after mTBI.  A longitudinal study in a population-
based sample in New Zealand showed that 65% of 346 adults who suffered from a mTBI 
experienced sleep difficulties within the first two weeks after the injury and 41% continued to 
have sleep difficulties one year later (21). Sleep problems after mTBI can be divided into three 
broad categories: insomnia (difficulty initiating sleep, maintaining sleep or waking up too 
early), hypersomnia (excessive sleeping and sleepiness), and nightmares, which might occur in 
the context of PTSD. Poor sleep has been described as one of the most debilitating effects of 
head injury (22) and has been shown to be a predictor of the development of PCS (21, 23). 
Since sleep problems are modifiable, it is important for clinicians to actively address them in 
order to prevent sleep difficulties from becoming chronic and to facilitate recovery. 
 
In order to improve sleep, basic sleep hygiene advice is given on the website (i.e. keeping 
regular hours, avoiding naps during the day, avoiding stimulants) and links to several self-help 
leaflets are provided.   
 
Concentration and Memory Problems  
Evidence indicates that mTBI is not associated with prolonged cognitive sequelae. In a study 
of 94 concussed American football players, mild impairment of processing speed and verbal 
fluency present in the first two days after injury had resolved in 91% within 7 days and 
cognitive function did not differ from non-injured controls after 90 days (24). In a meta-
analysis of studies assessing cognitive functioning after traumatic brain injury, mTBI was 
associated with a return to normal cognitive function within three months after injury (25).  
We would add a caveat to these findings. From an epidemiological perspective, injuries at the 
trivial end of the mild spectrum are far more common than those mild injuries associated with 
more significant disruption of consciousness. In large epidemiological studies, such trivial 
injuries can ‘drown out’ the cognitive effects of more significant mild injuries, which clearly lie 
on a continuum with moderate injuries. 
 
Psychological factors associated with the injury may be important in those who complain of 
persisting cognitive symptoms after mTBI. Litigation is another factor, which may be 
associated with persisting impairment; a separate meta-analysis found that although in 
unselected or prospective studies cognitive deficits resolved by three months, involvement 
with litigation was associated with static or worsening cognitive impairment (26).  
Clinical experience tells us that thoughts and beliefs, which develop around the time of injury, 
and pre-existing beliefs about the risk of cognitive impairment can influence experience of 

cognitive symptoms.  Memory lapses such as forgetting appointment dates, directions, 
groceries, or forgetting why you entered a room or where the car is parked are all common 
experiences in the general population (27). Difficulty retrieving over-learned information, such 
as pin numbers or passwords, is also common. After mTBI, perceived threat of brain damage 
or future dementia increases the salience of such experiences, which seem to confirm the 
presence of feared impairment. Repeated experiences of perceived ‘brain failure’ therefore 
exponentially increase anxiety, which is recognized to cause impaired attentional control and 
performance by diverting attentional resources towards the threatening stimuli (in this 
situation, ‘brain failure’) and away from the task at hand (28). Thus, beliefs and predictions 
about cognitive impairment after brain injury, compounded by increasing levels of anxiety, 
contribute to both subjective and objective cognitive impairment.  
 
In patients who seem to have significant cognitive morbidity after an apparently trivial injury, 
and in whom appropriate imaging has been normal, we find there is a high rate of functional 
cognitive disorder and suggest a high index of suspicion is maintained. Functional cognitive 
disorders should only be diagnosed on the basis of positive features of inconsistent or 
incongruent cognitive symptoms. Typical presentations include detailed description of 
episodes of forgetting; reference to frequent blank periods during the day, in which the subject 
functioned normally; complaints of significant memory impairment, but retention of ability to 
watch, and follow, complex TV dramas; memory deficits inconsistent with normal forgetting- 
i.e. a businessman who complained that at the company away day he had forgotten the names 
of all his partners, but was surprised to find he could remember the names of their spouses 
and children. Functional retrograde amnesias are also encountered either as total retrograde 
amnesia or as retrograde amnesia with a reverse temporal gradient. A more complete list of 
functional cognitive features is in table 1. 
 
We recommend caution in the routine clinical use of psychometric tests where the injury has 
been very mild, finding there is more value to be had in careful assessment of the nature of 
the injury itself followed by detailed clinical assessment. Insensitively applied cognitive testing 
can lead to performance anxiety and poor scores. Patients may score particularly poorly on 
tasks requiring sustained attention (such as those involving calculation), verbal fluency, and 
on tests depending on transfer of information from working to episodic memory (such as 
address recall). In contrast, experience suggests that tests of construction, motor sequencing, 
and social cognition - often impaired after severe brain injury and in neurodegenerative 
conditions - may be less vulnerable to interference from anxiety and therefore a more 
reassuring indicator of general cognitive performance.  
 
In those presenting with new cognitive impairment arising weeks, months, or years after a 
mTBI, it can confidently be said that the impairment is not due to direct effects of the injury 
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Clinical experience tells us that thoughts and beliefs, which develop around the time of injury, 
and pre-existing beliefs about the risk of cognitive impairment can influence experience of 
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groceries, or forgetting why you entered a room or where the car is parked are all common 
experiences in the general population (27). Difficulty retrieving over-learned information, such 
as pin numbers or passwords, is also common. After mTBI, perceived threat of brain damage 
or future dementia increases the salience of such experiences, which seem to confirm the 
presence of feared impairment. Repeated experiences of perceived ‘brain failure’ therefore 
exponentially increase anxiety, which is recognized to cause impaired attentional control and 
performance by diverting attentional resources towards the threatening stimuli (in this 
situation, ‘brain failure’) and away from the task at hand (28). Thus, beliefs and predictions 
about cognitive impairment after brain injury, compounded by increasing levels of anxiety, 
contribute to both subjective and objective cognitive impairment.  
 
In patients who seem to have significant cognitive morbidity after an apparently trivial injury, 
and in whom appropriate imaging has been normal, we find there is a high rate of functional 
cognitive disorder and suggest a high index of suspicion is maintained. Functional cognitive 
disorders should only be diagnosed on the basis of positive features of inconsistent or 
incongruent cognitive symptoms. Typical presentations include detailed description of 
episodes of forgetting; reference to frequent blank periods during the day, in which the subject 
functioned normally; complaints of significant memory impairment, but retention of ability to 
watch, and follow, complex TV dramas; memory deficits inconsistent with normal forgetting- 
i.e. a businessman who complained that at the company away day he had forgotten the names 
of all his partners, but was surprised to find he could remember the names of their spouses 
and children. Functional retrograde amnesias are also encountered either as total retrograde 
amnesia or as retrograde amnesia with a reverse temporal gradient. A more complete list of 
functional cognitive features is in table 1. 
 
We recommend caution in the routine clinical use of psychometric tests where the injury has 
been very mild, finding there is more value to be had in careful assessment of the nature of 
the injury itself followed by detailed clinical assessment. Insensitively applied cognitive testing 
can lead to performance anxiety and poor scores. Patients may score particularly poorly on 
tasks requiring sustained attention (such as those involving calculation), verbal fluency, and 
on tests depending on transfer of information from working to episodic memory (such as 
address recall). In contrast, experience suggests that tests of construction, motor sequencing, 
and social cognition - often impaired after severe brain injury and in neurodegenerative 
conditions - may be less vulnerable to interference from anxiety and therefore a more 
reassuring indicator of general cognitive performance.  
 
In those presenting with new cognitive impairment arising weeks, months, or years after a 
mTBI, it can confidently be said that the impairment is not due to direct effects of the injury 
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itself, and other causes including other medical, neurological or psychiatric disorder, effects of 
alcohol or medications, or functional cognitive impairment, should all be considered. Sign 130 
recommends against routine referral for psychometric testing in mTBI patients (12). 
 
Table 1. Clinical features suggesting a functional cognitive disorder versus brain injury. 
 

Functional Cognitive Disorder Brain Injury 

Cognitive disorder develops over a period of 
time 

Cognitive disorder worse at time of injury 
then improves 

Attends alone Attends with someone 
Patient more aware of the problem than 
others 

Others more aware of the problem than 
patient 

Able to detail list of drugs, previous 
interactions with doctors 

Less able 

Watches TV dramas Stops following drama 

Marked variability Less variability 
Types of memory symptoms are usually 
within most people's normal experience 

Types of memory symptoms are often outwith 
normal experiences 

‘I used to have a brilliant memory’ Does not highlight previous ‘brilliant memory’ 
Loss of own identity or family members Able to communicate basic facts of own 

identity and who family are 
Can answer questions with multiple 
components 

Can only manage single component questions 

Answering questions with normal flow Tend to delay before answering questions 
Frequently offer elaboration and detail Unlikely to give spontaneous elaboration of 

detail 
Normal, or anxious, conversational 
interaction 

Impulsive conversational interaction with loss 
of normal ‘turn taking’ 

No loss of theory of mind Loss of theory of mind 
Minimal impact on tasks such as motor 
sequencing and praxis 

Motor sequencing and praxis impaired 
 

Receptive and higher language unimpaired Impairments of receptive  and higher 
language function 

Total retrograde amnesias or marked reverse 
temporal gradient 

Retrograde amnesia follows normal pattern 

Note. From Griem, Stone, Carson & Kopelman (2016) Psychologic/functional forms of memory disorder, in: Handbook of 
clinical neurology, with permission. 

 
Irritability  
Irritability is a highly non-specific symptom, occurring after both mild and severe brain injury, 
in conditions of global and local disturbance of brain function, in both mild and severe mental 
illness and occurring as part of a normal response to temporary situational stress or tiredness. 

Irritability occurring after mTBI may be the due to any or all of these factors, and in some cases 
may also represent a premorbid characteristic; perhaps even contributing to predisposition to 
brain injury.  
 
There is a lack of evidence regarding the management of irritability after mTBI. Clinical 
assessment should aim to identify significant comorbid depression, anxiety, or post-traumatic 
symptoms and appropriate psychiatric advice sought. In the absence of serious psychiatric 
comorbidity, the natural history is of resolution to baseline in days or weeks. Medication 
should not usually be necessary, but in cases of new, troublesome, and persisting irritability, a 
trial of medication may be justified. In this case, reasonable options to try include propranolol, 
which can be helpful for aggression after moderate and severe brain injury (29), or an SSRI, 
especially where there is evidence of anxiety or low mood.  
 
Anxiety and Low Mood  
mTBI can provoke or aggravate symptoms of both anxiety and depression (30). Patients often 
have lots of worries about the symptoms they experience after a head injury and their possible 
consequences: “Are the symptoms signs of brain damage?”, “Will I fully recover?”, “Will I get 
my old life back?”. Even though worry can be normal, some patients get caught up in their 
worries and are very difficult to reassure. They might be inclined to frequently visit their doctor 
and look up information on their symptoms (online). Such health anxiety can worsen 
symptoms like dizziness, headache and fatigue.  
 
The event causing the mTBI may also precipitate PTSD, a condition in which the traumatic 
event is repeatedly being re-lived through nightmares, flashbacks and intrusive memories (30), 
particularly in psychologically vulnerable patients.  
 
Depression is also common in patients with persistent symptoms after mTBI. Although the 
evidence suggests that depressive symptoms pre-existed the mTBI and serve as a risk factor 
for persistent symptoms, there can be a reattributing narrative in which patients focus on the 
impact of the injury on their lives with thoughts like “This injury has made my life miserable”, 
“Why did this have to happen to me?”, or “I can not get myself to do anything.”. Such thoughts 
can heighten feelings of sadness, frustration, hopelessness and loneliness, lead to avoidance 
behaviors (staying in the house, staying in bed, avoiding social interactions), causing a vicious 
circle. When severe, a brief enquiry on suicidal ideation should be considered mandatory. 
Management follows standard approaches of advice, prescription of antidepressants and 
referral to psychological treatment or more specialist assessment as appropriate. 
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Dissociation 
Dissociative symptoms are greatly underestimated as a cause of dizziness in the neurology 
clinic. Dissociation describes many kinds of bodily and psychological symptoms related to a 
lack of integrity of brain functioning, including alterations in memory and personality. 
However, in a neurological context the most important are depersonalization, a sense of 
disconnection from a body part or the whole body, and derealisatie, a feeling of disconnection 
from the environment. Dissociation is a normal experience in states of shock, or sleep 
deprivation. There is a large body of literature on ‘peri-traumatic dissociation’ occurring at the 
moment of physical injury or psychologically traumatic events. It independently predicts PTSD, 
including in brain injury (31).  Dissociation also occurs in migraine, epilepsy, with drug use and 
psychiatric disorders. Dissociation is commonly comorbid with vestibular disorders when it 
predicts increased disability (32). Usually patients need help to describe dissociation, which 
they often struggle to find the right words for, and even then are typically reluctant to describe. 
The sensations are often ‘weird’ and are considered by most people to be well on the way to 
‘crazy’. Ask the patient whether their dizziness is a ‘sense of lightheadedness’, ‘a feeling of 
movement’, ‘a sense of disconnection/unreality’ and see which one they pick. If prompted, ask 
them if it feels at all like they are, or are not, ‘floating’, ‘detached’, ‘far away’ or ‘in a place of 
their own’ (derealisatie) or whether they have a feeling that they feel ‘a bit disembodied’, 
sometimes ‘zone out’, if their legs are spongy, or ‘not quite there’ (depersonalization). 
 
Clinically, the importance of identifying dissociation after head injury is that doing so can 
relieve the patient of considerable anxieties. Dissociation does not mean the patient is going 
mad or ‘losing it’. It is common and can be triggered by the initial injury or by a vestibular 
trigger such as BPPV (33), by sleep deprivation and fatigue. Dissociation thrives on attention. 
Ideally, treatment helps the patient starve the symptom of attention, by recognizing how 
unpleasant it is but then normalizing it, learning to name it and accept as a normal result of 
the processes that have occurred since the injury, and one that will usually settle in time in 
most people. For that reason, patient education is especially important in patients with 
dissociation. There are now some good podcasts (34) and videos (35) for patients to learn 
more about this symptom (36). Treatment of chronic dissociation is more difficult and poorly 
evidenced, although there is promise from cognitive behavioral therapy (37). 
 
Management 
 
Medication  
Painkillers, sedatives and antidepressants are often used and prescribed in patients with head 
injuries. Even though the use of painkillers, including opiates, might be very helpful in the days 
following the injury, particularly where there has been significant trauma to other body areas, 
continuous use of analgesics in the medium term is usually unhelpful, and in cases where the 

primary indication is migraine must be avoided. Sedative medications can contribute to 
cognitive symptoms after mTBI; benzodiazepines in particular cause cognitive impairment 
during both acute and chronic use and should also be avoided. Antidepressants may be 
prescribed for the treatment of depression following mTBI, but can also be helpful for anxiety, 
sleep problems and -in some cases- pain.  
 
Resuming Daily Activities 
Although rest is often advised after mTBI, the available evidence suggests that, as with back 
pain, prolonged rest does not result in improved outcomes (38-40). The physical 
deconditioning and social isolation which can result from prolonged withdrawal from normal 
activities is likely to bring fatigue and feelings of being overwhelmed on return to normal 
activities. A ‘cascade’ of activity avoidance and exercise intolerance has been described (40). 
An extended period of well-intentioned support from family or others in taking normal 
responsibilities away from the individual can have a similar effect.  
 
Fatigue after mTBI may become chronic and problematic where there are unhelpful 
perpetuating cognitions and behaviors. Beliefs such as ‘I have brain damage and can’t manage 
normal activities’, and ‘My brain is fragile and fatigue is a ‘warning sign’ of further damage’ 
can lead the individual to curtail activities resulting in a vicious cycle of activity avoidance and 
fatigue. Negative predictions about mTBI and all-or-nothing cognitions have been found to 
predict persistent symptoms (PCS) at three and six months after injury (8). Timely explanation 
of the probability of good prognosis and reframing of unhelpful cognitions at an early stage 
may avoid this situation developing.  
 
Unhelpful patterns of behavior can occur alongside such cognitions or independently. 
Commonly, an unhelpful boom-bust pattern arises consisting of days of over-activity, leading 
to exhaustion, alternating with days to weeks of fatigue and bed rest. This pattern has the 
overall effect of preventing a gradual increase in fitness and fatigue-tolerance and reinforcing 
the unhelpful association of activity with fatigue. Where a boom-bust pattern of activity has 
become strongly engrained, graded exercise therapy, such as has been shown effective in 
chronic fatigue syndrome (41), may be effective.  
 
Cognitive Training 
Education (concentrating on mechanisms of attention and working memory) is key in the 
management of cognitive impairment after mTBI. Strategies from cognitive rehabilitation 
aiming to improve attentional focus may be helpful. However, use of memory aids such as 
notebooks and alarms should be advised more cautiously after mTBI where the prognosis is 
good: extensive use may lead to perceived dependence and loss of confidence in personal 
efficacy, perpetuating subjective memory problems.  
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deprivation. There is a large body of literature on ‘peri-traumatic dissociation’ occurring at the 
moment of physical injury or psychologically traumatic events. It independently predicts PTSD, 
including in brain injury (31).  Dissociation also occurs in migraine, epilepsy, with drug use and 
psychiatric disorders. Dissociation is commonly comorbid with vestibular disorders when it 
predicts increased disability (32). Usually patients need help to describe dissociation, which 
they often struggle to find the right words for, and even then are typically reluctant to describe. 
The sensations are often ‘weird’ and are considered by most people to be well on the way to 
‘crazy’. Ask the patient whether their dizziness is a ‘sense of lightheadedness’, ‘a feeling of 
movement’, ‘a sense of disconnection/unreality’ and see which one they pick. If prompted, ask 
them if it feels at all like they are, or are not, ‘floating’, ‘detached’, ‘far away’ or ‘in a place of 
their own’ (derealisatie) or whether they have a feeling that they feel ‘a bit disembodied’, 
sometimes ‘zone out’, if their legs are spongy, or ‘not quite there’ (depersonalization). 
 
Clinically, the importance of identifying dissociation after head injury is that doing so can 
relieve the patient of considerable anxieties. Dissociation does not mean the patient is going 
mad or ‘losing it’. It is common and can be triggered by the initial injury or by a vestibular 
trigger such as BPPV (33), by sleep deprivation and fatigue. Dissociation thrives on attention. 
Ideally, treatment helps the patient starve the symptom of attention, by recognizing how 
unpleasant it is but then normalizing it, learning to name it and accept as a normal result of 
the processes that have occurred since the injury, and one that will usually settle in time in 
most people. For that reason, patient education is especially important in patients with 
dissociation. There are now some good podcasts (34) and videos (35) for patients to learn 
more about this symptom (36). Treatment of chronic dissociation is more difficult and poorly 
evidenced, although there is promise from cognitive behavioral therapy (37). 
 
Management 
 
Medication  
Painkillers, sedatives and antidepressants are often used and prescribed in patients with head 
injuries. Even though the use of painkillers, including opiates, might be very helpful in the days 
following the injury, particularly where there has been significant trauma to other body areas, 
continuous use of analgesics in the medium term is usually unhelpful, and in cases where the 

primary indication is migraine must be avoided. Sedative medications can contribute to 
cognitive symptoms after mTBI; benzodiazepines in particular cause cognitive impairment 
during both acute and chronic use and should also be avoided. Antidepressants may be 
prescribed for the treatment of depression following mTBI, but can also be helpful for anxiety, 
sleep problems and -in some cases- pain.  
 
Resuming Daily Activities 
Although rest is often advised after mTBI, the available evidence suggests that, as with back 
pain, prolonged rest does not result in improved outcomes (38-40). The physical 
deconditioning and social isolation which can result from prolonged withdrawal from normal 
activities is likely to bring fatigue and feelings of being overwhelmed on return to normal 
activities. A ‘cascade’ of activity avoidance and exercise intolerance has been described (40). 
An extended period of well-intentioned support from family or others in taking normal 
responsibilities away from the individual can have a similar effect.  
 
Fatigue after mTBI may become chronic and problematic where there are unhelpful 
perpetuating cognitions and behaviors. Beliefs such as ‘I have brain damage and can’t manage 
normal activities’, and ‘My brain is fragile and fatigue is a ‘warning sign’ of further damage’ 
can lead the individual to curtail activities resulting in a vicious cycle of activity avoidance and 
fatigue. Negative predictions about mTBI and all-or-nothing cognitions have been found to 
predict persistent symptoms (PCS) at three and six months after injury (8). Timely explanation 
of the probability of good prognosis and reframing of unhelpful cognitions at an early stage 
may avoid this situation developing.  
 
Unhelpful patterns of behavior can occur alongside such cognitions or independently. 
Commonly, an unhelpful boom-bust pattern arises consisting of days of over-activity, leading 
to exhaustion, alternating with days to weeks of fatigue and bed rest. This pattern has the 
overall effect of preventing a gradual increase in fitness and fatigue-tolerance and reinforcing 
the unhelpful association of activity with fatigue. Where a boom-bust pattern of activity has 
become strongly engrained, graded exercise therapy, such as has been shown effective in 
chronic fatigue syndrome (41), may be effective.  
 
Cognitive Training 
Education (concentrating on mechanisms of attention and working memory) is key in the 
management of cognitive impairment after mTBI. Strategies from cognitive rehabilitation 
aiming to improve attentional focus may be helpful. However, use of memory aids such as 
notebooks and alarms should be advised more cautiously after mTBI where the prognosis is 
good: extensive use may lead to perceived dependence and loss of confidence in personal 
efficacy, perpetuating subjective memory problems.  
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Relaxation Exercises  
Relaxation exercises have the potential to reduce anxiety and irritability, improve low mood 
and help sleeping. On the website, several exercises are offered in a combination of YouTube 
videos and written instructions: deep breathing, progressive muscle relaxation and guided 
imagery. Daily practice of these exercises is encouraged. 
 
Alcohol Use  
Substance use and brain injury have an intimate relationship and up to half of patients have a 
pre-injury history of alcohol problems with similar proportions intoxicated at the time of injury 
(42). Up to a third have a history of illicit drug use (43).  
Everyone knows that alcohol use can lead to headaches, nausea, tiredness, poor concentration, 
irritability, impulsivity, anger outbursts, and poor decision making. Even small amounts of 
alcohol can interfere with learning new information, cause poor quality sleep and interfere 
with sexual function. These symptoms overlap greatly with PCS, meaning alcohol use post-
brain injury can lead to both patients and clinicians misattributing alcohol-related symptoms 
to the brain injury. It is easy to see how vicious cycles can develop; hypervigilance to what may 
actually be largely alcohol-driven symptoms promoting anxiety, which in turn leads to 
increased drinking for its perceived relaxing or soporific effects. This inevitably worsens 
symptoms, potentially confirming to the patient that there has been a significant brain injury.   
Contacts with health care practitioners occurring consequent to a mTBI offer a ‘teachable 
moment’. It may be clearly apparent alcohol played a considerable role in their injury, meaning 
patients may be particularly receptive to information about the impact of alcohol on their 
health. A recent meta-analysis found that 5-10 minutes of feedback and advice to ED 
presenters intoxicated or with alcohol-related injuries in a reduction significant at a population 
level (44). In terms of what is the ‘active ingredient’, prompting self-recording of alcohol intake 
is associated with greater effect sizes (45), and patients can be directed to a variety resources 
which support this, e.g. www.drinkaware.co.uk. Simply asking the question ‘how much do you 
drink?’ may be enough to trigger a positive behavior change (46).  
 
Long-term Outcomes, CTE and Dementia 
There has been increased media reporting on long-term outcomes of concussion and in 
particular the risk of dementia. However, the evidence underpinning these reports is much 
more conflicting and prone to confounding than many appreciate (47). To date, the three meta 
analyses that have examined the question have all found no association (48-50). Since the 
publication of these studies a high quality study based on Danish health records did suggest 
a weak association, but was not able to fully deal with the multiple confounders (51). 
Furthermore, neither the diagnosis of dementia or TBI is highly reliable in routine practice, 
limiting the precision of big data studies (52, 53). Even if the association found was true it was 

less than the risk of failing to eat a Mediterranean diet. Our practice is to reassure patients 
that a single mTBI does not cause future dementia (54).  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
mTBI is the commonest reason for acute hospital attendance. Although most patients recover 
spontaneously within 3 months, it can be an unpleasant and anxiety creating experience. The 
provision of high quality information and advice on helpful strategies can assist with early 
recovery. We hope our free to use website www.headinjurysymptoms.org can assist with that. 
A significant minority of patients have more protracted symptoms. Whilst there has been 
considerable debate over the years as to the exact nature of these symptoms, there has been 
far less in the way of practical advice as to how to actually treat them. We suggest that simply 
lumping all the symptoms together under the banner of ‘post-concussional’ is actively 
unhelpful. Instead we recommend an assessment of the nature of the initial injury, followed 
by detailed assessment of the individual symptom clusters, leading to a description of the 
individual neurologic and neuropsychiatric components of the presentation, which in turn 
leads to individual treatment strategies. We suggest such an approach is much more satisfying 
for both doctor and patient. We hope our website can be a useful adjunct to such an approach 
backing up the clinician’s advice and providing additional reassurance and strategies to the 
patient. 
Only a randomised clinical trial can show whether a website meets our aim of improving 
outcome we and we acknowledge that any intervention, including provision of information 
and advice, has the potential to cause unforeseen harms. In the interim we think more positive 
symptom identification ,and treatment messages should be delivered to people who have 
experienced mTBI. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Functional Somatic Symptoms (FSS) are somatic symptoms for which no somatic cause can be 
identified despite adequate diagnostic testing. FSS are common, costly, and disabling, and 
treatment options are limited. Psychotherapy is one of few evidence-based treatments for FSS. 
Yet, this form of therapy is not widely used, since it is usually reserved for severe symptoms, 
requires a highly trained therapist, and is not well accepted by patients. The current paper 
describes the development of the online intervention ‘Grip self-help’ and provides a 
description of the intervention itself. Grip self-help is an early intervention for mild to 
moderate FSS in primary care, which aims to reduce somatic symptoms and improve quality 
of life. 
In the Grip self-help intervention, patients fill out a set of online questionnaires exploring 
unhelpful cognitions, emotions, behaviors, and social factors associated with the symptoms. 
Using this information, a personal profile is generated, identifying factors that might maintain 
FSS in that individual. As a next step, patients are offered online self-help exercises that are 
tailored to these factors. Guidance is offered by a primary care professional. The intervention 
will ultimately result in a personalized self-help guide, composed of texts that are extracted 
from the exercises patients found useful during the intervention. 
Grip self-help is the first intervention for FSS combining the concepts of eHealth, self-help, 
and personalized medicine. Guided by a primary care professional, patients are offered an 
easily accessible, yet highly personalized treatment. Grip self-help thus has the potential to 
meet the needs of the large group of patients with mild to moderate FSS. 
 
 
 
  

INTRODUCTION 
 
Functional somatic symptoms (FSS) are symptoms for which an organic cause cannot be 
identified despite adequate diagnostic testing. FSS are highly prevalent in all areas of 
medicine. FSS constitute a substantial burden for patients, are difficult to treat for doctors, and 
are costly for society. Untreated FSS have a high likelihood to become chronic and severely 
affect patients’ functioning.  If FSS are associated with maladaptive thoughts, feelings and 
behaviors, patients may fulfill the criteria of a Somatic Symptom Disorder (SSD). The estimated 
prevalence of SSD is 7% (1), making this diagnosis more common than diabetes, coronary 
artery disease or depression. This underlines the need for early intervention in FSS and 
prevention of SSD. Current etiological models assume that FSS are the result of an interaction 
between predisposing, precipitating and perpetuating factors. Predisposing factors determine 
the vulnerability to develop FSS, and include biological vulnerability, childhood trauma, and 
personality characteristics. Precipitating factors are those that initially trigger the somatic 
symptoms, such as infections, accidents or stressful events. Perpetuating factors are those that 
contribute to chronicity, including avoidance behavior, catastrophizing and complicated 
relations with healthcare professionals. Psychotherapy is one of few evidence-based 
treatments for FSS. Psychotherapy typically targets perpetuating factors. A recent Cochrane 
review indicated that psychotherapy for FSS significantly reduced symptoms and increased 
quality of life (2). However, the review also showed that existing psychotherapy protocols do 
not work for everyone, and it remains unknown which type of therapy helps for whom. This is 
especially problematic since FSS cover an extremely heterogeneous group of patients (3). 
Patients do not only vary widely in their symptoms, but also in the degree to which specific 
cognitions, emotions and behaviors contribute to these symptoms. Psychotherapies thus need 
to be highly patient-tailored to be effective, which requires advanced clinical skills.  Such skills 
are present in psychotherapists, but only patients with severe SSD are typically referred to a 
psychotherapist. In addition, referral to mental healthcare is not accepted well by patients with 
FSS (2). The main reason for this is that psychotherapy is usually provided by a psychologist, 
which may not make sense to patients who seek help for somatic symptoms. Most care for 
FSS is provided by General Practitioners (GPs), since somatic symptoms are initially presented 
to them. GPs are trained to work according to the biopsychosocial model thus placing the 
symptoms in a broader context. Appropriate treatment of mild to moderate FSS in primary 
care might prevent development of more severe SSD. However, many GPs experience 
difficulties with treating these patients (4). Some GPs have a negative perception or lack of 
empathy for patients with FSS, which might influence quality of care (5, 6). Many GPs feel as if 
they lack the skills to provide the appropriate psychotherapeutic interventions. Indeed, 
psychotherapy offered by a GP is less effective than when offered by a psychologist (7). In a 
recent analysis of videotaped consultations between GPs and patients with FSS, we observed 
that GPs attempted to provide advice on self-help, in accordance with the Dutch guidelines. 
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However, they had a limited repertoire of strategies, felt insecure on which self-help strategies 
would benefit an individual patient, and on how to support patients with putting this advice 
into practice (8). This is unfortunate since our recent meta-analysis proved that self-help 
reduces symptoms and increases quality of life for this group of patients (9). Furthermore, self-
help has been shown to be effective in a large range of mental disorders, such as anxiety, 
depression, and insomnia (10, 11). 
 
In response to these difficulties, we have developed the online intervention ‘Grip self-help’. 
Grip self-help is an online guided self-help intervention, designed to be used in primary care, 
aiming to reduce somatic symptoms and improve quality of life in patients with mild to 
moderate FSS. Grip self-help uses automated patient profiling to select online self-help 
exercises tailored to the specific patient. The underlying algorithms have been constructed 
using the input of a large group of mental healthcare professionals. The current paper 
describes the methods used to develop the content of Grip self-help, as well as the 
intervention itself. 
 
Methods used for the Development of the Grip Self-help Intervention 
The basic idea behind the Grip self-help intervention is to develop a tool to make expert 
clinical knowledge on FSS available for primary care professionals (PCPs). As a first step, 
concept mapping by clinicians was used to develop a hierarchical problem ontology reflecting 
which perpetuating factors were potential therapeutic targets in patients with FSS. As a second 
step, an assessment system was built to measure the relevance of the identified perpetuating 
factors for individual patients. As a third step, with the aid of experienced clinicians, a database 
was built consisting of various self-help exercises for each of these perpetuating factors. As a 
fourth step, patient-tailored selection of self-help exercises was enabled by algorithms, 
matching exercises to specific perpetuating factors. These four steps in the development of 
the intervention are depicted in figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. Development process of Grip self-help. 
 

 

 
Identifying Potential Targets of Treatment: Development of the Grip Ontology of Perpetuating 
Factors 
We started by developing a hierarchical problem ontology that is a comprehensive 
representation of perpetuating factors contributing to FSS according to the perspective of 
experienced clinicians. We constructed this ontology in the following steps. First, we 
interviewed 12 experts specialized in FSS treatments from various backgrounds, including 
medicine, physiotherapy, and psychology. They were asked to name all perpetuating factors 
contributing to FSS based on their clinical experience. A scientific expert committee 
constructed a list of these factors, and narrowed it down to 99 core problems suitable for 
assessment using self-report questionnaires and for treatment in general practice. These 99 
factors were validated in a group of 38 experienced psychologists, whose ratings indicated 
that each of the factors was deemed important, and there were no important factors missing. 
Next, we performed a literature search and found that all factors were supported by scientific 
literature (12). Subsequently, 61 psychologists experienced in treatment of FSS each sorted 
these perpetuating factors into meaningful larger themes based on their clinical expertise. 
These sorts were combined into a single hierarchical structure using cluster analysis. This 
hierarchical problem ontology thus represents the common mental model of factors 
contributing to FSS, reflecting the combined knowledge and experience of a large group of 
clinicians specialized in FSS. A more extensive description of the development of this ontology 
has been published previously (12). 
 
Assessing Perpetuating Factors in Individual Patients using Automated Patient Profiling 
In order to assess which perpetuating factors from the ontology were relevant in a specific 
patient, a range of self-report questionnaires was used (see table 1). Some of these 
questionnaires were developed for specific symptoms, such as the Pain Coping Inventory. In 
these questionnaires, we replaced the specific symptom by the general term “physical 
symptoms’. Also, we adjusted the scales of the questionnaires to a universal scale, ranging 
from “not at all” (0), “a little bit” (1), “somewhat” (2), “quite a bit” (3), to “very” (4).  To keep the 
number of questionnaire items to a reasonable amount, screening items were used to 
determine whether a more in depth exploration of a specific perpetuating factor was required. 
Screening items were selected by choosing the item with the highest item-total correlation 
per scale. To this end, we collected data on all of the questionnaire items from patients who 
visited their GP with physical symptoms. The sample consisted of 94 subjects of which 57.4% 
were female, ranging from 21 to 85 years old, with mean age 58.8 (SD = 14.5). The item-total 
correlations between screening items and the sumscores of their corresponding 
questionnaires are presented in table 1. 
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Table 1. Screening items with their associated questionnaires. 
 

Questionnaire Screening item Item-total 
correlation 

Body Consciousness Questionnaire 
(BCQ) subscale ’Private body’ 

I am quick to sense the hunger 
contractions of my stomach. 

.574 

Whiteley Index (WI-7)* Do you worry a lot about your health?  .691 

Self-Efficacy Scale (SE/SE-28) I think that I can influence my physical 
symptoms. 

.671 

Illness Management Questionnaire 
(IMQ) Factor III (Focusing on 
symptoms) 

My physical symptoms are always at the 
back of my mind. 

.707 

Pain catastrophizing scale (PCS) I worry all the time about whether the 
pain will end. 

.765 

Illness Cognition Questionnaire 
(ICQ) subscale ‘Helplessness’ 

My physical symptoms prevent me from 
doing what I would really like to do. 

.865 

Illness Cognition Questionnaire 
(ICQ) subscale ‘Acceptance’ 

I can accept my physical symptoms well. .879 

Cognitive Behavioural Responses 
Questionnaire (CBRQ) Subscale 
‘Embarrassment avoidance’ 

I am ashamed of my physical symptoms.
  

.845 

Cognitive Behavioural Responses 
Questionnaire (CBRQ) Subscale ‘All-
or-nothing behavior’ 

I tend to overdo things and then rest up 
for a while. 

.685 

Tampa scale for Kinesiophobia 
(TSK-11) subscale ‘somatic focus’ 

My physical symptoms have put my 
body at risk for the rest of my life.  

.605 

Tampa scale for Kinesiophobia 
(TSK-11) subscale ‘activity 
avoidance’ 

Simply being careful that I do not make 
any unnecessary movements is the safest 
thing I can do to prevent my physical 
complaints from worsening. 

.812 

Pain Coping Inventory (PCI) 
Subscale ‘Distraction’ 

When I have physical symptoms, I do 
something I find pleasant. 

.731 

Pain Coping Inventory (PCI) 
Subscale ‘Worrying’ 

I think that the pain will worsen. .627 

Pain Coping Inventory (PCI) 
Subscale ‘Pain transformation’ 

When I have physical symptoms, I 
imagine the pain less violent than it 
really is. 

.740 

Pain Coping Inventory (PCI) 
Subscales ‘Resting and retreating’  

When I have physical symptoms, I take 
rest by sitting or lying down. 

.754 

Pain Coping Inventory (PCI) 
subscale ‘reducing demands’ 

When I have physical symptoms, I 
continue my activities, but in a slower 
pace. 

.843 

Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS-20) I do not know what is going on inside 
me. 

.588 

 

Table 1 (continued). Screening items with their associated questionnaires. 
 

Injustice experienced questionnaire 
(IEQ) subscale 
‘Severity/irreparability’ 

I feel that my physical symptoms have 
affected me in a permanent way. 

.779 

Social Support and Pain 
Questionnaire (SPQ) 

If I have physical symptoms, I am 
satisfied with how much understanding 
the people around me show. 

.911 

Patient – Doctor Relationship 
Questionnaire (PDRQ-9) 

My GP has enough time for me. .901 

Note. * The highest correlating item for this questionnaire was “Do you find that you are bothered by many different 
symptoms?” (Item-total correlation = .703) Because this item asks for symptoms instead of a perpetuating factor, we 
preferred to choose the second highest correlating item.  

 
After a patient has filled out the online questionnaires, the results are used to automatically 
generate the Grip profile. This profile graphically displays which perpetuating factors are 
relevant for this specific patient.  
 
Creating the Grip Database of Self-help Exercises 
After developing a method to assess perpetuating factors in individual patients, we composed 
a collection of self-help exercises, targeting these specific factors. The content of these 
exercises was inspired by the input of healthcare professionals and patients, which was 
gathered during several focus group meetings. 
We started out with 20 types of exercises, categorized based on the aim of the exercise, such 
as ‘learning more about FSS’, ‘relaxation’, and ‘identifying and challenging unhelpful thoughts’. 
To explore whether patients and healthcare professionals would be willing to use these types 
of exercises, we asked patients (N=138) and psychologists (N=58) to evaluate the 20 types of 
exercises, using a questionnaire (scale 1-10). Results are shown in figure 2. Patients varied 
widely in their evaluations, yet the median scores did not differ much between the types of 
exercises. Sex, type of symptoms, and duration of symptoms had little effect on the 
evaluations. Psychologists assigned a higher value to 18 out of the 20 types of exercises than 
patients. For patients, median scores varied from 5 to 7. For psychologists, median scores 
varied from 7 to 9. In order to find out what caused the wide variation in patient’s evaluations 
and why their overall appreciation was lower than that of psychologists, a subgroup of patients 
was interviewed. These interviews showed that personal treatment experiences were a strong 
influence. Yet, with the right explanation, patients were willing to try most of the exercises. 
This led us to decide to always involve a healthcare professional in the Grip self-help 
intervention to motivate and guide patients. Also, we made sure every exercise contains an 
explanation on how the exercise could benefit the patient.  
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Table 1. Screening items with their associated questionnaires. 
 

Questionnaire Screening item Item-total 
correlation 

Body Consciousness Questionnaire 
(BCQ) subscale ’Private body’ 
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.574 
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Subscales ‘Resting and retreating’  

When I have physical symptoms, I take 
rest by sitting or lying down. 

.754 

Pain Coping Inventory (PCI) 
subscale ‘reducing demands’ 

When I have physical symptoms, I 
continue my activities, but in a slower 
pace. 

.843 

Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS-20) I do not know what is going on inside 
me. 

.588 

 

Table 1 (continued). Screening items with their associated questionnaires. 
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Patient – Doctor Relationship 
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Note. * The highest correlating item for this questionnaire was “Do you find that you are bothered by many different 
symptoms?” (Item-total correlation = .703) Because this item asks for symptoms instead of a perpetuating factor, we 
preferred to choose the second highest correlating item.  
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generate the Grip profile. This profile graphically displays which perpetuating factors are 
relevant for this specific patient.  
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exercises was inspired by the input of healthcare professionals and patients, which was 
gathered during several focus group meetings. 
We started out with 20 types of exercises, categorized based on the aim of the exercise, such 
as ‘learning more about FSS’, ‘relaxation’, and ‘identifying and challenging unhelpful thoughts’. 
To explore whether patients and healthcare professionals would be willing to use these types 
of exercises, we asked patients (N=138) and psychologists (N=58) to evaluate the 20 types of 
exercises, using a questionnaire (scale 1-10). Results are shown in figure 2. Patients varied 
widely in their evaluations, yet the median scores did not differ much between the types of 
exercises. Sex, type of symptoms, and duration of symptoms had little effect on the 
evaluations. Psychologists assigned a higher value to 18 out of the 20 types of exercises than 
patients. For patients, median scores varied from 5 to 7. For psychologists, median scores 
varied from 7 to 9. In order to find out what caused the wide variation in patient’s evaluations 
and why their overall appreciation was lower than that of psychologists, a subgroup of patients 
was interviewed. These interviews showed that personal treatment experiences were a strong 
influence. Yet, with the right explanation, patients were willing to try most of the exercises. 
This led us to decide to always involve a healthcare professional in the Grip self-help 
intervention to motivate and guide patients. Also, we made sure every exercise contains an 
explanation on how the exercise could benefit the patient.  
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With these results, we further developed the database of self-help exercises. The database 
currently contains 60 unique exercises. The exercises are aimed at changing dysfunctional 
cognitions, emotions, behaviors, and social factors present in the problem ontology. The 
exercises were not written from the perspective of a single psychotherapeutic theoretical 
framework. Rather, they contain elements of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), acceptance 
and commitment therapy (ACT), and problem solving treatment (PST).  
 
Personalizing the Intervention: Linking Exercises to Specific Perpetuating Factors 
In order to link the exercises to perpetuating factors, we used a questionnaire to ask 
psychologists (N=58) to match the 20 types of exercises to the 16 domains of perpetuating 
factors from the ontology. Using these ratings, two experienced clinicians coupled exercises 
to perpetuating factors, with disagreements solved by consensus. The end-result of this 
process was an algorithm, determining for each perpetuating factor in the problem ontology 
which exercises would be appropriate. 
We evaluated the matching of exercises to perpetuating factors with the help of eight 
experienced mental healthcare professionals. Based on a qualitative study describing 
prototypes of FSS patients (13), we created five cases with video vignettes and a short 
description containing information on patient characteristics. These five prototypical patients 
varied widely with regard to relevant perpetuating factors. The clinicians were asked to 
indicate which factors they would target in therapy for these specific patients. Subsequently, 
they were provided with the type of exercises Grip self-help would suggest for each of the 
cases, and asked whether these would be suitable for that particular patient. Based on this 
evaluation, the matching between exercises and perpetuating factors was further optimized. 
Grip self-help thus uses online patient profiling to automatically select a specific set of self-
help exercises. Because our questionnaire results showed that psychologists and patients 
differed in the types of exercises they regarded as most useful, we decided to give patients 
the freedom and responsibility to prioritize within the automated pre-selection of exercises. 
 
Description of the Grip Self-help Intervention 
Below, we will describe the Grip self-help intervention according to the guidelines for 
Executing and Reporting Internet Intervention Research (14).  
 
Focus and Target Population  
The primary target population of Grip self-help is adult patients with mild to moderate FSS, as 
identified by the GP. In accordance with the Dutch GP guidelines on FSS, severity is assessed 
based on the number of symptoms, the duration, and the degree of functional impairment. 
Proficiency of the Dutch language and possession of a computer, laptop, or tablet with internet 
access are required to use the intervention. 
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With these results, we further developed the database of self-help exercises. The database 
currently contains 60 unique exercises. The exercises are aimed at changing dysfunctional 
cognitions, emotions, behaviors, and social factors present in the problem ontology. The 
exercises were not written from the perspective of a single psychotherapeutic theoretical 
framework. Rather, they contain elements of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), acceptance 
and commitment therapy (ACT), and problem solving treatment (PST).  
 
Personalizing the Intervention: Linking Exercises to Specific Perpetuating Factors 
In order to link the exercises to perpetuating factors, we used a questionnaire to ask 
psychologists (N=58) to match the 20 types of exercises to the 16 domains of perpetuating 
factors from the ontology. Using these ratings, two experienced clinicians coupled exercises 
to perpetuating factors, with disagreements solved by consensus. The end-result of this 
process was an algorithm, determining for each perpetuating factor in the problem ontology 
which exercises would be appropriate. 
We evaluated the matching of exercises to perpetuating factors with the help of eight 
experienced mental healthcare professionals. Based on a qualitative study describing 
prototypes of FSS patients (13), we created five cases with video vignettes and a short 
description containing information on patient characteristics. These five prototypical patients 
varied widely with regard to relevant perpetuating factors. The clinicians were asked to 
indicate which factors they would target in therapy for these specific patients. Subsequently, 
they were provided with the type of exercises Grip self-help would suggest for each of the 
cases, and asked whether these would be suitable for that particular patient. Based on this 
evaluation, the matching between exercises and perpetuating factors was further optimized. 
Grip self-help thus uses online patient profiling to automatically select a specific set of self-
help exercises. Because our questionnaire results showed that psychologists and patients 
differed in the types of exercises they regarded as most useful, we decided to give patients 
the freedom and responsibility to prioritize within the automated pre-selection of exercises. 
 
Description of the Grip Self-help Intervention 
Below, we will describe the Grip self-help intervention according to the guidelines for 
Executing and Reporting Internet Intervention Research (14).  
 
Focus and Target Population  
The primary target population of Grip self-help is adult patients with mild to moderate FSS, as 
identified by the GP. In accordance with the Dutch GP guidelines on FSS, severity is assessed 
based on the number of symptoms, the duration, and the degree of functional impairment. 
Proficiency of the Dutch language and possession of a computer, laptop, or tablet with internet 
access are required to use the intervention. 
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Authorship Details  
Grip self-help was developed in The Netherlands between 2013 and 2018 by a team of 
researchers and computer programmers from the University Medical Center Groningen 
(UMCG), from 2015 onwards together with a team from technology company Nedap. The 
assessment system, the exercise database and the personalization algorithms are the 
responsibility of the UMCG team (https://www.gripopklachten.nl/wie-zijn-wij/). The interface 
for patients and healthcare professionals is the responsibility of the Nedap team 
(http://www.nedap-healthcare.com/). Funds for the development were provided by the Dutch 
Innovation Fund Health Insurances and the participating organizations; funds for the scientific 
evaluation were provided by the Netherlands Organisation for Health Research and 
Development. 
 
Model of Change  
The basic goal of Grip self-help is to enable patients to discover which self-help strategies are 
helpful for them and which are not. Increasing self-efficacy is the main hypothesized 
mechanism via which this intervention may improve outcomes such as symptom severity and 
quality of life.  
 
Compared to other self-help interventions, Grip self-help does not take a certain 
psychotherapeutic theoretical framework or approach as a starting point. Rather, Grip self-
help takes the individual patient’s symptoms and perpetuating factors as a starting point and 
adapts its approach to these specific factors. Therefore, methods used to increase self-efficacy 
vary amongst patients, and will typically be based on a combination of approaches grounded 
in a variety of theories. Grip self-help exercises include patient education, adjusting life style, 
identifying and challenging unhelpful cognitions, relaxation and mindfulness exercises, 
learning to accept the presence of physical symptoms and negative emotions, identifying 
values and setting goals accordingly, gradual exposure to feared activities, and managing the 
impact of symptoms on work and relationships. All exercises have the same structure. They 
start with the goal of the exercise, followed by the actual exercise, ending with a reflection on 
what was learned. Further explanation on why this exercise could be useful can be found under 
“i” (information). Figure 3 shows an example of an exercise.  
 
  

Figure 3. Example of an exercise.  
 

 

Note. This exercise is titled ‘Sleep: rest and regularity’. First, the goal of the exercise is described in one sentence. Further 
explanation on why this exercise could be useful can be found under “i” (information). Then, the actual exercise is 
explained. 
 
Another element that is thought to contribute to increased self-efficacy is the active 
involvement of the patient in the planning of the intervention. After the Grip system has made 
a selection of appropriate exercises, patients will have the opportunity to prioritize and decide 
in which order they would like to work on the exercises. This increases the chance that 
exercises are perceived as useful and are completed successful, which will presumably increase 
motivation for and adherence to the intervention. The active involvement of the patient in 
decision making regarding the prioritizing and planning of exercises will shift responsibility 
from the healthcare professional to the patient. Figure 4 shows an example of such a plan. 
 
Type and Dose of Intervention  
Grip self-help is a patient-tailored online self-help intervention for mild to moderate FSS. The 
intervention includes registration and screening/assessment functions, and is supported by a 
system that enables PCPs and patients to track user progress and receive feedback. The PCP 
is notified when the patient has completed a questionnaire and can monitor progress by 
checking which exercises have been completed and when the patient last logged in. 
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explanation on why this exercise could be useful can be found under “i” (information). Then, the actual exercise is 
explained. 
 
Another element that is thought to contribute to increased self-efficacy is the active 
involvement of the patient in the planning of the intervention. After the Grip system has made 
a selection of appropriate exercises, patients will have the opportunity to prioritize and decide 
in which order they would like to work on the exercises. This increases the chance that 
exercises are perceived as useful and are completed successful, which will presumably increase 
motivation for and adherence to the intervention. The active involvement of the patient in 
decision making regarding the prioritizing and planning of exercises will shift responsibility 
from the healthcare professional to the patient. Figure 4 shows an example of such a plan. 
 
Type and Dose of Intervention  
Grip self-help is a patient-tailored online self-help intervention for mild to moderate FSS. The 
intervention includes registration and screening/assessment functions, and is supported by a 
system that enables PCPs and patients to track user progress and receive feedback. The PCP 
is notified when the patient has completed a questionnaire and can monitor progress by 
checking which exercises have been completed and when the patient last logged in. 
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Figure 4. Plan with completed exercises, the current exercise, and planned exercises (left). 
 

 
 
The tailoring refers to both the contents of the intervention as well as to its duration. With 
regard to the contents, Grip self-help selects a set of self-help exercises tailored to the scores 
of the patients’ personal profile. Together with the PCP guiding the intervention, patients 
decide which of these pre-selected exercises they are going to perform in the period until their 
next appointment. The exercises vary with regard to duration (one or two weeks) and intensity 
(varying from a single assignment to daily practice). Patients will work on one exercise at a 
time. The total intervention does not have a fixed duration. Patients are allowed to continue 
performing exercises as long as they want. Although there is no prescribed duration, we expect 
participants use the intervention for 10-20 weeks. During those weeks, we expect them to log 
in every day to work on their exercises.  
On a weekly basis, patients will be asked to rate symptom severity (visual analogue scale from 
0 (not intense at all) to 10 (very intense)) and symptom interference with daily life (visual 
analogue scale from 0 (no interference) to 10 (strong interference)). These scales are based on 
international recommendations on core outcome domains in this area, thus enabling future 
studies towards clinical effectiveness (15). These ratings also provide us with the opportunity 
to give automatically generated supportive feedback to the patient within the system.  
 
Ethical Issues  
The Grip self-help intervention is only accessible for patients who are referred by their PCP. 
This can be a GP, or a General Practitioner Mental Health Worker (GP-MHW). Patients cannot 
register without a referral from their PCP, and anonymous use of the intervention is thus not 
possible. After referral by the PCP and providing informed consent regarding terms and 

regulations of use, patients can enter the Grip environment with their user name and password 
(see figures 5 and 6). Within Grip self-help, only patients and their clinicians have access to the 
data. Software and data transmission security is guaranteed by Nedap. More in general, the 
handling of personal data is in compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR). The Grip self-help intervention is developed for use in primary care. Therefore, the 
PCP always remains responsible for the monitoring of the health of the patient, and the patient 
can always contact the PCP for any questions related to his or her health in general or the 
intervention in specific. If the results from the online questionnaires suggest mental health 
problems that require clinical attention, the PCP will automatically be informed. 
 
Figure 5. Grip login page.  
 

 
 
Professional Support  
Patients work with Grip self-help, guided by a PCP. All exercises are offered online and do 
not necessarily require feedback from the PCP. The role of the PCP is mainly focused on 
offering support, monitoring progress, and stimulating patients’ motivation. PCPs will be 
trained for this using an e-learning for FSS which has already been developed and piloted 
(16). In this training, it is advised to make scheduled appointments at the start of the 
intervention and every four to six weeks, but this is flexible and may be adjusted according 
to the needs of the patients and the PCP. In the first face-to-face meeting, the PCP will 
discuss and demonstrate the use of Grip and explain treatment goals. He or she will also 
support the patient in prioritizing and planning the first exercises from the preselected set.   
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Figure 6. Grip home page with daily inspirational quotes, linked to blogs (top left), progress 
(bottom left), and this week’s exercise (right). 
 

 
 

Guidance in this process is important, since for example avoidant patients might be inclined 
to avoid the exercises that could benefit them most, while patients high in perfectionism might 
prioritize the most difficult exercises already at an early stage. In the next meetings, the PCP 
will discuss the exercises and the progress, and the problems the patient might have 
encountered. In the final meeting, patient and PCP will discuss what the patient learned and 
changed in daily life. They will also discuss relapse prevention and look forward to the future.  
Also other contact options exist apart from these scheduled appointments. The system 
automatically provides reminders and prompts to stimulate patients to complete their 
exercises. The PCP receives a warning if patients have not logged in for a while. PCPs can also 
provide technical support, and will be supported to do so by Nedap. 
 
Other Support  
Grip self-help does not necessarily require other support, in addition to the support from a 
PCP. However, there are exercises that involve someone close, such as a partner, friend, or 
family member. Examples are exercises in which patients are instructed to ask someone to join 
them on their next doctor’s appointment, or receive tips on how to talk about their symptoms 
with the people around them. All exercises in the database are labeled, depending on whether 
involvement of a partner, friend, or family member is necessary. This enables the PCP to adjust 
the plan when such a person is not available. 
 
 

Program Interactivity  
The Grip self-help intervention includes many interactive elements. Its content is tailored to 
the individual user at various levels. The selection of online questionnaires that need to be 
completed to construct the Grip profile is based on previous answers of the patient on relevant 
screening questions. The patient will be able to see his or her personal profile, summarizing 
the perpetuating factors likely to be relevant in his or her personal situation. The system 
automatically pre-selects a patient-tailored set of exercises, but the patient makes the final 
choices and planning with regard to these exercises. Also the exercises themselves always 
contain interactive elements. All exercises require input of the patient in some way, including 
action planning, inputting self-monitoring data, tasks to complete off-line, and reflections on 
the learning goals of the exercise.  
 
Multimedia Channel of Delivery  
The Grip self-help intervention uses several multimedia channels, depending on the specific 
exercise. In general, we chose to vary between different modes of channels as much as 
possible. Short texts tailored to the specific symptoms of the patient and graphics are used to 
communicate information. Video is used for education (animations), to demonstrate exercises 
such as progressive relaxation, and to present interviews with patients sharing their 
experiences. Audio instructions are included for exercises aimed at progressive relaxation and 
mindfulness. Automated e-mail reminders are send to increase compliance and in case of 
exercises that involve self-registration. One other unique aspect of Grip self-help is that the 
end-product of the intervention is a personalized self-help guide. This guide is composed of 
texts that are extracted from the exercises patients completed during the intervention. It 
includes reflections of the patient on what he or she learned with regard to self-help strategies 
that were or were not useful for his or her own personal situation. All patients end the 
intervention with an exercise in which they write a foreword for their own personal self-help 
guide. 
 
Degree of Synchronicity  
The degree of synchronicity with regard to communication differs between the various forms 
of communication associated with Grip self-help. The program itself provides daily 
motivational quotes, and weekly motivational feedback. This latter feedback is automatically 
generated based on change in scores for symptom severity and interference that are entered 
by the patient on a weekly basis. For example, patients who have improved will receive 
messages like “Your efforts are resulting in improvements. Keep up the good work!”. Patients 
who have not improved may receive a message such as “Some exercises take time, and you 
might even feel worse when you just started practicing them. Just keep practicing, and your 
skills will improve.” The PCP provides asynchronous support, in the scheduled meetings or by 
telephone and/or e-mail. 
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Audience Reach  
Grip is a web-application for PCPs, currently only accessible via Elise. Elise is a platform for 
healthcare professionals developed by Nedap, offering several applications for primary care. 
Elise is linked to a secure messaging service in The Netherlands called Zorgmail. This 
enables intercommunication between Grip, PCPs information systems and the patients’ 
electronic health record. After the PCP has registered the patient, the patient receives an email 
to get access to the secure online environment where questionnaires can be filled out and 
exercises can be completed. 
 
Program Evaluation  
Grip self-help provides the unique opportunity to construct a highly personalized treatment 
that can still be scientifically evaluated. The patient tailoring is based on formal algorithms, 
and although each patient gets his or her own unique treatment, its efficacy can be studied in 
a scientifically sound way. Grip self-help is currently tested in a pilot study, after which (cost-
)effectiveness will be studied in a randomized controlled trial (RCT). Main outcomes will be 
symptom severity, health-related quality of life, productivity loss and healthcare utilization and 
costs. Standardized outcome measures according to the EURONET-SOMA recommendations 
will be included (15). Process measures regarding use of the program will be collected as well. 
Acceptability to both PCPs and patient will be studied using qualitative and quantitative 
methods. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
FSS constitute a major burden for patients and the healthcare system. PCPs experience 
difficulties in providing appropriate care. Grip self-help is the first online intervention 
providing patient-tailored self-help for FSS. It supports PCPs in early intervention, with the aim 
to reduce patients’ somatic symptoms and improve quality of life. Using formal algorithms, 
based on the knowledge of a large group of clinicians experienced in the treatment of FSS, 
the intervention is personalized. Thereby, patients are offered an easily accessible, yet highly 
personalized treatment. Grip self-help will thus meet the needs of the large group of patients 
with mild to moderate FSS. 
 
The current approach of personalization and its application in a coherent online system for 
guided self-help is entirely new, but the literature indicates effectiveness of its elements. 
Current reviews suggest that psychotherapy and self-help are effective for FSS (2, 9). Grip self-
help is composed of elements of these evidence-based treatments. The unique 
personalization in Grip self-help can be expected to further strengthen its effectiveness, as 
suggested by previous studies (17). Grip self-help was created in close collaboration with both 
patients and healthcare professionals, and empowers patients by allowing them to work on 

their health in a way that suits them. It makes use of modern technology and is characterized 
by scientific rigor. Future research has to show the effectiveness of Grip self-help in its current 
form and such studies are under way. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Background: Medically unexplained symptoms (MUS) constitute a major health problem 
because of their high prevalence, the suffering and disability they cause, and the associated 
medical costs. Internet-based interventions may provide an accessible and convenient tool for 
managing MUS. We developed a personalized, internet-based, guided self-help intervention 
for MUS in primary care (‘Grip self-help’) and will compare its effectiveness to that of usual 
care. This paper describes the rationale, objectives, and design, of a pragmatic randomized 
controlled trial assessing the effectiveness of Grip self-help. 
 
Methods: For a pragmatic, multi-center randomized controlled trial, 165 adult patients with 
mild to moderate MUS will be recruited through general practices in the Netherlands. 
Randomization will be performed at general practice level. Over the course of several months, 
patients in the intervention group will receive a personalized set of online self-help exercises, 
targeting the unhelpful cognitions, emotions, behaviors, and social factors that are relevant to 
them. The intervention is guided by a general practice mental health worker. The control group 
will receive care as usual. Primary outcome is physical health-related quality of life (RAND-36, 
physical component score). Secondary outcomes include severity of physical and 
psychological symptoms, mental health-related quality of life, cost-effectiveness, and 
acceptability. Assessments will take place at baseline, end of treatment, and at 16, 26, and 52 
weeks follow-up. 
 
Results: Recruitment has started in December 2018. 
 
Conclusions: To our knowledge, this is the first study to combine the concepts of e-health, 
self-help, and personalized medicine in the treatment of MUS. By improving the quality of life 
and reducing symptoms of patients with MUS, Grip self-help has the potential to reduce costs, 
and conserve scarce healthcare resources. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
In primary care, about 50% of patients presenting with a physical complaint receive a medical 
diagnosis during their first visit. After extensive evaluation, approximately one third of physical 
symptoms remain medically unexplained (1). Medically unexplained symptoms (MUS) can 
cause significant distress and impairment for patients and are associated with high costs for 
society, due to the resulting excess use of healthcare services, work absenteeism, and 
decreased productivity (2-4).  
Even though the pathophysiology of MUS is unknown, a lot has been published on factors 
that might trigger and maintain symptoms (5, 6). Targeting these factors like worries, fear, and 
physical inactivity, is the focus of most psychological treatments. Cognitive behavioral therapy 
is well studied and has shown modest improvements with regard to symptom severity and 
physical health-related quality of life (HRQoL) (7, 8). However, most patients with MUS are 
treated in primary care and general practitioners (GPs) generally lack the time and skills to 
offer psychological treatment. More in general, GPs often find it difficult to treat patients with 
MUS (9), because the lack of effective treatments options that is available to them (8, 10).  
 
A recent meta-analysis has shown that self-help interventions are a promising alternative to 
psychological treatment for patients with MUS (11). Because self-help does not require 
guidance by a trained therapist, it can be easily accessible and widely available at relatively 
low costs, especially when offered online. We therefore developed the online intervention 
‘Grip self-help’ (12). Grip self-help is a personalized, guided self-help intervention for patients 
with mild to moderate MUS in primary care. Based on the results of online questionnaires, 
patients receive a personalized set of online self-help exercises, aimed at the unhelpful 
cognitions, emotions, behaviors, and social factors that are relevant to them. The intervention 
has an eclectic nature and contains elements of patient education, cognitive behavioral 
therapy, acceptance and commitment therapy, and problem solving treatment. As far as we 
know, no previous research evaluated the effectiveness of such an intervention. 
 
This paper describes the design of the randomized controlled trial (RCT) assessing the 
effectiveness of the Grip self-help intervention in general practice (Dutch Trial Register 
NTR7598). The primary objective of this RCT is to determine whether Grip self-help is superior 
to care as usual (CAU) for improving physical HRQoL at follow-up after 16 weeks in patients 
with mild to moderate MUS. Secondary objectives are:   
 

1) To assess the effectiveness of Grip self-help in comparison to CAU in improving 
severity of physical and psychological symptoms and mental HRQoL at follow-up 
after 16, 26, and 52 weeks. 
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2) To investigate the cost-effectiveness of Grip self-help compared to CAU at follow-
up after 16, 26, and 52 weeks. 

3) To assess acceptability of Grip self-help for patients and primary care professionals 
(PCPs). 

4) To investigate which patient characteristics predict effectiveness of Grip self-help. 
5) To investigate which characteristics of PCPs predict effectiveness of Grip self-help. 
6) To investigate whether increased self-efficacy mediates treatment outcomes. 

 
METHODS 
 
Study Design 
This study is designed as a pragmatic, multi-center randomized controlled superiority trial with 
two parallel groups and a 1:1 allocation ratio. The study protocol, intervention, participant 
information, and informed consent procedure have been approved by the University Medical 
Center Groningen Medical Ethics Committee (registration number M18.232173). The study will 
be conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki (2013 version). 
 
Participants 
Patients with mild to moderate MUS will be recruited through general practices from rural as 
well as urban areas in the Netherlands. Two types of PCPs will be involved in this study: GPs 
and general practice mental health workers (GP-MHWs). GP-MHWs are nurses, psychologists 
or social workers with experience in mental healthcare, employed by one or several general 
practices. PCPs will be invited to participate through local and national GP networks, social 
media and online publicity. PCPs that show interest will be informed by a letter. If desired, 
more detailed information can be provided by e-mail, telephone or during a visit to the 
practice. At least one GP and one GP-MHW are required to participate in order for a practice 
to take part in the study. Participating PCPs sign an informed consent form. Subsequently, the 
GP selects up to 15 patients with mild to moderate MUS, based on the inclusion criteria 
described below. Selected patients receive a letter with information about the study. During a 
telephone call with one of the researchers, additional questions from interested patients will 
be answered and exclusion criteria will be evaluated. When eligible patients decide to 
participate in the study, they will be asked to sign an informed consent form. Next, the 
participant will receive an e-mail with an invitation to fill out the baseline questionnaires in an 
online, secure environment. An overview of the study procedure is provided in figure 1. 
 
Eligibility Criteria for Participating General Practices 
Inclusion criteria: 

1. At least one GP and one GP-MHW from the practice take part in the study. 
  

 
 
Figure 1. Flowchart of the study procedure. 
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Eligibility Criteria for Participants 
Inclusion criteria: 

1. Age ≥ 18 years.  
2. Presenting with mild to moderate MUS. In line with the guidelines, provided by the 

Dutch College of General Practitioners, MUS are defined as ´physical symptoms that 
have persisted for more than several weeks and for which adequate medical 
examination has not revealed any condition that sufficiently explains the symptoms´ 
(13). MUS are considered mild to moderate in case of 1) mild to moderate 
functional limitations because of the symptoms; 2) symptoms in one, two (mild) or 
three (moderate) symptom clusters (gastrointestinal symptoms, cardiopulmonary 
symptoms, musculoskeletal symptoms and non-specific symptoms); 3) symptom 
duration longer than expected by the GP. 

3. Main symptom concerns pain, gastro-intestinal complaints or fatigue.  
4. Adequate command of the Dutch language; no major cognitive or visual 

impairment. 
 

Exclusion criteria: 
1. Referred to or currently treated by a mental health professional.  
2. Start or adjusted dosage of psychotropic medication ≤ 3 months ago.  
3. Likelihood of post-traumatic stress disorder (Trauma Screening Questionnaire ≥6 

(14)), severe anxiety disorder (4DSQ Anxiety ≥10 (15)), or severe depressive disorder 
(4DSQ Depression ≥6 (15)).  

4. Pregnancy.  
5. Engaged in a legal procedure concerning disability-related financial benefits.  
6. Not in possession of an e-mail account and a personal computer, laptop or tablet 

with internet connection.  
 

Randomization Procedure 
Randomization will be performed at general practice level. After all participants from a practice 
have given informed consent and filled out baseline questionnaires, practices will be randomly 
assigned to the intervention (Grip self-help) or control (CAU) group, using online 
randomization tool ALEA. Randomization after patient inclusion prevents the possibility of 
recruitment bias (selection bias). Randomizing general practices rather than patients will avoid 
PCPs within one practice offering both Grip self-help and CAU, as this could cause 
contamination effects. Randomization will take place in blocks, randomly varying in size 
between 4 and 8, and a 1:1 allocation ratio.  
 

Control Group 
Participants assigned to the control group will receive CAU during the study period. This could 
include care by the GP, GP-MHW, physiotherapist, and/or a psychologist. After the last follow-
up measurement at 52 weeks, participants assigned to the control group will be offered access 
to the study intervention. 
 
Intervention Group 
In addition to CAU, participants in the intervention group will be offered an internet-based 
self-help intervention called ‘Grip self-help’. A description of the development of this 
intervention as well as the intervention itself, has been published previously (12). Figure 2 
shows a screenshot of the patient interface of the intervention. 
 
Figure 2. Screenshot of the homepage of the patient interface of Grip self-help. 
 

 
 
The intervention consists of two steps. First, participants fill out a set of online questionnaires 
concerning potential perpetuating factors: unhelpful cognitions, emotions, behaviors, and 
social factors, associated with the physical symptoms. With this information, a personal 
problem profile is generated, identifying perpetuating factors that are relevant to the 
individual. Second, participants gain access to online self-help exercises, selected using 
personalization algorithms based on their problem profile. Exercises are selected from a 
database, containing 59 unique exercises. Exercises include education, adjusting life style, 
identifying and challenging unhelpful cognitions, relaxation and mindfulness exercises, 
learning to accept the presence of physical symptoms and negative emotions, identifying 
values and setting goals accordingly, gradual exposure to feared activities, and managing the 
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impact of symptoms on work and relationships. The exercises were not written from the 
perspective of a single therapeutic theoretical framework. Rather, they contain elements of 
cognitive behavioral therapy, acceptance and commitment therapy, and problem solving 
treatment. The exercises vary with regard to duration (one or two weeks) and intensity (varying 
from a single assignment to daily practice). Patients will work on one exercise at a time. The 
intervention will ultimately result in a personalized self-help guide, composed of texts that are 
extracted from the exercises patients found useful during the intervention. 
 
The intervention is guided by the GP-MHW. An online manual and technical support via e-
mail will be available to GPs and GP-MHWs, allocated to the intervention group. These GPs 
and GP-MHWs will also be offered the option to take a free, online course on MUS and 
working with Grip. 
 
GP-MHWs will be instructed to invite patients for at least two visits (start and finish). The 
frequency of further visits is left up to the GP-MHW. Although the exact length of the 
intervention will vary per person, we estimate that participating in the Grip self-help 
intervention on average takes 16 weeks. In 16 weeks’ time, the participant will complete 
approximately 6 to 8 exercises.  
 
Outcomes and Assessments 
Outcome measures at the patient level will be assessed at baseline, end of treatment, and 
follow-up after 16, 26 and 52 weeks. Physical HRQoL at 16 weeks, measured with the physical 
component score of the RAND-36, will be the primary outcome measure. Physical HRQoL at 
26 and 52 weeks will be secondary outcome measures, as well as mental HRQoL, symptom 
severity (physical as well as psychological symptoms), costs (health care utilization and 
productivity loss) after 16, 26, and 52 weeks. In addition, patient satisfaction with the study 
intervention will be assessed at 16 weeks and at the end of treatment. Because the duration 
of the intervention will vary among participants, completion of the last self-help exercise is 
considered ‘end of treatment’. An overview of the assessment schedule can be found in tables 
1 and 2. 
 
All instruments are self-report questionnaires. Participants will receive automated e-mails 
containing a link to the questionnaires. If participants have not filled out the questionnaires, 
automated e-mail reminders will be sent after one and two weeks. If participants have not 
filled out the questionnaires after these reminders, a research assistant will call to remind them. 
 
  

Table 1. Patient questionnaires and assessment schedule.  
 

Questionnaire Variable T0 End of 
treatmenta 

T1 
(16W) 

T2 
(26W) 

T3 
(52W) 

Demographics Age, sex, education, marital 
status 

X     

RAND-36 Physical and mental health-
related quality of life  

X X 
 

X X X 

4DSQ Symptom severity physical 
and psychological symptoms 

X  X X X 

iMCQ Health care utilization X  X X X 
iPCQ Productivity loss X  X X X 
SCQ-8 Patient Satisfaction   X X   
SES Self-efficacy X X X   

Note. a End of treatment: after the last self-help exercise has been completed; these questionnaires are only filled out by 
participants in the intervention group. 

 
Table 2. Healthcare professional questionnaires and assessment schedule.  
 

Questionnaire Variable T0 End of 
treatmenta 

T1 
(16W) 

T2 
(26W) 

T3 
(52W) 

MUS attitude 
questionnaire 

Attitude towards MUS X     

DIBQ Determinants of 
implementation behavior 

X     

E-health attitude 
questionnaire 

Attitude towards e-health X     

SCQ-3 Healthcare Provider 
Satisfaction  

 X     

Note. a End of treatment: after the last patient has completed the last self-help exercise; these questionnaires are only 
filled out by healthcare professionals in the intervention group.  

 
If participants decide to withdraw from the study before they have completed the study 
protocol, the main reason for withdrawal will be inquired. Also, participants will be asked to 
complete the online questionnaires at follow-up after 16, 26 and 52 weeks.  
 
Instruments 
Health-related Quality of Life (HRQoL).  We will use the validated Dutch version of the 36-item 
General Health Survey (RAND-36) to assess HRQoL. The RAND-36, which is nearly identical to 
the SF-36, is a self-report questionnaire for measuring general health status (16, 17). In this 
study, the eight subscales will be aggregated into two summary scores: the physical and 
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mental component score. The physical component score consists of four subscales: general 
health, bodily pain, physical functioning, and role limitations because of physical problems. 
The mental component score also consists of four subscales: vitality, mental health, social 
functioning, and role limitations because of emotional problems. Scores range between 0 and 
100; with a higher score representing a better HRQoL. 
 
Symptom Severity.  Severity of MUS will be assessed with the Somatization subscale of the 
4Dimensional Symptom Questionnaire (4DSQ). The 4DSQ is a validated 50-item Dutch self-
report questionnaire, developed and widely used in general practice to assess somatization, 
distress, anxiety, and depression (15). The somatization subscale considers the frequency of 
16 common physical symptoms over the past week with a score range between 0 and 32.  
The 4DSQ will also be used to assess distress (subscale with 16 items; score range 0-32) and 
symptoms of anxiety (subscale with 12 items; score range 0-24) and depression (subscale with 
6 items; score range 0-12). Higher scores refer to more symptoms.  
 
Costs.  The Medical Consumption Questionnaire (iMCQ) will be used to measure health care 
utilization. The iMCQ is a 31-item Dutch self-report questionnaire aimed to assess the direct 
costs of health care (18). These are the costs of treatment, care and rehabilitation related to 
illness or injury and include expenditures for physicians and other health care professionals, 
care in hospitals and other institutions, and medication. We added extra items to the iMCQ to 
measure costs associated with contacts with a GP-MHW. 
The Productivity Costs Questionnaire (iPCQ) will be used to assess productivity loss. The iPCQ 
is a 12-item Dutch self-report questionnaire aimed to measure indirect costs related to illness 
or injury (19). These are the costs of productivity loss as a result of absence from work or 
inefficiency during paid or unpaid work.  
 
Patient Acceptability.  A Dutch translation of the Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ-8) will 
be used to assess patient satisfaction with the study intervention (20). The internal consistency 
of this scale in the Dutch population is very high. The 8-item self-report questionnaire has a 
score range from 8 to 32.  
 
Other variables. Demographic information (age, sex, educational level, marital status), internet 
experience, type and severity of main presenting symptom will be assessed at baseline. As a 
mediator, self-efficacy will be assessed by the Self-Efficacy Scale (21). In addition, the GP and 
GP-MHW will be asked to fill out a number of questionnaires. The PCP’s attitude towards MUS 
will be assessed using a 24-item questionnaire. Potential determinants for healthcare 
professional implementation behavior will be examined using a selection of 13 items from the 
Determinants of Implementation Behavior Questionnaire (DIBQ) (22). The PCP’s attitudes with 
regard to risks and benefits of e-health and their own computer skills will be assessed with the 

Dutch 18-item E-health Attitude Questionnaire (23). In order to assess PCP acceptability of 
Grip self-help, PCPs in the intervention group will complete the core item set of the CSQ-8, 
adjusted for use by healthcare professionals (CSQ-3). 
 
Sample size 
Our power analysis is based on the effect estimates, calculated in our previous meta-analysis 
on the effectiveness of self-help interventions for MUS (11). For HRQoL, we observed an effect 
size (Hedges’ g) of 0.66. Because there was some evidence of publication bias towards larger 
effect sizes and because this meta-analysis also included studies with a waiting list control 
group, we based our calculations on an effect size of 0.5 (moderate effect). Without correcting 
for clustering by practice, the sample size based on an unpaired t-test, given an effect size of 
0.5, adopting power (1-beta) of 0.8 and alpha 0.05 two-sided, is 128. Accounting for 20% drop-
out, the number of patients that needs to be included is 1.25*128 = 160. Based on previous 
Dutch studies on MUS in general practice, we expect that a GP can include four patients during 
the inclusion period. To adjust the sample size for clustering by GP we calculated the design 
factor as: 1+(cluster size-1)*intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). ICCs of 0.01 are 
recommended for the primary care setting (24) and the design factor then is 1+(4-
1)*0.01=1.03. Consequently, a total of 1.03*160=165 patients need to be included, with an 
estimated number of 41 GPs.  
  
Statistical Analyses  
Primary analysis will be performed on an intention-to-treat basis, meaning that all subjects 
that were allocated to either the intervention or the control group are included in the analysis 
and are analyzed in the groups to which they were randomized. Secondary analyses will be 
performed on a per protocol basis. The Grip self-help intervention is considered per protocol 
if the last exercise has been completed. If, despite randomization, important baseline 
differences exist in prognostically important variables, they will be adjusted for by including 
them as covariates. 
Differences in the effectiveness of Grip self-help compared to CAU will be analyzed using linear 
mixed models (LMM), with HRQoL (RAND-36) and symptom severity (4DSQ) as outcomes. 
LMM allow correcting for dependence of (repeated) observations within patients as well as 
possible variations between practices. LMM have shown to be superior for the analysis of 
longitudinally correlated data and can optimally deal with missing values (no imputation 
needed) as well as cluster effects (25).  
For the remaining analyses, missing values will be imputed using multiple imputation (MI). 
Both LMM with incomplete data and MI require the assumption of data being missing at 
random. Although this assumption is not testable, we will study the missing data mechanism 
by studying predictors of ‘missingness’ of data using multivariable logistic regression analyses. 
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The final imputation model will comprise all variables used in the analyses as well as all 
variables that predict ‘missingness’ of a certain variable, or its value.     
The cost-effectiveness of Grip self-help compared to CAU will be investigated from a societal 
perspective, which includes costs in- and outside the healthcare sector (iMCQ and iPCQ). 
Results will be expressed in terms of incremental costs per Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY) 
gained. 
Acceptability of the Grip self-help intervention for patients and PCPs will be assessed using 
CSQ-8 and CSQ-3 scores. 
To investigate which patient characteristics predict effectiveness of Grip self-help, Least 
Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) linear regression will be performed in the 
intervention group. Interaction terms of demographic variables and problem profile scores * 
treatment group will be entered as predictors, the physical component score of the RAND-36 
at the end of treatment will be the outcome. For these analyses, the MI procedure will be 
performed separately in the treatment groups to allow for different associations between 
predictor and outcome in the Grip self-help and control condition. To investigate which 
characteristics of PCPs predict effectiveness of Grip self-help, analyses of subgroups of these 
characteristics (attitude towards MUS, e-health attitude, determinants for implementation 
behavior) will be performed followed by statistical significance testing of the pertaining 
subgroup indicator * Grip self-help interaction term. Because our sample calculation did not 
reckon with subgroup analyses we consider these analyses exploratory in nature.  
To investigate whether increased self-efficacy mediates treatment outcomes, we will use the 
regression-based method proposed by Preacher and Hayes (26).  
 
RESULTS 
 
Inclusion of PCPs has started in December 2018. Results will be reported according to the 
eHealth extension of the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) statement 
(27).  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
This paper presents the design of an RCT, assessing the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness 
of Grip self-help: a personalized, internet-based, guided self-help intervention for patients 
with mild to moderate MUS in primary care. 
 
Carrying out this trial will involve several operational challenges. The first challenge is the 
recruitment of an adequate number of PCPs and participants. As an incentive, GPs are given 
€50 per included patient. However, because patients are selected by their GP based on prior 
visits, there is a chance that patients are not experiencing current symptoms or difficulties and 

therefore are not motivated to participate in the study. Secondly, there is a chance of drop-
out in the control group, since these patients will not gain immediate access to the study 
intervention. This might lead to a lack of motivation to take part in follow-up assessments. To 
account for this challenge, patients in the control group will be offered access to the Grip self-
help intervention after completion of the study. A last challenge is potential non-usage of the 
Grip intervention. Previous studies have shown that non-adherence is a common problem in 
online interventions (28). In order to prevent non-usage, we have taken several measures. 
Patients will receive reminders when they haven’t logged into the online platform. Also, the 
platform includes daily inspirational quotes and blogs to encourage daily use. In addition, log 
data enable us to track the amount of time patients spend using the intervention. Finally, 
guidance by the GP-MHW is offered throughout the intervention in order to motivate patients, 
to answer questions and to overcome difficulties. 
 
Apart from these challenges, there are several strengths and limitations to the study. First, the 
Grip self-help intervention has a number of important strengths. Because the intervention is 
provided in general practice, the intervention is easily accessible to a large group of patients. 
We hereby hope to also reach patients, who might not be willing to visit a mental healthcare 
facility to receive treatment. Also, the intervention is easy to implement in general practice, 
because it is coherent with the current ways of working of PCPs. Strengths with regard to the 
study design are the follow-up period of one year, which allows for studying long-term 
effectiveness. Also, randomizing practices instead of patients will prevent contamination 
effects.  
 
Of course, there are also a number of limitations to this study. First, self-selection of PCPs 
participating in the study may lead to selection bias, with an overrepresentation of PCPs having 
a special interest in either MUS or e-health interventions. Secondly, the selection of patients 
by GPs also potentially causes selection bias. However, randomization takes place after the 
selection of patients, which limits this potential form of bias. Third, due to the nature of the 
intervention, patients, PCPs and researchers will not be blinded to the study condition. This 
may lead to bias. Furthermore, outcome measures will be assessed using online questionnaires. 
Even though nearly all of the selected instruments were validated, traditional paper-and-pencil 
questionnaires were used in validation studies. This is of concern, because psychometric 
properties might differ between different types of administration. However, several reviews 
have shown that online testing usually produces very similar results compared with traditional 
testing (29, 30).  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
To our knowledge, this is the first study to combine the concepts of e-health, self-help, and 
personalized medicine in the treatment of MUS. By improving the quality of life and reducing 
symptoms of patients with MUS, the Grip self-help intervention has the potential to reduce 
costs, and conserve scarce healthcare resources. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Background: Functional somatic symptoms (FSS) are physical symptoms that cannot be 
(fully) explained by organic pathology. FSS are very common among children and 
adolescents, yet their etiology is largely unknown. We hypothesize that (a) the experience of 
family disruption due to parental divorce or parental death increases FSS in adolescents; (b) 
symptoms of depression and anxiety contribute to the relationship between family 
disruption and FSS; (c) girls are more vulnerable for these effects than boys.  
 
Methods: Data were obtained from the prospective population cohort of Dutch adolescents 
of the Tracking Adolescents’ Individual Lives Survey (N = 2230) aged 10-12 years at baseline. 
FSS were assessed using the Somatic Complaints subscale of the Youth Self-Report. Parental 
divorce and parental death were assessed with self-reports. Both outcome and predictors 
were assessed during three assessment waves over the course of five years. Linear mixed 
models were used to investigate associations between both types of family disruption and 
FSS.  
 
Results: An interaction with age was found for parental divorce (B = 0.01, p =.02) and 
parental death (B = 0.03, p = .04), indicating that the influence of family disruption on FSS 
increases during adolescence. This relationship seems to be partly explained by symptoms of 
depression and anxiety. No gender differences were found with regard to the effects of 
family disruption on FSS.  
 
Conclusions: Family disruption is associated with an increased level of FSS in late 
adolescence in both genders. This relationship is partly explained by symptoms of 
depression and/or anxiety. 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Functional somatic symptoms (FSS) are physical symptoms that cannot be (fully) explained 
by organic pathology. FSS are very common, especially among children and adolescents. 
Approximately 20-25% of children suffer from FSS, with abdominal pain, headache and 
musculoskeletal pains being the most common complaints (1-4). Originally, FSS were 
thought to be a physical expression of emotional distress. Currently, the development of FSS 
is considered to be a multifactorial process, in which biological, psychological and social 
factors play a role (5, 6). Different aspects of psychosocial stress in relation to FSS have been 
studied and it seems that FSS are associated with a stress sensitive temperament, adverse 
life events, altered physiological response to stressors, and inadequate coping (5-7). For 
children, family disruption due to parental divorce or parental death is usually highly 
stressful (8) and several previous studies suggest a connection between family disruption 
and FSS. A study of 1488 Malaysian schoolchildren showed that children who had recently 
lost a parent through death showed a significantly higher prevalence of recurrent abdominal 
pain than controls (29% versus 10%) (9). Divorce or separation of parents was not 
significantly related to recurrent abdominal pain in this study, but other studies have found 
an association between parental divorce and other types of FSS. Adolescents with tension-
type headache are more likely to have divorced parents than adolescents with migraine or 
adolescents without headache (10, 11). Frequent back pain has also been associated with 
recent parental divorce among early adolescents (12). However, most of these studies are 
limited by their clinical populations, cross-sectional design or the fact that only one specific 
symptom was assessed.   
Apart from these limitations, previous studies did not focus on possible mechanisms 
underlying the association between family disruption and FSS. One of the possibilities is a 
contributing effect of depression and anxiety. Family disruption is associated with increased 
levels of depression and anxiety in adolescents (13, 14). In turn, symptoms of depression and 
anxiety are risk factors for the development of FSS (15). Finally, previous studies did not take 
potential gender differences into account in the association between family disruption and 
FSS. Previous research has demonstrated that girls tend to have more internalizing problems 
following family disruption, whereas boys tend to react with externalizing behaviors (13, 16). 
Adolescent girls have been shown to be more susceptible to depressogenic effects of 
stressful life events than boys (17), particularly with regard to interpersonal stressors like 
parental divorce (18, 19). Since FSS are strongly associated with internalizing problems like 
depression and anxiety (15), similar gender differences might be expected for the effect of 
family disruption on FSS. 
 
The primary aim of this study is to examine the influence of family disruption on the level of 
FSS during adolescence. We hypothesize that (a) parental divorce and parental death 
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increase the level of FSS in adolescents; (b) symptoms of depression and anxiety contribute 
to the relationship between family disruption and FSS; (c) girls are more vulnerable to the 
effects of family disruption on FSS than boys. The influence of parental divorce and parental 
death on FSS was investigated in a prospective population based cohort study of Dutch 
adolescents (N = 2230, ages 10-12 at baseline) with a follow-up period of approximately 5 
years.  
 
METHODS 
 
Sample and Procedure 
This study is part of the Tracking Adolescents' Individual Lives Survey (TRAILS), a prospective 
cohort study which aims to investigate the development of physical and mental health of 
Dutch adolescents into adulthood. Approval by the Dutch Central Committee on Research 
Involving Human Subjects was obtained for the study. In the present study data from the 
first three assessment waves were used with an average follow-up period of 5.2 years. The 
first assessment wave (T1) ran from March 2001 to July 2002, the second assessment wave 
(T2) ran from September 2003 to December 2004 and the third assessment wave (T3) ran 
from September 2005 to August 2008. The average age of participants at these assessment 
waves was 11.1, 13.6 and 16.3 years, respectively.  
 
Subjects were recruited from five municipalities in the North of the Netherlands, including 
both urban and rural areas. Municipalities were requested to provide names and addresses 
of all inhabitants born between 1st October 1989 and 30th September 1990 (first two 
municipalities) or 1st October 1990 and 30th September 1991 (last three municipalities). A 
total number of 3483 names came up. Simultaneously, primary schools (including schools for 
special education) within these municipalities were asked to participate in TRAILS. Of the 135 
schools that were approached, 122 (90.4%) agreed to co-operate. Given the co-operation of 
their school, children were approached with the request to take part in TRAILS. Children that 
were incapable to participate due to mental retardation, serious physical illness or handicap 
were excluded from the study, as well as children without a Dutch-speaking parent or 
guardian. After exclusion, 2230 children (76% of eligible children) were enrolled in the study. 
Written informed consent was given by parents and adolescents. A detailed description of 
the sample selection can be found elsewhere (20). General characteristics of the study 
sample are shown in Table 1. 
 
Measures 
Functional Somatic Symptoms. In order to assess FSS at baseline and follow-up, the Somatic 
Complaints subscale of the Youth Self-Report (YSR) (21) was used. The YSR is known to have 
good cross-cultural validity (22). The Somatic Complaints subscale consists of nine items, 

 

 

referring to physical complaints without a known medical cause (pain, headache, nausea, eye 
problems, skin problems, abdominal pain and vomiting) or without an obvious reason 
(dizziness and overtiredness). For each item, participants could indicate if they had 
experienced this complaint ‘never’ (= 0), ‘sometimes or a bit’ (= 1), or ‘often or a lot’ (= 2).  
Factor analysis from a previous study showed that two items (eye problems and skin 
problems) had low factor loadings (23). Therefore, these items were excluded. The remaining 
seven items showed acceptable internal consistency (α at T1: .76; at T2: .77; at T3: .75). Scores 
of these seven items were added up and divided by seven to form a mean item score. This 
mean item score (with a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 2) was used as a continuous 
variable in statistical analyses.  
 
Family Disruption. During the first assessment wave, one of the parents or guardians was 
interviewed (preferably the mother, 96%). In this interview, they were asked whether their 
child had experienced parental divorce and/or the death of a parent. During the second 
assessment wave, adolescents filled in a questionnaire about events that had happened 
since the first assessment wave. Among these events were parental divorce and parental 
death. During the third assessment wave, the Event History Calendar was used to assess 
family disruption. The Event History Calendar is an interview about events that occurred in 
the past five years. Subjects could indicate whether they had experienced the event (e.g. 
parental divorce or parental death; yes/no) and when. In order to assess family disruption 
since the second assessment wave, events that occurred before the second assessment wave 
were excluded. 
  
Socioeconomic Status. Because lower SES increases the chance of family disruption (24, 25) 
and is also associated with a higher level of FSS in children (26, 27), SES was added as a 
confounder. SES was assessed at baseline using the following parent-reported indicators: 
family income, educational level of both parents, and occupational level of both parents, 
using the International Standard Classification of Occupations (28). After standardization, 
these five indicators were combined into one SES measure, which showed good internal 
consistency (α = .84) (29). 
 
Depression. The Affective Problems subscale of the YSR was used to measure symptoms of 
depression at T1-T3. This subscale contains 13 items: anhedonia, crying, self-harm, eating 
problems, feelings of worthlessness, guilt, overtiredness, sleeping problems (3 items), 
suicidal ideation, lack of energy, sadness. The item ‘overtiredness’ was excluded from the 
scale to prevent overlap with the Somatic Complaints subscale. The scale showed adequate 
internal consistency (α at T1: .69; at T2: .74; at T3: .75).  
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Anxiety. The Revised Child Anxiety and Depression Scale (RCADS) was used to measure 
symptoms of anxiety at T1-T3. The RCADS contains 37 items referring to anxiety and covers 
a wide range of anxiety disorders: social phobia (9 items), panic disorder (9 items), 
separation anxiety disorder (7 items), generalized anxiety disorder (6 items), and obsessive 
compulsive disorder (6 items). The item ‘dizziness without an obvious reason’ was excluded 
to prevent overlap with the FSS scale. A scale was created by averaging the remaining 36 
items, which showed excellent internal consistency during all assessment waves (α at T1: .91; 
at T2: .93; at T3: .92).  
 
Statistical Analysis 
SPSS® 20.0 for Windows was used to perform all statistical analyses. Linear mixed models 
(LMMs), also called multilevel models or hierarchical linear models were used to examine the 
influence of parental divorce and parental death on the level of FSS during adolescence. This 
statistical technique is often used for longitudinal data, since it does not hold the 
assumption that observations in datasets are independent of each other. LMMs are designed 
to handle datasets in which observations have a nested, multilevel structure, such as 
repeated measurements (level 1) nested within individuals (level 2). Furthermore, LMMs 
allow the consideration of both time-invariant and time-varying factors as predictors of a 
continuous dependent variable. Another major advantage of LMMs is their ability to analyze 
datasets with different numbers of observations per subject or unequal time intervals 
between observations. LMMs estimate “fixed effects”, which represent the average effects 
across individuals, and “random effects”, which indicate the extent to which individuals vary 
around these average effects (30).  
 
The first model was designed to test the hypothesis regarding the influence of family 
disruption on FSS. Parental divorce and parental death were entered as fixed effects, as was 
SES as a possible confounder. A random intercept was included to allow the intercept to 
differ between subjects. Outcome variable was the FSS mean item score at baseline and 
follow-up (T1, T2 and T3). Models with different error-variance structures were specified and 
the model with the best fit according to the Akaike Information Criterion was chosen as the 
final model. Maximum likelihood was used for model estimation. In order to examine 
whether the relationship between family disruption and FSS changed over time, age and the 
interactions parental divorce*age and parental death*age were added to the model. Because 
the age ranges during the three assessment waves cover all ages between 10 and 17, age 
could be used as a continuous variable. Before adding the interaction terms, age was 
centered at 13.48, which is the mean age of the sample over all three assessment waves. As a 
result, main effects of parental divorce and parental death refer to 13.48 years olds. If the 
two-way interactions between the events (parental divorce or parental death) and age were 
significant, the analyses were repeated successively centering age at 10-17 years. In this 

 

 

procedure, the main effect of parental divorce or parental death can be interpreted as the 
effect for the particular age at which the age variable is centered. STATA 11 was used to 
create graphs depicting the predicted values of FSS for adolescents of different ages with 
and without a history of parental divorce or parental death.  
To test the hypothesis that symptoms of depression and anxiety contribute to the 
relationship between family disruption and FSS, a second and third model were specified in 
which depression and anxiety variables were separately added as fixed effects to the first 
model. A reduction in the size of the effects of parental divorce and parental death on FSS 
could indicate that symptoms of depression and/or anxiety act as mediators in this 
relationship (31). These analyses were only performed for the age categories for which 
parental divorce and parental death showed a significant effect in the first model.   
 
In order to test whether the effects of family disruption on FSS over time were influenced by 
gender, a fourth model was created in which gender and the interaction terms event*gender, 
age*gender, and event*age*gender were added to the first model. If the three-way 
interactions were significant, prior analyses were stratified by gender. P-values < 0.05 were 
considered statistically significant. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Sample Characteristics  
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the study sample at baseline (T1) and follow-up (T2 and 
T3). A large majority of the study sample consisted of native Dutch adolescents (86.5%). 
Additionally, several ethnic minorities were represented: 2.1% Surinam, 1.7% Antillean, 1.7% 
Indonesian or Mollucan, 0.7% Moroccan, 0.5% Turkish. The ethnicity of the remaining 6.8% 
was not specified. 
 
Table 1. General Characteristics of the Study Population. 
  

Characteristic T1 T2 T3 
Subjects (n, % of baseline) 2230 2127 (95.4) 1819 (81.6) 
Female subjects (n, %) 1132 (50.8) 1088 (51.2) 952 (52.3) 
Age (M, SD) 11.1 (0.6) 13.6 (0.5) 16.3 (0.7) 
FSS (M, SD) 0.47 (0.35) 0.39 (0.35) 0.34 (0.34) 
Parental divorce (n, %) 469 (21.5) 511 (24.3) 496 (27.3) 
Parental death (n, %) 37 (1.7) 49 (2.3) 57 (3.1) 

Note. FSS = functional somatic symptoms; Youth Self-Report, Somatic Complaints subscale mean item score with 
possible range between 0 and 2. T1 = baseline; T2 and T3 = follow-up 2.5 and 5.2 years later. 
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At T1, 21.5% of participants had a history of parental divorce (n = 469). Of this group, 94.2% 
participated at T2 (n = 442), which was on average 2.5 years later. During the first follow-up 
period an additional 69 (3.3%) adolescents faced parental divorce. Of the 511 adolescents 
with divorced parents at T2, 81.4% participated at T3 (n= 416). During the second follow-up 
period, 75 adolescents experienced parental divorce (4.1%). At T1, 1.7% of participants had 
lost a parent through death (n = 37). Of this group, 86.5% still participated at T2 (n = 32). 
During the first follow-up period, 17 participants experienced parental death (0.8%). Of the 
49 bereaved adolescents at T2, 85.7% took part at T3 (n = 42). During the second follow-up 
period, 14 adolescents lost a parent through death (0.8%). 
 
The Effects of Parental Divorce and Parental Death on FSS 
As indicated in Table 2, both parental divorce and parental death showed a significant 
interaction with age. This means that the effects of parental divorce and parental death on 
FSS depend on the age of the subjects. Therefore, the effects of parental divorce and 
parental death on FSS at different ages were assessed by centering the age variable at 
different ages (10-17). These results suggest that the disadvantageous effect of both types 
of family disruption on FSS increases during adolescence and becomes significant at age 15 
(Figures 1 and 2). 
 
Table 2. Linear Mixed Model Predicting the Effects of Parental Divorce, Parental Death, Age 
and Their Interactions on Functional Somatic Symptoms, adjusted for Socioeconomic Status. 
 

Variables  95% confidence interval 
 B p Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Intercept 0.40 <.001 0.38 0.41 
SES -0.03 .001** -0.04 0.01 
Parental divorce 0.02 .23 -0.01 0.04 
Parental death 0.04 .30 -0.03 0.11 
Age -0.03 <.001*** -0.03 -0.02 
Parental divorce*age 0.01 .02* 0.00 0.02 
Parental death*age 0.03 .04* 0.00 0.05 

Note. SES = socioeconomic status. * p<.05. ** p<.01. *** p<.001. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 1. Effect of Parental Divorce on Functional Somatic Symptoms during Adolescence. 

 

Note. Figure based on Linear Mixed Model adjusted for socioeconomic status; FSS = functional somatic symptoms; 
mean item score of Youth Self-Report Somatic Complaints subscale (0-2); * = p <.05. 

 

Figure 2. Effect of Parental Death on Functional Somatic Symptoms during Adolescence. 

 

Note. Figure based on Linear Mixed Model adjusted for socioeconomic status; FSS = functional somatic symptoms; 
mean item score of Youth Self-Report Somatic Complaints subscale (0-2); * = p <.05.  
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Figure 2. Effect of Parental Death on Functional Somatic Symptoms during Adolescence. 

 

Note. Figure based on Linear Mixed Model adjusted for socioeconomic status; FSS = functional somatic symptoms; 
mean item score of Youth Self-Report Somatic Complaints subscale (0-2); * = p <.05.  
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Contribution of Depression and Anxiety to the Relationship between Family Disruption 
and FSS 
In order to evaluate the contribution of symptoms of depression and anxiety to the 
relationship between family disruption and FSS during adolescence, depression and anxiety 
variables were separately added to the first model. Because prior analyses showed that the 
effect of parental divorce and parental death on FSS was only significant for ages 15, 16 and 
17, these analyses were only carried out for these age categories (tables 3 and 4). When the 
variable depression was added to the model, the effect of parental divorce on FSS decreased 
drastically (table 3). The effect of parental death on FSS showed a more discrete decrease 
(table 4). Adding the variable anxiety to the model hardly changed the effect of parental 
divorce on FSS (table 3). The effect of parental death on FSS did show a small decrease (table 
4). 
 
Gender Differences in the Association between Family Disruption and FSS 
Neither parental divorce (B = -0.02, 95%-CI [-0.07, 0.02] p = .35), nor parental death (B = -
0.01, 95%-CI [-0.05, 0.04], p = .79) showed a significant three-way-interaction with age and 
gender. Thus, the relationship between parental divorce or parental death and FSS over time 
was not significantly different for boys and girls. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The results of this study indicate that the influence of family disruption on FSS increases 
during adolescence. In late adolescence, both parental divorce and parental death were 
associated with an increased level of FSS. This relationship might be partly explained by an 
increase in symptoms of depression and/or anxiety. No gender differences were found in the 
association between parental divorce or parental death and FSS.  
 
There are several important strengths to this study. First, the use of a large population based 
sample increases generalizability of the results. Furthermore, the longitudinal design enabled 
studying the influence of age in the association between family disruption and FSS. The 
multilevel design made itpossible to take intra-individual differences into account. Finally, 
because presentation of FSS is diverse, instead of confining to a single symptom, a cluster of 
FSS was investigated.  
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Contribution of Depression and Anxiety to the Relationship between Family Disruption 
and FSS 
In order to evaluate the contribution of symptoms of depression and anxiety to the 
relationship between family disruption and FSS during adolescence, depression and anxiety 
variables were separately added to the first model. Because prior analyses showed that the 
effect of parental divorce and parental death on FSS was only significant for ages 15, 16 and 
17, these analyses were only carried out for these age categories (tables 3 and 4). When the 
variable depression was added to the model, the effect of parental divorce on FSS decreased 
drastically (table 3). The effect of parental death on FSS showed a more discrete decrease 
(table 4). Adding the variable anxiety to the model hardly changed the effect of parental 
divorce on FSS (table 3). The effect of parental death on FSS did show a small decrease (table 
4). 
 
Gender Differences in the Association between Family Disruption and FSS 
Neither parental divorce (B = -0.02, 95%-CI [-0.07, 0.02] p = .35), nor parental death (B = -
0.01, 95%-CI [-0.05, 0.04], p = .79) showed a significant three-way-interaction with age and 
gender. Thus, the relationship between parental divorce or parental death and FSS over time 
was not significantly different for boys and girls. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The results of this study indicate that the influence of family disruption on FSS increases 
during adolescence. In late adolescence, both parental divorce and parental death were 
associated with an increased level of FSS. This relationship might be partly explained by an 
increase in symptoms of depression and/or anxiety. No gender differences were found in the 
association between parental divorce or parental death and FSS.  
 
There are several important strengths to this study. First, the use of a large population based 
sample increases generalizability of the results. Furthermore, the longitudinal design enabled 
studying the influence of age in the association between family disruption and FSS. The 
multilevel design made itpossible to take intra-individual differences into account. Finally, 
because presentation of FSS is diverse, instead of confining to a single symptom, a cluster of 
FSS was investigated.  
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When interpreting the results of this study, the following limitations should be taken into 
account. First, it is not certain that scores on the Somatic Complaints subscale of the YSR 
truly represent FSS, because organic causes were not excluded by means of a medical 
examination. Nonetheless, the outcome variable is believed to represent an adequate 
measure of FSS, because the Somatic Complaints subscale clearly inquires symptoms 
‘without obvious reason’ or ‘without a known medical cause’. Also, a factor analysis indicated 
that the seven items that were combined to measure FSS represent one underlying 
construct. This suggests that these items represent one underlying general trait. A second 
limitation is the fact that the assessment of family disruption was not identical during the 
three assessment waves. At T1, parents were interviewed, at T2 participants filled in a 
questionnaire and at T3 participants were interviewed. However, a great discrepancy in 
outcomes is not to be expected, because the events probably had a great impact on parents 
as well as adolescents and therefore both will presumably be able to remember them. Third, 
no information on the cause of parental death was available. Previous research shows that 
parental death substantially increases the risk for depression and substance use disorders in 
offspring, regardless of the cause of parental death (i.e. disease, accident or suicide) (32, 33). 
Whether the cause of parental death influences the level of FSS in bereaved offspring, is not 
known. Adolescents whose parents died from a disease compared to other causes might 
experience more FSS, because increased health anxiety might result in increased body 
focusing in these adolescents. Unfortunately, data of the current study were not sufficient to 
test this hypothesis. Finally, our linear mixed models allowed exploring the contribution of 
depression and anxiety in the association between family disruption and FSS, but this 
approach did not allow testing whether these factors were significant mediators in this 
association. Alternatively, depression and anxiety could act as confounders, increasing the 
risk of both family disruption and FSS. However, literature provides more support for an 
effect of family disruption on adolescent’s psychopathology than vice versa. 
 
The findings of this study indicate that both parental divorce and parental death are 
associated with an increased level of FSS in late adolescence. Literature on the influence of 
parental death on FSS is very scarce, because the prevalence of parental death is relatively 
low and the small sample size of most previous studies on negative life events and FSS 
probably did not yield enough power to properly study this. For example, in a case-control 
study of children with idiopathic headache, parental death was not more frequent in children 
with tension-type headache than in healthy controls, but parental death was reported by 
only 3 out of 190 children (1.6%) (10). The only exception is a large school-based study 
examining the influence of negative life events on recurrent abdominal pain, which showed 
that children who had recently lost a parent through death (21 out of 1404 children; 1.5%) 
showed a higher prevalence of abdominal pain (9). The role of age was not examined in this 
previous study, but results concern children aged 9-15 years. This marks a difference with 

 

 

the current study, in which the association between parental death and FSS was only found 
for adolescents aged 15-17 years.  
 
Previous studies on the influence of parental divorce on FSS have shown mixed results. Two 
studies showed no significant association between parental divorce and recurrent abdominal 
pain (9, 34). Unlike recurrent abdominal pain, other types of FSS have been associated with 
parental divorce. Parental divorce has been shown to be more prevalent among adolescents 
with functional headache (10, 11) as well as back pain (12). Inconsistencies in the results of 
previous studies might be explained by the specific type of symptom that was studied. 
Abdominal pain is mainly reported by young children, while the incidence of headache and 
back pain increases during adolescence (35, 35, 36). The current study showed that parental 
divorce was only associated with an increased level of FSS in late adolescence. The 
combination of these two elements might explain why no association was found between 
parental divorce and abdominal pain in previous studies, since abdominal pain is less 
important in (late) adolescence.  
 
The findings of this study suggest that the relationship between parental divorce and FSS 
might be partly explained by symptoms of depression. Symptoms of depression and anxiety 
both seem to explain part of the relationship between parental death and FSS. It seems 
obvious that both types of family disruption are associated with a considerable degree of 
stress and therefore might cause an increase in symptoms of depression. Anxieties 
concerning separation and death are common in bereaved children (5). This may explain why 
anxiety specifically mediates the relationship between parental death and FSS and not 
parental divorce. Exploratory analyses on sub dimensions of anxiety suggest that the 
association between parental death and FSS is indeed explained by separation anxiety, but 
generalized anxiety seems to play a far bigger role (results not shown). These post hoc 
analyses fit our findings on depressive symptoms being more important than anxiety 
symptoms, since generalized anxiety has been shown to be part of an underlying anxious-
depressed dimension, while other types of anxiety are part of a more specific anxiety 
dimension (37).  
 
The contribution of symptoms of depression and anxiety could also explain why the 
association between family disruption and FSS was only found in late adolescence. 
Symptoms of depression and anxiety show a sharp increase during adolescence and young 
adulthood (17). Possibly, the increased experience of symptoms of depression and/or anxiety 
could lead to an increased experience of FSS as well. Our current statistical approach does 
not exclude that depression and anxiety are confounders that increase the risk of both family 
disruption and FSS. However, this scenario seems less likely, given the literature described 
above. 
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The current study is the first to have examined potential gender differences in the 
relationship between family disruption and FSS. Previous studies on depression following 
parental divorce, one of which in the same population as the current study, have shown that 
the influence of parental divorce on depressive symptoms is stronger in girls than in boys 
(18, 19). However, the current study did not yield such gender differences for FSS.   
 
By integrating several important factors like stressful life events, symptoms of depression 
and anxiety, age and gender this study contributes to a better understanding of the 
development of FSS in adolescents. Results of this epidemiological study suggest that 
parental divorce and parental death are risk factors for the development of FSS during 
adolescence. The association between family disruption and FSS seems to be partly 
explained by symptoms of depression and anxiety. When confronted with adolescent 
patients with FSS, clinicians should enquire about family conditions and assess symptoms of 
depression and anxiety. This might provide useful information that could contribute to an 
explanatory model and guide treatment. Further research is necessary to examine which 
other factors contribute to the relationship between family disruption and FSS. Possibly, 
family disruption sets in motion a chain of other stressful life events. Previous research has 
shown that FSS are associated with a high number of negative life events in adolescents (38-
40). Another possible mechanism underlying the association between family disruption and 
FSS is a potential decrease in SES following family disruption. Although SES was included as 
a confounder, SES was only measured at baseline in this study, which made it impossible to 
study the relationship between family disruption, SES and FSS over time. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In summary, the experience of family disruption due to parental divorce or parental death 
increases the level of FSS in late adolescence, independent of gender. This association might 
be partly explained by an increase in symptoms of depression and/or anxiety.  
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The current study is the first to have examined potential gender differences in the 
relationship between family disruption and FSS. Previous studies on depression following 
parental divorce, one of which in the same population as the current study, have shown that 
the influence of parental divorce on depressive symptoms is stronger in girls than in boys 
(18, 19). However, the current study did not yield such gender differences for FSS.   
 
By integrating several important factors like stressful life events, symptoms of depression 
and anxiety, age and gender this study contributes to a better understanding of the 
development of FSS in adolescents. Results of this epidemiological study suggest that 
parental divorce and parental death are risk factors for the development of FSS during 
adolescence. The association between family disruption and FSS seems to be partly 
explained by symptoms of depression and anxiety. When confronted with adolescent 
patients with FSS, clinicians should enquire about family conditions and assess symptoms of 
depression and anxiety. This might provide useful information that could contribute to an 
explanatory model and guide treatment. Further research is necessary to examine which 
other factors contribute to the relationship between family disruption and FSS. Possibly, 
family disruption sets in motion a chain of other stressful life events. Previous research has 
shown that FSS are associated with a high number of negative life events in adolescents (38-
40). Another possible mechanism underlying the association between family disruption and 
FSS is a potential decrease in SES following family disruption. Although SES was included as 
a confounder, SES was only measured at baseline in this study, which made it impossible to 
study the relationship between family disruption, SES and FSS over time. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In summary, the experience of family disruption due to parental divorce or parental death 
increases the level of FSS in late adolescence, independent of gender. This association might 
be partly explained by an increase in symptoms of depression and/or anxiety.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Background: The main aim of this study was to investigate the effect of childhood sexual 
abuse on medically not well explained or functional somatic symptoms (FSS) in adolescents. 
We hypothesized that sexual abuse predicts higher levels of FSS and that anxiety and 
depression contribute to this relationship. In addition, we hypothesized that more severe 
abuse is associated with higher levels of FSS and that sexual abuse is related to 
gastrointestinal FSS in particular. 
 
Methods: This study was part of the Tracking Adolescents' Individual Lives Survey (TRAILS): 
a general population cohort which started in 2001 (N = 2230; 50.8% girls, mean age 11.1 
years). The current study uses data of 1680 participants over four assessment waves (75% of 
baseline, mean duration of follow-up: 8 years). FSS were measured by the Somatic 
Complaints subscale of the Youth Self-Report at all waves. Sexual abuse before the age of 
sixteen was assessed retrospectively with a questionnaire at T4. To test the hypotheses linear 
mixed models were used adjusted for age, sex, socioeconomic status, anxiety and 
depression. 
 
Results: Sexual abuse predicted higher levels of FSS after adjustment for age sex and 
socioeconomic status (B=.06) and after additional adjustment for anxiety and depression 
(B=.03). While sexual abuse involving physical contact significantly predicted the level of FSS 
(assault; B=.08, rape; B=.05), non-contact sexual abuse was not significantly associated with 
FSS (B=.04). Sexual abuse was not a stronger predictor of gastrointestinal FSS (B=.06) than of 
all FSS. 
 
Conclusions: Sexual abuse predicts FSS in adolescents. Further research is needed to clarify 
possible mechanisms underlying relationship between sexual abuse and FSS. 
 
 

 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Functional somatic symptoms (FSS), or symptoms that are not well explained by an 
underlying pathology, are common in adolescence and can be very persistent and impairing 
(1, 2). In children and adolescents gastrointestinal complaints, pain, and fatigue are the most 
common symptoms (2-4). The etiology of FSS is not well understood, but several social, 
psychological and biological risk factors have already been identified (5-7). One of these 
potential risk factors for FSS is sexual abuse (8-12). Yet, previous studies that investigated 
the effect of sexual abuse on FSS mostly relied on cross-sectional analyses of recalled sexual 
abuse and current FSS (8, 9). This may have introduced biases. For example; people who 
suffer from anxiety, depression, or FSS may more easily recall negative events that triggered 
the same mood or resulted in the same symptoms (13). In addition, often the effect of sexual 
abuse on one specific type of FSS in female clinical populations was studied (8, 9). Thus, it 
remains unclear if the recall of sexual abuse predicts a spectrum of prospectively assessed 
FSS in the general adolescent population. Further, most studies did not adjust for concurrent 
symptoms of anxiety and depression or chronic stressors. Yet, symptoms of anxiety and 
depression may (partly) explain the association between sexual abuse and FSS (6, 14). 
Indeed, in the two studies in adolescents that adjusted for symptoms of anxiety and/or 
depression, the association between sexual abuse and FSS was reduced or no longer 
significant (11, 12). Furthermore, the effect of sexual abuse on FSS might depend on the type 
of abuse that was experienced, such as abuse involving contact versus abuse without bodily 
contact, but not much has been written on this topic (9, 15, 16). Finally, a meta-analysis 
found that sexual abuse and gastrointestinal complaints, but not headache or fibromyalgia, 
were related in adults (9). This raises the question whether sexual abuse might be a risk 
factor for gastrointestinal FSS in particular. 
 
This study investigates the relation between sexual abuse and a spectrum of prospectively 
assessed FSS in a large population-based cohort of Dutch adolescents. It was hypothesized 
that 1) Sexual abuse predicts higher levels of FSS; 2) Symptoms of anxiety and depression 
explain at least part of this relationship; 3) Sexual abuse involving contact predicts a higher 
level of FSS than sexual abuse not involving contact. In addition, this study explored if sexual 
abuse is related to gastrointestinal symptoms in particular. 
 
METHODS 
 
Participants 
This study was part of the Tracking Adolescents' Individual Lives Survey (TRAILS), a 
prospective population based cohort recruited from five municipalities in the North of the 
Netherlands (de Winter et al., 2005). In total 3483 potential participants from 135 primary 
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schools were identified based on their date of birth. Schools, parents and children were 
informed and all had to agree to participate for inclusion. Children incapable of participating 
due to mental retardation, serious physical illness or handicap were excluded from the study, 
as were children with no Dutch, Turkish or Moroccan speaking parent or guardian. At 
baseline in 2001, 2230 children were included (mean age 11.1 years [SD = 0.6]). Extensive 
recruitment efforts were made to increase the representativeness of the cohort. No 
differences were found between responders and non-responders in sociodemographic 
factors and health outcomes (de Winter et al., 2005). Data from four assessment waves were 
used for this study (T1-T4, T2: mean time to follow up 2.5 years, mean age 13.6 years [SD = 
0.5]; T3: mean time to follow up 5.2 years, mean age 16.3 years [SD = 0.7]; T4: mean time to 
follow up 8.0 years, mean age 19.1 years [SD = 0.6]). Data on sexual abuse were collected for 
1680 participants at T4 (Table 1). Attrition over the four waves was associated with being 
male, a low socioeconomic status, peer problems, substance use and externalizing problems 
(Nederhof et al., 2012). A more detailed description of the recruitment efforts, population 
characteristics and non-response bias can be found elsewhere (17-19). Approval by the 
Dutch Central Committee on Research Involving Human Subjects was obtained. Written 
informed consent was given by parents at T1 and by adolescents at T2, T3 and T4.  
 
Measures 
Functional Somatic Symptoms. FSS were assessed with nine items of the Somatic Complaints 
subscale of the Youth Self-report (YSR) at T1-T4 (20). The YSR has been shown to have a 
good cross-cultural validity (21). The items refer to somatic symptoms without a known 
medical cause or without an obvious reason in the past six months; pain, headache, 
stomachache, nausea, vomiting, eye problems, skin problems, dizziness, and fatigue. 
Participants indicated whether they experienced these complaints never (0), sometimes or a 
bit (1) or often or a lot (2). Factor analyses showed that the items ‘eye problems’ and ‘skin 
problems’ had low factor loadings at all assessment waves (7), suggesting that these items 
do not accurately represent the underlying construct of FSS. Therefore, these items were 
excluded. The remaining seven items at T1-T4 showed good internal consistency with 
Cronbach’s alpha T1: 0.76, T2: 0.77, T3: 0.75, T4: 0.79. The average score of these 7 items was 
used as a continuous outcome measure (range 0-2).  
In the YSR questionnaire at T4, there was a difference between the online and the paper-
and-pencil questionnaire presented to participants (22). In the online version, the somatic 
complaints subscale was preceded by a screening question referring to somatic symptoms 
without a known cause or obvious reason in the past 6 months. For the participants who 
filled in they had never experienced those somatic symptoms, five items (pain, headache, 
stomachache, nausea and vomiting) of the YSR somatic symptom scale were not shown and 
all automatically set to never. The two items dizziness and fatigue were assessed apart from 
this screening question, and were therefore assessed similarly in the online and the paper-

 

 
 

and-pencil questionnaire. Because of this additional screening question in the online version, 
participants who filled in the online questionnaire (N = 1395, 82%) scored substantially lower 
on FSS than participants using the paper-and-pencil questionnaire (independent t-test: 
difference = 0.11, p < .01). To correct for the difference in method, ‘type of questionnaire’ 
was included as a covariate in all analyses. 

 
Sexual Abuse. At T4 a traumatic youth experience questionnaire was filled out by the 
participants. In line with the Dutch definition of childhood sexual abuse, the questionnaire 
refers to sexual abuse before the age of 16. The questionnaire contains five items referring 
to sexual abuse by an adult family member, acquaintance of the family, or stranger (items 
listed in Table 2). Each question could be answered with never, happened once, or happened 
more than once. All questions were followed by the question ‘At what age did this happen?’. 
In agreement with previous literature (9, 15, 16, 23, 24), a hierarchic scale consisting of never 
experienced any form of sexual abuse (0), only experienced non-contact sexual abuse (1), 
experienced at least one form of contact abuse but no rape (2) and experienced rape (3) was 
constructed. Because of the known age of the participants at each assessment wave and the 
retrospectively self-reported age of abuse, it could be reconstructed before which wave(s) 
the abuse took place. In some cases, the age of the participant at the time of the sexual 
abuse experience was similar to the age of the participant at a certain wave (T1: 9 
participants, T2: 17 participants, T3: 16 participants). In these cases it remained unclear 
whether this type of sexual abuse took place before or after the participant filled in the 
somatic complaints questionnaire for that wave. Therefore, the score on the sexual abuse 
scale was reported as unknown (missing) for that particular wave and the higher scores on 
the sexual abuse scale were reported only at the following waves. 

 
Anxiety and Depression. Symptoms of anxiety and depression in the past six months were 
assessed with the YSR DSM-IV Anxiety (six items) and Depression (thirteen items) subscales 
at T1-T4 (Achenbach et al., 2003; Ferdinand, 2008). The item ‘overtiredness’ was excluded 
from the Depression scale to prevent overlap with the Somatic Complaints subscale. 
 
Socioeconomic Status. Sexual abuse often occurs in the context of other stressors (25, 26). 
One way of taking other ongoing stressors into account is adjustment for socioeconomic 
status (SES) (27). In line with previous research (28), SES was assessed using data on 
household income, educational level of both parents and occupational level of both parents 
using the International Standard of Classification of Occupations (29). These five indicators 
were documented at baseline and at T4. They were combined into one SES measure at T1, 
used at T1-T3, and one SES measure at T4, used at T4. 
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Statistical Analysis 
Analyses were performed using SPSS 20.0. Linear mixed models (LMMs) were used to study 
the influence of sexual abuse on the level of FSS during adolescence (30). Outcome variables 
were mean FSS scores at T1-T4. Sexual abuse, age, sex, SES and type of questionnaire were 
entered as fixed factors. A random intercept was included. To study the contribution of 
symptoms of anxiety and depression to the relationship between sexual abuse and FSS, 
anxiety and depression were added to the model as fixed factors. The Bayesian information 
criterion was used to define the best fitting model. To study the relationship between sexual 
abuse and FSS over time, the interaction term ‘age*sexual abuse’ was added. Before doing 
this age was centred at the mean age of all four assessment waves (14.78) in order to make 
useful interpretations of possible outcomes. The effect of the type of abuse on the level of 
FSS was studied by entering the categories of the hierarchic sexual abuse scale as separate 
dummies in the model. To examine the effect of sexual abuse on the level of gastrointestinal 
FSS the mean gastrointestinal FSS item scores were studied as outcome variables. All 
predictors were included simultaneously in the LMMs analyses. The unstandardized 
estimates, B values, are displayed to describe the associations of the predictors with the 
main outcome variable FSS. P-values < .05 were considered statistically significant. Because 
the FSS mean item scores at T4 and gastrointestinal FSS mean item scores on all waves were 
skewed in the sample, bootstrapping was used to verify the estimates of Bs and their 
confidence intervals for the parameters in the LMMs (31). Ten thousand bootstrap samples 
were performed per analysis. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Sample Characteristics 
The characteristics of the sample of 1680 participants are shown in Table 1. The mean FSS 
score declined over time. The drop of mean FSS scores between T3 and T4 is partly due to 
the change in format of the questionnaire described in the method section. In this sample, 
154 participants experienced some form of sexual abuse before the age of 16. Thirty 
participants experienced sexual abuse before T1, 18 were sexually abused between T1-T2, 80 
between T2-T3, and 16 participants between T3 and T4. Please note that most participants 
were already 16 at T3 which might explain the low number of new cases of sexual abuse 
between T3-T4. Age of onset of sexual abuse ranged between 2 and 15 years old (M = 12.4 
years, SD = 3.2) with a peak incidence in 14 and 15 year olds (n = 83, 54%).  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Table 1. Characteristics of the Study Sample.  
 
Characteristic T1 T2 T3 T4 
Subjects, N (% T4) 1658 (99%) 1642 (98%) 1466 (87%) 1680 (100%) 
Female subjects, n (%)a 912 (55.0%) 898 (54.7%) 812 (55.4%) 921 (54.8%) 
Age, mean years (SD) 11.1 (0.6) 13.5 (0.5) 16.2 (0.7) 19.1 (0.6) 
FSS, mean (SD) 0.47 (0.35) 0.40 (0.36) 0.35 (0.34) 0.20 (0.31) 
Sexually abused, N (%)a 30 (1.8%) 58 (3.4%) 138 (8.3%) 154 (9.2%) 
FSS sexually abused, mean (SD) 0.61 (.36) 0.58 (.48) 0.53 (.41) 0.32 (0.41) 
Sexually abused females, n (%)b 23 (2.5%) 46 (5.0%) 108 (11.7%) 120 (13.0%) 
Sexually abused males, n (%)b 7 (0.9%) 12 (1.6%) 30 (4.0%) 34 (4.5%) 

Note. T1-T4 represent the four assessment waves. FSS = functional somatic symptoms. aPercentages based on the total 
number of participants who attended the corresponding wave. bPercentages based on the total number of 
females/males who attended the corresponding wave. 

 
The incidence of the five different forms of sexual abuse is shown in Table 2. When 
participants were divided in the three groups used for the hierarchic scale, 35 participants 
(23%) experienced non-contact sexual abuse only, 65 participants (42%) experienced at least 
one form of sexual abuse involving assault but no rape and 54 participants (35%) 
experienced rape. In total, 51% of all abused participants reported to have experienced at 
least one specific form of sexual abuse more than once. 
 
Table 2. Incidence of the five forms of sexual abuse. 
 

  T1 T2 T3  T4  
 Valid N n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) 
Non-contact 1645 21 (1.3) 38 (2.3) 86 (5.2) 98 (6.0) 
Being touched 1645 22 (1.3) 40 (2.4) 87 (5.3) 96 (5.8) 
Forced to touch 1646 15 (0.9) 24 (1.5) 42 (2.6) 50 (3.0) 
Attempted rape 1679 10 (0.6) 18 (1.1) 51 (3.0) 62 (3.7) 
Rape 1680  7 (0.4) 13 (0.8) 43 (2.6) 54 (3.2) 

Note. T1-T4 represent the four assessment waves. 

 
Sexual Abuse and FSS during Adolescence 
To assess the influence of sexual abuse on FSS during adolescence, LMMs with FSS (T1-T4) 
as outcomes were used. Sexual abuse significantly predicted an higher level of FSS during 
adolescence when adjusted for age, type of questionnaire, sex and SES (Table 3). The 
interaction term ‘age*sexual abuse’ did not significantly predict FSS, meaning that the effect 
of sexual abuse did not change over time. When symptoms of anxiety and depression were 
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154 participants experienced some form of sexual abuse before the age of 16. Thirty 
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The incidence of the five different forms of sexual abuse is shown in Table 2. When 
participants were divided in the three groups used for the hierarchic scale, 35 participants 
(23%) experienced non-contact sexual abuse only, 65 participants (42%) experienced at least 
one form of sexual abuse involving assault but no rape and 54 participants (35%) 
experienced rape. In total, 51% of all abused participants reported to have experienced at 
least one specific form of sexual abuse more than once. 
 
Table 2. Incidence of the five forms of sexual abuse. 
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 Valid N n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) 
Non-contact 1645 21 (1.3) 38 (2.3) 86 (5.2) 98 (6.0) 
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Sexual Abuse and FSS during Adolescence 
To assess the influence of sexual abuse on FSS during adolescence, LMMs with FSS (T1-T4) 
as outcomes were used. Sexual abuse significantly predicted an higher level of FSS during 
adolescence when adjusted for age, type of questionnaire, sex and SES (Table 3). The 
interaction term ‘age*sexual abuse’ did not significantly predict FSS, meaning that the effect 
of sexual abuse did not change over time. When symptoms of anxiety and depression were 
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also taken into account, the strength of the relationship between sexual abuse and FSS was 
affected but remained significant (B = .03, 95% CI [.02, .05], p < .001). Bootstrapping yielded 
similar results.  
 
Table 3. Linear mixed models: The association of sexual abuse with functional somatic 
symptoms. 
 
Predictors       B 95% CI p 
Intercept .19 [.17, .22] .001 
Sex: Female  .13 [.10, .15] .001 
Age -.03 [-.03, -.02] .001 
SES -.02 [-.04, -.01] .002 
Sexual abuse .06 [.04, .08] <.001 

Note. Linear mixed models are adjusted for type of questionnaire. Age is centered at 14.78. SES = socioeconomic 
status.  

 
Type of Sexual Abuse and FSS 
In order to test the effect of the type of abuse on FSS the hierarchic scale in the form of 
dummies as separate predictors was entered in the LMMs. Having experienced assault or 
(also) rape predicted a higher level of FSS, while having experienced non-contact sexual 
abuse was not significantly related to FSS (Table 4). Bootstrapping yielded similar results. 
 
Table 4. Linear mixed models: The effect of the severity of sexual abuse on functional 
somatic symptoms. 
 
Predictors B 95% CI p 
Intercept .20 [.17, .22] .001 
Sexual abuse ‘non-contact’ .04 [-.05, .12] .39 
Sexual abuse ‘assault’ .08 [.05, .12] <.001 
Sexual abuse ‘rape’ .05 [.03, .08] <.001 

Note. Results of linear mixed models adjusted for: Age, gender, socioeconomic status and type of questionnaire. 

 
Sexual Abuse and Gastrointestinal FSS 
To study the influence of sexual abuse on gastrointestinal FSS in particular, LMMs with 
gastrointestinal FSS as outcome variables were used. Sexual abuse significantly predicted the 
level of gastrointestinal symptoms during adolescence (B = .06, 95% CI [.04, .08], p < .001). 
However, the size of this effect was similar to the effect of sexual abuse on the broader 
spectrum of FSS as shown in Table 3. Bootstrapped analyses gave essentially the same 
results. 

 

 
 

DISCUSSION 
This study suggests that sexual abuse predicts higher levels of FSS during adolescence when 
adjusting for age, sex and SES. Additional adjustment for symptoms of anxiety and 
depression affected the strength of this relationship. When the effect of abuse type on the 
level of FSS was studied, contact sexual abuse predicted a higher level of FSS while no 
significant association of non-contact sexual abuse with FSS was found. Finally, the effect of 
sexual abuse was not more prominent in gastrointestinal FSS than in a broader spectrum of 
FSS. 
 
This study has several strengths. First, the large population-based cohort makes it credible 
that the findings are generalizable to the population. The prevalence of FSS found in this 
study was largely similar to previous studies in the general adolescent population, which 
further strengthens this assumption  (2-4). In addition, the variable FSS was composed of a 
spectrum of FSS and the hierarchic sexual abuse scale used in this study reduced the loss of 
information. This probably reflects both variables more accurately than labelling them as 
absent or present. Third, FSS were prospectively assessed which reduced the chance of 
report bias. Finally, the analyses were adjusted for SES and symptoms of anxiety and 
depression.  
 
When interpreting the results the following limitations should be taken into account. First, 
FSS were measured with a questionnaire and asked for symptoms ‘without an obvious 
reason’ or ‘without a known medical cause’. Hence, it cannot be ruled out that some FSS 
were actually medically explained symptoms. Second, sexual abuse was assessed 
retrospectively, an inevitable problem because the ethics committee did not approve 
confronting children with these types of questions before the age of 16. This has probably 
led to a small underestimation of the prevalence of sexual abuse (32), and may have caused 
some inaccurate answers with regard to the age of the participant at the time that the sexual 
abuse occurred. The use of records of child protective services (CPS) would have solved the 
inaccuracy, but CPS substantially underestimate the prevalence of sexual abuse (32), and 
might introduce selection bias. However, imprecise recollection of the age of onset of the 
abuse would probably only have weakened the association between sexual abuse and FSS. 
Third, there was no information about possible non-response or drop-out rates of abused 
children or children with severe FSS. Though, if sexually abused participants or participants 
with severe somatic complaints would be more prone to drop-out, this would again 
probably only have weakened the found association. Moreover, the prevalence of sexual 
abuse found in the sample of this study was only in the lower range of what previous studies 
reported, and would probably have been higher if sexual abuse before the age of 18 instead 
of the age of 16 was assessed in this study (23). Finally, when interpreting the findings of this 
study it should be acknowledged that detailed information about the sexual abuse, such as 
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frequency, duration or perceived psychological impact, was not available. Therefore, the 
hierarchic scale may reflect more underlying characteristics of sexual abuse than severity in 
terms of the type of sexual abuse alone. Furthermore, the found associations of sexual abuse 
with FSS were not adjusted for other types of childhood abuse. This may have led to some 
overestimation of the associations between sexual abuse and FSS. 
 
To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies have investigated the effect of sexual 
abuse on a spectrum of FSS in the general adolescent population. Two previous studies 
found that multiple unfavourable household circumstances and adversities, including sexual 
abuse, were associated with the occurrence of FSS in adolescents (33, 34). Several other 
studies found that sexual abuse was associated with specific types of FSS in adolescents (12, 
15, 35-37). In addition, a history of sexual abuse was found to be associated with a spectrum 
of FSS in children placed in a high care foster home (11). Only one study additionally 
adjusted the effect of sexual abuse on gastrointestinal FSS for symptoms of anxiety and 
depression, and found that these symptoms fully explained the effect (12). Thus, it seems 
that the effect of sexual abuse on FSS is at least partly explained by symptoms of anxiety and 
depression. It could be that the mediating role of symptoms of anxiety and depression is 
greater for some particular FSS such as gastrointestinal FSS. 
 
Further research is needed to identify mechanisms, next to symptoms of anxiety and 
depression, underlying the relationship between sexual abuse and FSS. One such potential 
mechanism could be that the chronic stress caused by sexual abuse results in alterations in 
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis functioning. These alterations can cause low cortisol 
stress-responses (38). A low cortisol level is thought to be an underlying factor of some FSS 
(39, 40). 
 
In some previous studies it was suggested that the effect of sexual abuse on FSS might 
depend on the type of the abuse (15, 16), but this study could not fully confirm these 
findings. In this study, contact sexual abuse was indeed related to FSS while non-contact 
sexual abuse was not (16). However, assault not involving rape had the strongest association 
with FSS. There are several possible reasons why especially sexual abuse involving contact 
was related to FSS. For example, it could be that abuse involving contact triggers physical 
distress while abuse without contact does not.  
 
The results of this study indicate that the effect of sexual abuse on gastrointestinal FSS is 
similar to the effect of sexual abuse on a broader spectrum of FSS. In contrast, a previous 
meta-analysis found a significant relationship of sexual abuse with chronic gastrointestinal 
complaints but not with fibromyalgia and headache in adults (9). However, the few studies 
investigating sexual abuse in relation to FSS may have lacked the power to show a significant 

 

 
 

association in this meta-analysis. On the other hand, in the current study the effect of sexual 
abuse on FSS was not adjusted for other types of abuse, which may have reduced the power 
to detect a specific effect of sexual abuse on gastrointestinal symptoms. Previous studies in 
adolescents mainly focused on gastrointestinal FSS and could therefore not make this 
comparison (11, 12, 15, 35, 36). 
 
The findings of this study suggest that sexual abuse is associated with higher levels of FSS in 
adolescents. Symptoms of anxiety and depression explained part of the effect of sexual 
abuse on FSS. In addition, findings indicate that sexual abuse is related to a broad spectrum 
of FSS and not only to particular symptoms. If these findings are replicated, FSS might be 
seen as a supplementary signal when childhood sexual abuse is suspected. However, it is 
important to keep in mind that sexual abuse explains only a small part of the variance in FSS 
and most adolescents with FSS were not sexually abused (in this sample the positive 
predictive value of experiencing at least one FSS often, or two FSS sometimes, was 14% at 
T4). Further research is needed to investigate to what extent sexual abuse in adolescence 
predicts clinically relevant FSS (e.g. functional impairment and health care visits), and how 
FSS are related to other types of abuse.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Background: Medically unexplained or functional somatic symptoms (FSS) constitute a 
major health problem because of their high prevalence and the suffering and disability they 
cause. Psychosocial stress is widely believed to be a precipitating or perpetuating factor, yet 
there is little empirical evidence to support this notion. Prior studies mainly focused on 
comparing groups, which has resulted in the obscuring of temporal complexity and 
individual differences. The aim of this study is to elucidate the relationship between stress 
and FSS over time within individual patients.  
 
Methods: Twenty patients (17 females, ages 29-59) with multiple, persistent FSS were 
included in the study. They used electronic diaries to report stress and FSS twice daily over 
the course of 12 weeks. For each individual data set, Vector autoregressive (VAR) modelling 
was used to investigate possible associations between daily average stress and FSS scores.  
 
Results: In six subjects (30%), an increase in stress was followed by an increase in one or 
more FSS. In three subjects (15%), an increase in FSS was followed by an increase in stress. 
Additionally, negative and mixed associations were found. Only two subjects (10%) showed 
no cross-lagged association between stress and FSS in either direction. We did not find 
specific types of symptoms to be more stress-related than others.  
 
Conclusions: Although stress does not seem to be a universal predictor of FSS, an increase 
in stress precedes an increase in symptoms in some individuals. Identifying these individuals 
using time-series analysis might contribute to a more patient-tailored treatment.  
 
 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Approximately 20% of newly presented physical complaints in primary care are not caused 
by medical disease (1-3). In hospital settings this proportion is even higher: around 30-50% 
of physical symptoms cannot be (fully) explained by organic pathology (4-6). These 
symptoms are referred to as medically unexplained or functional somatic symptoms (FSS). If 
FSS are persistent, they can cause considerable suffering and disability. FSS are associated 
with repeated referrals and medical investigations, which are often unhelpful but produce 
extensive costs (7, 8). Even though FSS clearly represent a major health problem, their 
etiology is largely unknown. Among clinicians, psychosocial stress is widely believed to be a 
precipitating or perpetuating factor in FSS, but is this notion supported by evidence? 
 
Epidemiological research shows that people who suffer from FSS report more stressful life 
events (9-12) and daily hassles (13-15) than controls. However, these findings are almost 
exclusively based on cross-sectional studies. Inherent to the design of these studies is the 
use of retrospective questionnaires, which are often subject to recall bias. Moreover, these 
studies were not able to adequately assess temporal precedence, which is one of the criteria 
to establish a causal relationship: the cause must precede the effect in time (16). 
Furthermore, these studies all analysed the association between stress and FSS at a group 
level. A small association at the group level is often interpreted as clinically irrelevant. But it 
might also mean that stress is highly relevant for a subset of patients and not related to 
symptoms in the other patients, which would be reflected in a small average effect for the 
group as a whole. Especially in the heterogeneous group of patients with FSS, such 
individual differences should not be obscured. Diary studies using repeated measurements 
to evaluate associations between stress and FSS within individual subjects over time can 
address these problems. A few of these studies have been performed, indicating that an 
increase in stress predicts an increase in FSS within subjects (17, 18). These studies however, 
are limited by their short duration and specific study population. Overall, no conclusive 
evidence has been provided to support the notion that FSS arise as a consequence of 
psychosocial stress. In addition, one of the diary studies showed that certain patients 
experienced an increase in stress following an increase in FSS (17). The possibility of reverse 
or bidirectional causality is rarely considered, but seems to be in accordance with the finding 
that persistent unexplained symptoms are associated with worries and health anxiety (19, 
20). 
 
The aim of this study was to investigate relationships between stress and FSS within 
individual patients over time by re-analysing data from a diary study that was performed in 
patients with multiple, persistent FSS (21). In that study, multilevel analyses were used to 
investigate concurrent associations between psychological states and FSS. Stress was weakly 
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ABSTRACT 
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associated with FSS in the group as a whole. However, the researchers found evidence for 
large differences between individual patients, as reflected by the random effects. This 
suggests that stress might be a significant predictor of FSS in some subjects, but not in 
others. Yet, these individual differences could not be disentangled with the multilevel 
analyses applied. Therefore, we took a completely different approach: instead of comparing 
subjects to each other, we investigated the relationship between stress and FSS purely within 
individuals using time-series analyses. This also enabled us to examine temporal precedence 
and consider the possibility of bidirectional associations. Vector autoregressive (VAR) 
modelling was used to analyse the associations between stress and FSS within each 
individual patient. These analyses were performed on data collected by 20 patients with 
twice daily reports of 3 different FSS over the course of 12 weeks. For each individual we 
evaluated 1) whether there was a significant association between stress and FSS and 2) the 
direction of this association. We hypothesized that stress precedes FSS in some individuals. 
At the same time it seems likely that some individuals will experience stress because of their 
FSS. Since different types of FSS were reported, we also investigated whether some FSS are 
more likely to be stress-related than others.  
 
METHODS 
 
Study Design 
The current study consists of secondary analyses of data from a sample of patients with 
multiple, persistent FSS. Electronic diaries were used to collect data on stress and FSS twice 
daily. The target duration of data collection was 12 weeks. Data were collected between 
January 2004 and February 2006. Since a detailed description of the original study protocol 
can be found elsewhere (21), a summary of the methodology is provided below.  
 
Participants  
Participants were recruited through medical practitioners (general practitioners as well as 
medical specialists) and local media in southwest Scotland. Inclusion criteria were 1) age 
between 21-65 years and 2) regular experience of at least three symptoms that affected at 
least two bodily systems, which were inadequately explained by organic pathology. In order 
to assess the latter, information on medical history was acquired. Exclusion criteria were 1) 
history of severe physical illness such as cancer, coronary heart disease or active 
inflammatory disease, 2) continuing investigations to rule out organic pathology, 3) new or 
severe depression (including thoughts of self harm and recent start of an antidepressant) 
and 4) incapacity to comprehend or complete the diary and attend two clinic appointments. 
Patients with past or stable depression (unchanged antidepressant treatment for > 3 
months) and those taking antidepressants for physical symptoms were not excluded. 
Approval for the study was given by Dumfries and Galloway Local Research Ethics 

 

 

Committee. Written consent was obtained from all participants after explanation of the 
study. Patients were not paid for their participation. 
 
Participants were selected from 54 referrals. Sixteen patients were referred by their doctors, 
38 were self-referred. Twenty-seven patients (50%) were excluded or withdrew during the 
screening phase. Twenty-seven patients were enrolled in the study. One of these withdrew 
after 4 weeks without a specific reason. Data from 5 participants were discarded due to 
excess (>25%) missing data. One participant was excluded because of poor compliance with 
the times of data entry, leaving 20 participants whose data were suitable for analysis. 
 
Electronic Diary Measures 
The study diaries were designed to run on standard handheld personal digital assistant 
(PDA) computers running the Palm™ operating system. Data input was by stylus on a touch-
sensitive screen using a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) with a range between 1 and 150. 
Participants were given a brief demonstration on how to use the diary. Subsequently, a test 
entry was completed under supervision. Participants received written instructions, but the 
diary was designed to be used after minimal training (22). Twice daily data entry was 
prompted by an audible alarm at agreed times, with the first entry in the late morning or 
early afternoon and the second entry in the evening. At the end of each entry session, data 
were date- and time-stamped and automatically stored.  
 
FSS. During the recruitment interview, participants were asked to indicate their symptoms 
from a list of 14 symptoms (muscle pain, joint pain, back pain, headache, abdominal pain, 
pelvic pain, bowel symptoms, dyspepsia, nausea, tight throat, chest pain, weakness, 
numbness and palpitations). When more than three complaints were reported, the three 
most severe or frequent symptoms were selected. Consequently, these three symptoms were 
assessed using the electronic diary. Diary questions with regard to FSS were phrased as 
follows: “How much have you been bothered by symptom X? Please mark a point on the line 
between severe symptom X and no symptom X at all.” (1-150). Instead of creating an FSS 
sum score for each individual, the three FSS of each subject were analysed separately, 
because preliminary analyses revealed that the time series of different FSS in the same 
subject often showed a different course. To answer the question whether certain FSS are 
more stress-related than others, FSS were divided into four clusters, based on factor analyses 
of previous studies: musculoskeletal (muscle pain, joint pain, back pain, weakness, and 
numbness), gastrointestinal (abdominal pain, nausea, bowel symptoms, dyspepsia, and 
pelvic pain), cardiopulmonary (chest pain, tight throat, and palpitations), and general FSS 
(headache) (23, 24). 
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Stress. The perceived level of stress relating to the subject’s environment was assessed with 
the following question: “How stressful are people and things around you? Please mark a 
point on the line between very stressful and not stressful at all.” (1-150). 
 
Other Measures. Besides the main variables of this study, the diary also contained questions 
on depression, anxiety, and illness concern. Similar to stress and FSS, these variables were 
assessed with a single question, using the same VAS scale. In the current study, these 
variables were used exclusively for the imputation of missing values. 
 
Statistical Method 
For each individual data set, all missing values were imputed using the Expectation 
Maximization method in SPSS 20. The following variables were used in the imputation 
model: time (date), day of the week, time of measurement (morning/evening), FSS, stress, 
depression, anxiety, illness concern and the lagged (= preceding) values of the last five 
variables (25).  
 
To investigate the within-subject relationships between stress and FSS over time, VAR 
modelling was applied to the time series of individual subjects (26, 27). These analyses were 
performed in STATA 11. Instead of building statistical models for groups based on data 
obtained from multiple individuals, VAR models are estimated for each individual separately 
based on data obtained at multiple time points. Consequently, the power of VAR analyses is 
determined by the number of observations within subjects. Simulation studies have shown 
that VAR analyses can be done with as much as 30 observations, although larger time series, 
like the ones in the current study, yield more reliable results (27). 
 
A VAR model is a multivariate autoregressive model that consists of a set of regression 
equations (26). It is not necessary to decide beforehand which variable is the predictor and 
which is the outcome. In the current study, each VAR model consisted of a set of two 
regression equations, one equation with FSS as the outcome and one with stress as the 
outcome. In both equations, the outcome was predicted from FSS at preceding time points 
and stress at preceding time points. The two equations were simultaneously estimated, thus 
allowing for bidirectional associations.   

 

 

 

VAR modelling requires equal distances between observations. Because most individual data 
sets did not meet this requirement, we created daily values by computing the mean of the 
two values of each day for stress as well as FSS. Since our interest was not in the mutual 
connections among the different FSS, we decided to analyse the associations with stress for 
each symptom separately, producing three models per subject. As mentioned, stress and FSS 
were both predictors as well as outcomes, which is why they are called ‘endogenous 
variables’. Also added to the model were so-called exogenous variables, which can influence 
the levels of stress and FSS, but cannot be influenced by these variables. Time (date) was 
included as an exogenous variable, to correct for a potential (increasing or decreasing) trend 
over time. Days of the week were included to correct for a potential weekly rhythm in the 
time series. If an exogenous variable did not significantly contribute to the model, it was 
excluded. Next, we determined the number of time lags that should be included in the 
model. This is the number of preceding time points that contain relevant information on 
current values. The appropriate number of time lags was determined using the following 
information criteria: Likelihood Ratio test (LR test), Final Prediction Error (FPE), Akaike 
Information Criterion (AIC), Hannan-Quinn Information Criterion (HQIC), and Schwarz’ 
Bayesian Information Criterion (SBIC). We used the number of lags that was indicated by the 
majority of the information criteria (27). If there was no majority, we started out with the 
smallest indicated number of lags (usually 1, which corresponds to a time lag of one day), 
because this seemed the most reasonable from a theoretical point of view. The optimal 
number of lags was re-determined after every change to the model. Diagnostic tests on 
stability, serial independency, homoskedasticity (stability of variance) and normality were 
applied to the residuals of each model to check whether all assumptions of the VAR analyses 
were met (27). If one of the assumptions of the model was violated, the model was adjusted, 
re-estimated and re-evaluated. If there was residual autocorrelation, an extra lag was added 
to the model. Heteroskedasticity was solved by applying a logtransformation to the series. If 
the residuals were not normally distributed, either logtransformation was applied or a 
dummy variable for outliers (M +/- 3SD of residuals) was added as an exogenous variable. 
After estimation of the model, coefficients of parameters not contributing to the model (p 
<.30) were constrained, meaning that they were set to 0 and the parameters were thus 
effectively excluded from the model. The model was reestimated after placing each 
constraint. If the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) did not indicate a worsening of the 
model fit, the constraint was maintained. Parameters with the highest p-values were 
constrained first (27). A two-tailed α level of .05 was used to determine statistical 
significance. To determine the direction of the association, Granger causality tests were 
performed. Variable A is said to ‘‘Granger cause’’ variable B if past values of A and B give a 
better prediction of B than past values of B alone (27). If the Granger causality test showed a 
significant result, coefficients of the concerning variables were used to determine the sign 
(positive or negative) and size of this cross-lagged association. Contemporaneous 
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correlations, which represent relationships between stress and FSS on the same day, were 
considered separately. In VAR, these correlations can be calculated from the residuals of the 
model. A more extensive and non-technical explanation of VAR modelling can be found 
elsewhere (28). 
 
RESULTS 
 
Subject Characteristics and Recorded Measures 
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the participants and the recorded diary measures. The 
sample of which data were analysed comprised 20 subjects (17 females, 3 males) aged 29-59 
years (M = 45, SD = 9). Muscle pain was the most common type of FSS and was recorded by 
13 subjects (65%). Joint pain was recorded by 8 subjects (40%) and headache, abdominal 
pain and bowel symptoms were each recorded by 7 subjects (35%). Although the exact 
duration of symptoms was not recorded, interviews revealed that all symptoms were 
persistent, and most had been present for several years. The length of the time series varied 
between 63 and 100 days (M = 86, SD = 7), which corresponds to a total amount of 
observations ranging from 126 to 200 (M =172, SD 14). The percentage of missing data from 
the original data sets varied between 0 and 22.5 (M = 7.4, SD = 6.6).  
 
Description of the Models 
In total, 60 models were evaluated: three models for each of the 20 participants, 
corresponding to the three different FSS they recorded. A significant effect of the variable 
‘time’ (date) was seen in 32 of the 60 models (53%), meaning that there was a significant 
trend over time for stress and/or FSS. In 25 of these 32 models (78%) this concerned a trend 
in the time series of FSS, with 14 increasing and 11 decreasing trends. Sixteen of the 32 
models (50%) contained a trend in the time series of stress. These were all decreasing trends. 
Days of the week significantly contributed to 36 out of the 60 models (60%), meaning that 
there was a weekly rhythm in the time series of these models. For 34 models (57%), the 
optimum lag length was 1, which implies that only values of the preceding day contained 
relevant information for current values. An optimal lag length of 2 lags was indicated for 17 
of the models (28%). For the remaining 9 models (15%), 3-7 lags were most appropriate.  
 
Contemporaneous Correlations between Stress and FSS 
Table 2 summarizes the results of the VAR analyses that were performed. For the sake of 
clarity, we chose to only show significant associations (p<.05). The exact p-values and 
coefficients have been omitted, because they are not necessary to answer the main research 
questions.  
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correlations, which represent relationships between stress and FSS on the same day, were 
considered separately. In VAR, these correlations can be calculated from the residuals of the 
model. A more extensive and non-technical explanation of VAR modelling can be found 
elsewhere (28). 
 
RESULTS 
 
Subject Characteristics and Recorded Measures 
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the participants and the recorded diary measures. The 
sample of which data were analysed comprised 20 subjects (17 females, 3 males) aged 29-59 
years (M = 45, SD = 9). Muscle pain was the most common type of FSS and was recorded by 
13 subjects (65%). Joint pain was recorded by 8 subjects (40%) and headache, abdominal 
pain and bowel symptoms were each recorded by 7 subjects (35%). Although the exact 
duration of symptoms was not recorded, interviews revealed that all symptoms were 
persistent, and most had been present for several years. The length of the time series varied 
between 63 and 100 days (M = 86, SD = 7), which corresponds to a total amount of 
observations ranging from 126 to 200 (M =172, SD 14). The percentage of missing data from 
the original data sets varied between 0 and 22.5 (M = 7.4, SD = 6.6).  
 
Description of the Models 
In total, 60 models were evaluated: three models for each of the 20 participants, 
corresponding to the three different FSS they recorded. A significant effect of the variable 
‘time’ (date) was seen in 32 of the 60 models (53%), meaning that there was a significant 
trend over time for stress and/or FSS. In 25 of these 32 models (78%) this concerned a trend 
in the time series of FSS, with 14 increasing and 11 decreasing trends. Sixteen of the 32 
models (50%) contained a trend in the time series of stress. These were all decreasing trends. 
Days of the week significantly contributed to 36 out of the 60 models (60%), meaning that 
there was a weekly rhythm in the time series of these models. For 34 models (57%), the 
optimum lag length was 1, which implies that only values of the preceding day contained 
relevant information for current values. An optimal lag length of 2 lags was indicated for 17 
of the models (28%). For the remaining 9 models (15%), 3-7 lags were most appropriate.  
 
Contemporaneous Correlations between Stress and FSS 
Table 2 summarizes the results of the VAR analyses that were performed. For the sake of 
clarity, we chose to only show significant associations (p<.05). The exact p-values and 
coefficients have been omitted, because they are not necessary to answer the main research 
questions.  
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Table 2. Summary of Results from VAR Analyses. 
 

ID FSS Contemporaneous 
correlations 

Cross-lagged 
association 
Stress → FSS 

Cross-lagged 
association  
FSS → Stress 

1 Muscle pain +   + L2+ 
 Headache  ± L2+, L3- ± L1-, L3+ 
 Dyspepsia      
2 Muscle pain   + - L3- - L3- 
 Tight throat                                 - L1-, L3- - L3- 
 Dyspepsia    - L2- + L2+ 
3 Muscle pain    + L1+ ± L1-, L2+ 
 Pelvic pain    ± L2-, L3+    
 Dyspepsia                                   +     
4 Muscle pain -     
 Headache -   - L3- 
 Abdominal pain      
5 Muscle pain  - L3- ± L1-, L2+, L3- 
 Dyspepsia      
 Abdominal pain      
6 Muscle pain + + L1+   
 Chest pain       
 Abdominal pain +     
7 Muscle pain  - L1- - L1- 
 Weakness    - L1- 
 Bowel symptoms    + L1+ 
8 Muscle pain      
 Nausea       + L1+, L2+ ± L1+, L2- 
 Numbness      
9 Muscle pain                           
 Bowel symptoms            
 Nausea                              +     
10 Joint pain       
 Bowel symptoms                  
 Headache                               
11 Joint pain      
 Bowel symptoms + - L3- - L3-, L5- 
 Headache  + L1+   
12 Joint pain       
 Weakness      
 Headache - ± L2-, L4+ + L4+ 
13 Joint pain  - L1-   
 Muscle pain +     
 Abdominal pain      
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Table 2. Summary of Results from VAR Analyses. 
 

ID FSS Contemporaneous 
correlations 

Cross-lagged 
association 
Stress → FSS 

Cross-lagged 
association  
FSS → Stress 

1 Muscle pain +   + L2+ 
 Headache  ± L2+, L3- ± L1-, L3+ 
 Dyspepsia      
2 Muscle pain   + - L3- - L3- 
 Tight throat                                 - L1-, L3- - L3- 
 Dyspepsia    - L2- + L2+ 
3 Muscle pain    + L1+ ± L1-, L2+ 
 Pelvic pain    ± L2-, L3+    
 Dyspepsia                                   +     
4 Muscle pain -     
 Headache -   - L3- 
 Abdominal pain      
5 Muscle pain  - L3- ± L1-, L2+, L3- 
 Dyspepsia      
 Abdominal pain      
6 Muscle pain + + L1+   
 Chest pain       
 Abdominal pain +     
7 Muscle pain  - L1- - L1- 
 Weakness    - L1- 
 Bowel symptoms    + L1+ 
8 Muscle pain      
 Nausea       + L1+, L2+ ± L1+, L2- 
 Numbness      
9 Muscle pain                           
 Bowel symptoms            
 Nausea                              +     
10 Joint pain       
 Bowel symptoms                  
 Headache                               
11 Joint pain      
 Bowel symptoms + - L3- - L3-, L5- 
 Headache  + L1+   
12 Joint pain       
 Weakness      
 Headache - ± L2-, L4+ + L4+ 
13 Joint pain  - L1-   
 Muscle pain +     
 Abdominal pain      
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Table 2 (continued). Summary of Results from VAR Analyses. 
 

14 Joint pain      
 Muscle pain      
 Bowel symptoms    - L1- 
15 Joint pain       
 Back pain  +     
 Bowel symptoms  ± L1-, L2+   
16 Abdominal pain    - L1- 
 Joint pain      
 Chest pain      
17 Abdominal pain      
 Muscle pain      
 Tight throat                                 + L1+   
18 Bowel symptoms  + L1+ + L1+ 
 Muscle pain                           
 Headache                               
19 Tight throat                                 + L1+   
 Abdominal pain + ± L3+, L4-, L7- ± L1+, L2-, L3+ 
 Headache + + L1+ + L1+ 
20 Pelvic pain  + L2+   
 Joint pain  + L1+   
 Nausea  + L1+   

Note: FSS = Functional Somatic Symptom; + denotes a significant positive association; - denotes a significant negative 
association; ± denotes a significant mixed association; L1, lag 1; L2, Lag 2 etc.         

 
In 11 subjects (55%), a significant contemporaneous correlation was found between stress 
and one or more FSS. This indicates that stress and FSS at the same day were correlated. In 9 
of these 11 subjects (45% of all subjects) contemporaneous correlations were positive (ID 1, 
2, 3, 6, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 19). In 2 subjects (10% of all subjects) a negative contemporaneous 
correlation between stress and FSS was found (ID 4 and 12). The size of the significant 
correlation coefficients ranged from 0.22 to 0.45. 
 
Cross-lagged Associations between Stress and FSS  
In table 2, significant results from the Granger Causality tests are represented by a sign (+, -, 
or ±), corresponding to an overall positive, negative or mixed cross-lagged association. A 
mixed association indicates mixed results within a model; for example a positive coefficient 
in the first lag and negative coefficient in the second lag. In 16 subjects (80%), changes in 
one or more FSS were significantly predicted by preceding changes in stress. A positive 
association between stress and FSS was found in 6 subjects (30% of all subjects) (ID 6, 8, 17, 
18, 19, and 20), meaning that an increase in stress was followed by an increase in one or 
more FSS. ID 19 was considered as having an overall positive association, despite having one 

 

 

mixed association, because 2 out of 3 models showed positive associations and the third had 
a positive coefficient in the first significant lag. A negative association was found in 4 
subjects (20%) (ID 2, 5, 7, and 13), meaning that an increase in stress was followed by a 
decrease in one or more FSS. In 5 subjects (25%) mixed results were found (ID 1, 3, 11, 12, 
and 15), meaning that results within one of the symptom models were mixed or that models 
for different FSS of one subject showed mixed results.  
 
In 13 subjects (65%), changes in stress were significantly predicted by preceding changes in 
one or more FSS. A positive association was found in 3 subjects (15% of all subjects) (ID 12, 
18, and 19), meaning that an increase in one or more FSS was followed by an increase in 
stress. Again, ID 19, despite having one mixed association, was considered as having an 
overall positive association, because one model showed a positive association and another 
model showed a positive coefficient in the first significant lag. In 4 subjects (20%) a negative 
association was found (ID 4, 11, 14, and 16), meaning that an increase in one or more FSS 
was followed by a decrease in stress. Mixed results were found in 6 subjects (30%) (ID 1, 2, 3, 
5, 7, and 8). 
 
Most significant associations were found in the first lag. In case of a positive association with 
stress as a predictor, this means that an increase in stress is followed by an increase in FSS 
the following day. The size of the coefficients (B) belonging to significant cross-lagged 
associations ranged from 0.05 to 1.24. A first-lag coefficient of 0.50 with stress as a predictor 
means that an increase of 10 units (points on the VAS scale with a range between 1 and 150) 
of stress is followed by an increase in FSS of 5 units the following day. 
 
Symptom-Specific Differences 
Table 3 shows the number of significant results of the Granger Causality tests for four 
different clusters of FSS. By comparing the percentages of significant associations between 
stress and FSS, no prominent differences between the different types of FSS were 
discovered.  
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Table 2 (continued). Summary of Results from VAR Analyses. 
 

14 Joint pain      
 Muscle pain      
 Bowel symptoms    - L1- 
15 Joint pain       
 Back pain  +     
 Bowel symptoms  ± L1-, L2+   
16 Abdominal pain    - L1- 
 Joint pain      
 Chest pain      
17 Abdominal pain      
 Muscle pain      
 Tight throat                                 + L1+   
18 Bowel symptoms  + L1+ + L1+ 
 Muscle pain                           
 Headache                               
19 Tight throat                                 + L1+   
 Abdominal pain + ± L3+, L4-, L7- ± L1+, L2-, L3+ 
 Headache + + L1+ + L1+ 
20 Pelvic pain  + L2+   
 Joint pain  + L1+   
 Nausea  + L1+   

Note: FSS = Functional Somatic Symptom; + denotes a significant positive association; - denotes a significant negative 
association; ± denotes a significant mixed association; L1, lag 1; L2, Lag 2 etc.         

 
In 11 subjects (55%), a significant contemporaneous correlation was found between stress 
and one or more FSS. This indicates that stress and FSS at the same day were correlated. In 9 
of these 11 subjects (45% of all subjects) contemporaneous correlations were positive (ID 1, 
2, 3, 6, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 19). In 2 subjects (10% of all subjects) a negative contemporaneous 
correlation between stress and FSS was found (ID 4 and 12). The size of the significant 
correlation coefficients ranged from 0.22 to 0.45. 
 
Cross-lagged Associations between Stress and FSS  
In table 2, significant results from the Granger Causality tests are represented by a sign (+, -, 
or ±), corresponding to an overall positive, negative or mixed cross-lagged association. A 
mixed association indicates mixed results within a model; for example a positive coefficient 
in the first lag and negative coefficient in the second lag. In 16 subjects (80%), changes in 
one or more FSS were significantly predicted by preceding changes in stress. A positive 
association between stress and FSS was found in 6 subjects (30% of all subjects) (ID 6, 8, 17, 
18, 19, and 20), meaning that an increase in stress was followed by an increase in one or 
more FSS. ID 19 was considered as having an overall positive association, despite having one 

 

 

mixed association, because 2 out of 3 models showed positive associations and the third had 
a positive coefficient in the first significant lag. A negative association was found in 4 
subjects (20%) (ID 2, 5, 7, and 13), meaning that an increase in stress was followed by a 
decrease in one or more FSS. In 5 subjects (25%) mixed results were found (ID 1, 3, 11, 12, 
and 15), meaning that results within one of the symptom models were mixed or that models 
for different FSS of one subject showed mixed results.  
 
In 13 subjects (65%), changes in stress were significantly predicted by preceding changes in 
one or more FSS. A positive association was found in 3 subjects (15% of all subjects) (ID 12, 
18, and 19), meaning that an increase in one or more FSS was followed by an increase in 
stress. Again, ID 19, despite having one mixed association, was considered as having an 
overall positive association, because one model showed a positive association and another 
model showed a positive coefficient in the first significant lag. In 4 subjects (20%) a negative 
association was found (ID 4, 11, 14, and 16), meaning that an increase in one or more FSS 
was followed by a decrease in stress. Mixed results were found in 6 subjects (30%) (ID 1, 2, 3, 
5, 7, and 8). 
 
Most significant associations were found in the first lag. In case of a positive association with 
stress as a predictor, this means that an increase in stress is followed by an increase in FSS 
the following day. The size of the coefficients (B) belonging to significant cross-lagged 
associations ranged from 0.05 to 1.24. A first-lag coefficient of 0.50 with stress as a predictor 
means that an increase of 10 units (points on the VAS scale with a range between 1 and 150) 
of stress is followed by an increase in FSS of 5 units the following day. 
 
Symptom-Specific Differences 
Table 3 shows the number of significant results of the Granger Causality tests for four 
different clusters of FSS. By comparing the percentages of significant associations between 
stress and FSS, no prominent differences between the different types of FSS were 
discovered.  
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Table 3. Significant Cross-lagged Associations between Stress and FSS for Different Types of 
FSS. 
 
 Stress → FSS FSS → Stress 
 + - + - 
Musculoskeletal (n=25) 3 (12%) 4 (16%) 1 (4%) 3 (12%) 
Gastrointestinal (n=23) 4 (17%) 2 (9%) 3 (13%) 3 (13%) 
Cardiopulmonary (n=5) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 
General (n=7) 2 (29%) 0 (0%) 2 (29%) 1 (14%) 

Note: FSS, Functional Somatic Symptom; + denotes a positive association; - denotes a negative association; n, total 
amount of symptoms classified under the aforementioned cluster of FSS. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
The present study was designed to elucidate within-subject relationships between stress and 
FSS in 20 patients with multiple, persistent FSS. Many different temporal patterns between 
stress and FSS were discovered. In some subjects, an increase in stress was followed by an 
increase in FSS.  In others a reverse association was found, meaning that an increase in FSS 
was followed by an increase in stress. Surprisingly, we also found negative associations 
between stress and FSS in a number of subjects. We did not find specific types of symptoms 
to be more stress-related than others. 
 
The biggest strength of this study, that sets it apart from most previous studies on the 
relationship between stress and FSS, is its within-subject approach. This approach enabled us 
to describe the various temporal patterns between these variables in different individuals. 
Because of the repeated measurements and use of a sophisticated statistical technique, 
temporal precedence could be established. Furthermore, the longitudinal design and use of 
an electronic diary prevented part of the recall biases that formed a major limitation in other 
studies.  
 
A limitation of the current study is the fact that the sampling protocol of the original study 
was not designed specifically for the statistical technique that was used in this study.  As a 
consequence, intervals between measurements were not exactly equal, which is a basic 
requirement for VAR modelling. To solve this problem, a daily average was computed for 
stress as well as FSS and the intervals (of one day) were considered to be equal. Secondly, 
because of the intensive measurement protocol, a rather crude measure was used to assess 
stress. Even though participants were briefed about the meaning of the items at the start of 
the study, it is still possible that they differently interpreted the concept of ‘stress’, which is a 
rather abstract term. 

 

 

 
This study was designed to help answer the question whether FSS can be triggered or 
maintained by psychosocial stress. Prior multilevel analysis of the data used in the current 
study showed a weak association between stress and FSS, but substantial between-subject 
heterogeneity (21). The current study illuminates this heterogeneity. 
Our finding that an increase in stress was followed by an increase in one or more FSS in 6 
subjects (30%), roughly matches the findings of two other studies that also analysed their 
data on an individual basis. One of these studies examined the relationship between daily 
hassles and FSS in 30 patients with irritable bowel syndrome (17). In 13 (43%) of those 
subjects, symptoms could be predicted by stress in the previous 4 days. Yet, closer 
inspection revealed that this concerned a positive association in 6 subjects (20%) and a 
negative or mixed association in 7 subjects. Another study found a positive association 
between previous-day stressors and symptoms of fibromyalgia in 1 out of 12 subjects (8%) 
(29). Despite the different symptoms and populations studied, all three studies indicate that 
a subset of participants shows a positive association between previous levels of stress and 
FSS. 
A reverse association was found in 3 subjects (15%), in whom an increase in one or more FSS 
was followed by an increase in stress. Only one other study approached the relationship 
between stress and FSS bidirectionally and found that in 11 out of 30 subjects (37%) stress 
could be predicted by symptoms in the previous 4 days, yet this only concerned a positive 
association in 4 subjects (13%) (17). The other 7 subjects showed a negative or mixed 
association.  
In contrast with our expectations, we also found negative associations between stress and 
FSS in a substantial number of subjects. While not always specifically mentioned, other 
studies also encountered this phenomenon (17, 29). We can only speculate on the 
underlying mechanisms of these negative associations. An increase in stress may be followed 
by a decrease in FSS due to reduced attention for physical sensations during stressful 
situations. Distraction has been shown to reduce physical symptoms (30). A decrease in 
stress following an increase in FSS may be explained by specific behavioral responses to FSS 
(like taking a rest), which decrease the exposure to stressful situations. Moreover, expressing 
complaints might elicit attention and support from others, which in turn might reduce the 
level of stress. Further research is necessary to investigate these hypotheses. 
 
Apart from answering the research questions, this study offers a first step towards a new 
approach to characterize and treat patients with FSS. Because few within-subject studies 
have been performed in this field, the optimal study design has not yet been established. In 
order to gain more insight into the mechanisms of the relationships between stress and FSS, 
it would be interesting to use a more elaborate measure of stress and include the occurrence 
of specific stressors. As to the measurement interval; 1 or 2 lags were used for the majority 
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(85%) of the models in this study, indicating that information of the previous 1 or 2 days 
contained relevant information for current values. Capturing the variation of stress and FSS 
throughout the day would require a study design with a regular sampling interval of a few 
hours. Study designs must trade off intensity of sampling within days against duration of 
follow up, and this study favoured the latter. Because previous research has shown that 
focusing on physical symptoms could actually aggravate them (30), one could wonder 
whether recording symptoms on a daily basis could cause a reactive increase in symptoms. 
We found an increase over time in 14 out of 60 FSS (23%). On the other hand, 11 FSS (18%) 
decreased over time. As the majority of subjects did not show an increasing trend in the time 
series of FSS, we conclude that the recording of physical symptoms by means of a diary does 
not necessarily cause an increase in symptoms.  
 
The results of time-series analyses could possibly contribute to a more patient-tailored 
treatment. When a patient shows an increase in FSS following an increase in stress (for 
example ID 20), reducing the amount of stressful situations that this patient encounters or 
acquiring better coping strategies might reduce FSS. On the other hand, when a patient 
shows a decrease in FSS following an increase in stress (for example ID 2) this might mean 
that stressful situations distract the patient from the experience of physical symptoms. 
Looking for distracting (preferably non-stressful) activities might reduce FSS in this patient. 
Additional research is necessary to investigate whether applying these personalized 
interventions would actually decrease the level of FSS, which would support the validity of 
the individual results. Besides such clinical validation, studying the stability of models within 
individuals is another important next step. Although the number of models per individual in 
the current study was limited, there is still a possibility of making false discoveries because of 
multiple testing.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In conclusion, the current study shows that stress is not a universal predictor of FSS; neither 
are FSS a source of stress in all patients. Determining these patterns within individuals might 
contribute to a more patient-tailored treatment. However, the clinical value of these 
personalized models still needs to be tested. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Background: The aims of this study were 1) to explore interrelationships among daily 
worrying, anxiety, and somatic symptoms within subjects of the Dutch general population, and 
2) to investigate the association between the overall level of functional somatic symptoms 
(FSS) and the interrelationships among daily worrying, anxiety, and somatic symptoms.  
 
Methods: 444 participants were included in the study (82% females, mean age 40 years). 
Participants were recruited through an online crowdsourcing study in the Dutch general 
population. They used their smartphone to fill out an electronic diary three times a day for 30 
days. Automated vector autoregressive modeling was used to explore interrelationships 
among worrying, anxiety, and somatic symptoms within individuals. Logistic regression 
analysis was used to investigate whether these interrelationships were associated with the 
level of FSS (PHQ-15, assessed at baseline), in a subset of 129 participants. 
 
Results: 65% of subjects showed one or more relationships between symptoms of anxiety 
(worrying and/or feeling anxious) and somatic symptoms. Both contemporaneous (44% of 
subjects) as well as cross-lagged associations (40% of subjects) were found. The level of FSS 
predicted the simultaneous experience of anxiety and somatic symptoms. 
 
Conclusions: Interrelationships among daily worrying, anxiety, and somatic symptoms are 
highly heterogeneous across individuals. Combining electronic diaries with (automated) time-
series analysis might contribute to a patient-tailored explanatory model of FSS, which in turn 
may guide treatment. 
  

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Somatic symptoms do not always result from disease. Experiencing somatic symptoms is part 
of normal life. In the general population, 95% of people report having experienced at least 
one somatic symptom in the past two weeks (1). Common symptoms include back pain, 
fatigue, and headache. When somatic symptoms are presented to a physician, between 25 
and 50% cannot be explained by organic pathology (2). If persistent and causing distress 
and/or disabilities, these so-called functional somatic symptoms (FSS) can become very 
problematic. FSS are associated with reduced quality of life (3), functional limitations (4), 
increased use of healthcare services (5), and absenteeism from work (6). 
The development of FSS is thought to be a multifactorial process in which biological, 
psychological, and social factors are involved (7). To date, many risk factors associated with 
FSS have been identified, yet not much is known about underlying mechanisms of FSS. In other 
words: although we know more about who gets FSS (8), we still know relatively little about 
how FSS develop and what causes them to fluctuate.  
One of the most extensively researched psychological factors associated with FSS is anxiety. 
Previous studies have shown that FSS and anxiety disorders often co-occur (9, 10). 
Furthermore, individuals reporting high levels of anxiety are more likely to report high levels 
of FSS (11, 12). Yet the nature of the relationship between FSS and anxiety remains largely 
unclear. Does anxiety lead to somatic symptoms? Or do somatic symptoms lead to anxiety?  
The reason for this uncertainty might be the approach taken in most previous studies. Previous 
research on FSS is characterized by a ‘between-subjects’ approach, in which a limited number 
of observations from a large number of subjects are analyzed at a group level. However, 
associations found at the group level do not necessarily exist at the level of the individual. 
Generalizing from the group level to the individual level is only justified under certain 
conditions, one of which is homogeneity, meaning that the same statistical model applies to 
each individual in the population (13). Since FSS is a diagnosis of exclusion, the population of 
patients with FSS is likely to be very heterogeneous. Furthermore, the temporal order of 
associations is difficult to establish when taking a ‘between-subjects’ approach.  
In order to unravel the mechanisms underlying fluctuations in FSS and to clarify relationships 
between FSS and maintaining factors, we propose taking a ‘within-subject’ approach. This can 
be done by means of time-series analysis, in which a large number of observations from a 
limited number of subjects are analyzed at the level of the individual.   
In the current study, we will use time-series analysis to explore interrelationships among daily 
worrying, anxiety, and somatic symptoms within subjects of the Dutch general population. 
Secondly, we will investigate the association between the overall level of FSS and the 
interrelationships among daily worrying, anxiety, and somatic symptoms. We hypothesize that 
individuals with FSS might be more sensitive to the influence of psychological factors on 
somatic symptoms and thereby experience an increase in somatic symptoms when worrying 
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or feeling anxious. Individuals with FSS might also be prone to experiencing negative emotions 
and cognitions (i.e. worrying and feeling anxious) when faced with somatic symptoms. 
 
METHODS 
 
Study Sample and Procedure 
This study was conducted in a subsample of participants from ‘HowNutsAreTheDutch’ (HND). 
HND is an online crowdsourcing study in the Dutch general population (14). Starting in 
December 2013, Dutch inhabitants were invited through various national and local media to 
register to the website (www.hoegekis.nl) and take part in the research. Eligible participants 
were adults (age ≥18 years), consenting to their data being used for research. Informed 
consent was obtained online before entering the study. The study protocol was approved by 
the Medical Ethical Committee of the University Medical Center Groningen. The committee 
judged the protocol to be exempted from review by the Medical Research Involving Human 
Subjects Act, because it concerned a non-randomized open study, targeted at anonymous 
volunteers in the general population (registration number M13.147422 and M14.160855). 
HND comprises two parts: a cross-sectional part, consisting of several online questionnaires, 
and a longitudinal part, consisting of an electronic diary. For the cross-sectional part, 
participants were invited to fill out questionnaires on socio-demographic variables, childhood 
adversities, personality, intelligence, wellbeing, psychological symptoms, and somatic 
symptoms. For the longitudinal part, starting in May 2014, participants were invited to take 
part in a diary study. In order to take part in this study, participants were required to have a 
mobile phone with internet connection. Persons working night shifts or anticipating a major 
disruption of daily routines (due to a planned trip abroad or hospitalization for example) were 
excluded from participation. Participants were instructed about the diary study through 
written information and a short movie on the HND website. The electronic diary questionnaire 
contained 43 items on wellbeing, affect, sleep, physical activity, somatic symptoms, and 
context (location, social company, activities). Participants filled out the diary questionnaire 
three times a day for 30 days using their mobile phone. Data entry was prompted by a text 
message containing a link to the diary questionnaire with 6-hour intervals during awakening 
time. The timing of these text messages could be configured by participants, depending on 
their bed times. The questionnaire had to be filled out within one hour after receiving the text 
message. 
From all participants who took part in the diary study between the start of the HND study and 
January 2018 (N = 1255), we selected those with at least 75% valid observations (≥68) for the 
first study objective (N = 444, 35%). For the second study objective, we included participants 
who additionally filled out the cross-sectional questionnaire on somatic symptoms within one 
month of the start of the diary study. This selection procedure resulted in a subsample of 129 
participants.  

 

Measures 
Cross-sectional Questionnaires. FSS were assessed using the Patient Health Questionnaire-15 
(PHQ-15). The PHQ-15 is a validated self-report questionnaire, which is used to screen for FSS 
and somatoform disorder (15, 16). It inquires about 15 (clusters of) symptoms that account for 
more than 90% of the somatic complaints reported in the outpatient setting (excluding self-
limited upper respiratory symptoms) (15). Two versions of the PHQ-15 were used during the 
study period, which differed in response scale and timeframe for the purpose of a parallel 
study on scale validity. In about half of the cases (N = 69, 53.5%) the original 3-point scale was 
used to rate symptom severity, ranging from “not at all” (0) to “very much” (2), resulting in a 
total score between 0 and 30. In this version, a 2-week timeframe was used. In the other half 
(N = 60, 46.5%), a 5-point scale was used, ranging from “not at all” (0) to “very much” (4), 
resulting in a total score between 0 and 60. In this version, the original timeframe of 4 weeks 
was used. In order to harmonize scores, scores from the 5-point scale were divided by 2. In 
order to account for these differences in questionnaires, the variable ‘PHQ version’ was 
included as a covariate in the statistical analyses. 
 
Electronic Diary Measures. Three diary measures were used for the current study, each assessed 
with a single question: worrying (“I worry a lot”), anxiety (“I feel anxious”), and somatic 
symptoms (“I experience physical discomfort (headache, diarrhea, heavy legs, etc.)”). The items 
were rated on a visual analogue scale (VAS) ranging from “not at all” (0) to “very much” (100).  
 
Statistical Analysis 
To explore interrelationships among daily worrying, anxiety, and somatic symptoms within 
subjects, vector autoregressive (VAR) modeling was used (17, 18). In a VAR model, each 
variable is regressed on its own lagged (preceding) values as well as the lagged values of the 
other variable(s) in the model. This yields information on autoregressive and cross-lagged 
effects (preceding values of the one variable predicting current values of the other variable). 
Information of contemporaneous associations can be retrieved from correlations among the 
residuals of the VAR model. To automate the VAR-modeling procedure, we used Autovar, an 
open source R package that reads raw data and automatically fits and evaluates VAR models 
(19). Analyses were performed using R studio version 1.1.453. Data of each subject were 
analyzed separately. First, missing data were imputed using Amelia (20). The following 
variables were used in the imputation model: time (‘measurement number’), day of the week, 
time of day (morning/ afternoon/ evening), worrying, anxiety, somatic symptoms, and the 
lagged values of the last three variables. Subsequently, a VAR model was estimated for each 
subject, including the three variables of interest: somatic symptoms, worrying, and anxiety. 
Autovar can estimate VAR models with different time lags. Models with a maximum of up to 
three time lags were tested and the optimal lag was chosen based on model fit.  If the time 
series of one of the variables showed a linear or quadratic trend over time, this was accounted 
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for by including the variable ‘measurement number’ (and the square of it) as a predictor. To 
adjust for systematic daily cycles, dummy variables for the time of day (morning/ afternoon/ 
evening) were included. If the data showed a weekly pattern, dummy variables for the days of 
the week were included. To check whether all assumptions of VAR analyses were met, Autovar 
performs diagnostic tests on stability, serial independency, homoskedasticity (stability of 
variance) and normality of the residuals of each model. In case of violation of model 
assumptions, dummy variables for outliers were added, and the model was re-estimated. Also, 
models with logtransformed variables were estimated for this reason. After this process of 
estimating and evaluating models, the model with the best model fit based on the Bayesian 
Information Criterion (BIC) was selected. Further details on the automated VAR modeling 
procedure are available here (https://autovar.nl/docs/) and from the authors upon request. 
 
To investigate the association between the overall level of FSS and the interrelationships 
among daily worrying, anxiety, and somatic symptoms, we used logistic regression analysis 
with FSS (PHQ-15) as a predictor and results of the VAR analyses as outcome variables. The 
variable ‘PHQ version’ was included as a covariate.  For both symptoms of anxiety (worrying 
and feeling anxious), we explored three outcomes: 1) whether or not there was a significant 
positive contemporaneous relationship between this variable and somatic symptoms; 2) 
whether or not an increase in this variable predicted an increase in somatic symptoms (cross-
lagged effect); and 3) whether or not an increase in somatic symptoms predicted an increase 
in this variable (cross-lagged effect).  
 
RESULTS  
 
Subject Characteristics 
The study sample consisted of 444 subjects (82% females) aged 18-73 years (M = 40.4, SD = 
13.6). 80.4% of the study sample had at least a bachelor’s degree (International Standard 
Classification of Education ≥6). From the 90 diary assessments, the percentage of missing data 
varied between 0 and 24.4 (M = 13.7, SD = 6.2).  
In the subsample of participants who filled out the cross-sectional questionnaire on somatic 
symptoms within one month of the start of the diary study (N = 129), the mean PHQ-15 score 
was 6.50 (SD 4.10). There were no missing PHQ-15 data. 
 
Description of the Models 
For each of the 444 subjects, a VAR model was estimated. Table 1 shows a summary of the 
model specifications. In 38 cases (8.6%), Autovar could not find a valid model (i.e. meeting all 
assumptions). This was likely due to aberrant distributions of the diary variables. If no valid 
model was found, the subject was excluded from further analysis.  
  

 

Table 1. Specifications of Vector Autoregressive (VAR) Models (N = 444). 
 

Valid model found, N (%) 406 (91.4) 
Lags 
0, N (%) 
1, N (%) 
2, N (%) 
3, N (%) 

 
50 (12.3) 
111 (27.3) 
111 (27.3) 
134 (33.0) 

Trend variable included, N (%) 284 (70.0) 
Dummies for days of the week included, N (%) 136 (33.5) 
Logtransformation, N (%) 283 (69.7) 

Note. VAR models including diary variables worrying, anxiety, and somatic symptoms.  
 

Within-subject Associations between Worrying, Anxiety and Somatic Symptoms 
In 142 subjects (35.0%), neither a significant contemporaneous nor a cross-lagged relationship 
was found between symptoms of anxiety (worrying or feeling anxious) and somatic symptoms. 
In 146 subjects (36.0%), one relationship between symptoms of anxiety and somatic symptoms 
was found. 118 subjects (29.0%) showed more than one relationship. Table 2 summarizes the 
results of the VAR models. 
 
Table 2. Summary of Results from Vector Autoregressive Models (N = 406). 
 

 Worrying Anxiety 
Significant contemporaneous association with 
somatic symptoms*, N (%) 

137 (33.7) 83 (20.4) 

 
Size significant contemporaneous association  
Mean (SD) 
Range 

 
 
0.31 (0.11) 
-0.23 – 0.68 

 
 
0.26 (0.17) 
-0.38 – 0.57 

 
Significant cross-lagged association with 
worrying or anxiety as a predictor*, N (%) 
Positive, N 
Negative, N 
Mixed, N 

 
58 (14.3) 
 
24 (41.4) 
22 (37.9) 
12 (20.7) 

 
54 (13.3) 
 
33 (61.1) 
17 (31.5) 
4 (7.4) 

 
Significant cross-lagged association with 
somatic symptoms as a predictor*, N (%) 
Positive, N 
Negative, N 
Mixed, N 

 
50 (12.3) 
 
24 (48.0) 
13 (26.0) 
13 (26.0) 

 
51 (12.6) 
 
29 (56.9) 
18 (35.3) 
4 (7.8) 

Note. * p<.05 
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180 subjects (44.3%), showed one or more contemporaneous associations between symptoms 
of anxiety and somatic symptoms. In 137 subjects (33.7%), this concerned a contemporaneous 
association between worrying and somatic symptoms. 99% of these contemporaneous 
associations between worrying and somatic symptoms were positive, meaning that an 
increase in worrying was associated with a simultaneous increase in somatic symptoms. The 
percentage of subjects with a significant contemporaneous association between anxiety and 
somatic symptoms was somewhat lower (20.4%). Of these contemporaneous associations, 
93% were positive. Average effect sizes of the contemporaneous associations were moderate 
(0.31 and 0.26, respectively). Of the 180 individuals showing a contemporaneous association 
between symptoms of anxiety and somatic symptoms, 20.0% also showed a cross-lagged 
association.  
 
In 165 subjects (40.6%), one or more cross-lagged associations were found between 
symptoms of anxiety and somatic symptoms. In 58 subjects (14.3%), changes in worrying 
predicted successive changes in somatic symptoms. We found positive, negative, and mixed 
associations (Table 2). For example, a positive association between worrying and somatic 
symptoms was found in 24 subjects, meaning that an increase in worrying was followed by an 
increase in somatic symptoms. A negative association between worrying and somatic 
symptoms was found in 22 subjects, meaning that an increase in worrying was followed by a 
decrease in somatic symptoms. A mixed association indicates mixed results on different lags; 
for example a positive coefficient at the first lag and a negative coefficient at the second lag. 
Similar results were found for anxiety. Changes in anxiety predicted successive changes in 
somatic symptoms in 54 subjects (13.3%). Most of these associations were positive (61.1%). 
Yet, negative and mixed associations were also found. When looking at the cross-lagged 
associations between symptoms of anxiety and somatic symptoms in the other direction, a 
similar pattern arises. Changes in somatic symptoms predicted successive changes in worrying 
and/or anxiety in 50 (12.3%) and 51 (12.6%) subjects. Again, most associations were positive, 
but we also found negative and mixed associations. 
 
Association between FSS and Within-subject Relationships among Worrying, Anxiety 
and Somatic Symptoms  
Table 3 shows the results of the logistic regression analyses. Valid models were found for 113 
(87.6%) of the 129 subjects. The overall level of FSS predicted a contemporaneous association 
between anxiety and somatic symptoms (OR = 1.135). This means that individuals with FSS 
were more likely to experience anxiety and somatic symptoms simultaneously. The other 
effects were not significant. 
 
  

 

Table 3. Results from Logistic Regression Analysis with functional somatic symptoms  
(PHQ-15) as a Predictor (N =113). 

 Independent variable:  
functional somatic symptoms (PHQ-15) 

Dependent variables OR 95% CI (OR) p 
contemporaneous association   
  worrying and somatic symptoms  1.052 0.960 – 1.154 .26 
  anxiety and somatic symptoms  1.135 1.008 – 1.278 .04 
  cross-lagged association  
worrying predicting somatic symptoms  0.926 0.794 – 1.080 .33 
  anxiety predicting somatic symptoms  0.969 0.847 – 1.109 .65 
  somatic symptoms predicting worrying  0.926 0.785 – 1.092 .36 
  somatic symptoms predicting anxiety  1.000 0.877 – 1.139 .99 

Note. All dependent variables are binary variables, indicating a significant association (yes/no) with p <.05 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
In our study, 65% of subjects showed one or more relationships between symptoms of anxiety 
(worrying and/or feeling anxious) and somatic symptoms. In 44% of subjects, one or more 
contemporaneous associations were found, meaning that changes in worrying and/or anxiety 
were associated with simultaneous changes in somatic symptoms. In 41% of subjects, one or 
more cross-lagged associations were found, meaning that changes in worrying and/or anxiety 
preceded changes in somatic symptoms or vice versa. Even though most of these cross-lagged 
associations were positive, we also found negative and mixed associations. In addition, we 
found that the level of FSS predicted the simultaneous experience of anxiety and somatic 
symptoms. 
 
Strengths and Limitations 
This study had a number of strengths. To our knowledge, this is the first study taking a ‘within-
subject’ approach to investigate the relationship between symptoms of anxiety and somatic 
symptoms. The longitudinal design of the study with its many repeated assessments, and the 
use of VAR models allowed us to draw conclusions about the direction of effects. Important 
features of the VAR model are that variables can be both predictor and outcome at the same 
time, and that the contemporaneous part is separated from the dynamic part (Brandt & 
Williams, 2007). This yields valuable information about the temporal order of the relationships 
and potential bidirectional effects. The automation procedure we used enabled the analysis 
of a large number of time series. Another strength of the current study is the combined use 
of longitudinal and cross-sectional data for the secondary study aim. This enabled us to 
explore ‘between-subject’ differences in ‘within-subject’ processes. 
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There were also some limitations. Due to the nature of the participant recruitment 
(crowdsourcing), the study population was not an accurate reflection of the general 
population. Highly educated women were overrepresented, due to a self-selection bias. Two 
other limitations of the current study concern the use of the PHQ-15 questionnaire, which was 
used to represent the level of FSS. First, because this is a self-report questionnaire we cannot 
be sure that there is no underlying organic pathology for the reported symptoms. However, 
the PHQ-15 is a commonly used and validated instrument to assess FSS. Its sum score predicts 
the presence of somatoform disorders (16) and highly correlates with distress, functional 
limitations and use of healthcare resources (15). Second, different versions of the PHQ-15 
questionnaire were used in this study. Differences in timeframe (2 weeks or 4 weeks) influence 
the PHQ-15 score (21). In order to account for this, the variable ‘PHQ version’ was included as 
a covariate in the logistic regression analyses. Finally, diary measures were assessed with only 
one item. However, previous studies suggest one-item VAS scales can be a reliable approach 
to measure mood states and other daily measures (22, 23).  
 
Relationship to Previous Studies 
Previous studies have shown that anxiety and FSS are associated with one another at a group 
level. Individuals reporting high levels of anxiety are more likely to report high levels of FSS 
compared to individuals with lower anxiety levels (11, 12). In addition, FSS are associated with 
anxiety disorders, such as panic disorder and generalized anxiety disorder (9, 10). A 
longitudinal cohort study, aiming to clarify this relationship in a large population cohort of 
adolescents, suggested that anxiety is a risk factor for FSS, yet FSS also influences the 
development of symptoms of anxiety (24). These findings are in line with the findings of the 
current study, showing that relationships between symptoms of anxiety and somatic 
symptoms occur in both directions.  
We found that 44% of subjects showed a contemporaneous association, meaning that 
changes in symptoms of anxiety were associated with simultaneous changes in somatic 
symptoms. A possible explanation for this co-occurrence of symptoms of anxiety and somatic 
sensations might be found in the reactions of the autonomic nervous system. Anxiety as an 
emotional state is oftentimes accompanied by physiological signs of hyperarousal 
(tachycardia, tachypnea, increased muscle tension), which can be perceived and interpreted as 
somatic symptoms (palpitations, shortness of breath, pain, and trembling) (25).  
Furthermore, we found that 40% of subjects showed a cross-lagged association. Associations 
in different directions and with different signs (positive/negative) were found. When looking 
at symptoms of anxiety as a predictor for somatic symptoms, we found that an increase in 
symptoms of anxiety was most often followed by an increase, but in some subjects by a 
decrease in somatic symptoms. This contradiction might be explained a differential focus of 
attention. Selective attention to bodily processes has been shown to increase the reporting of 
symptoms (26, 27).  Thus, if the anxiety is health- or symptom related, it may lead to increased 

 

attention to bodily signals, which in turn may increase awareness and reporting of somatic 
symptoms (25). If the anxiety is focused on another source, it might actually divert the 
attention from the somatic symptoms, and therefore reducing the somatic symptoms. When 
looking at somatic symptoms as a predictor for symptoms of anxiety, a similar pattern arises. 
Somatic symptoms can lead to an increase, but also to a decrease in symptoms of anxiety. The 
first option seems obvious. Experiencing somatic symptoms may lead to worries about their 
nature, cause, and/or course. Interpreting physical sensations or symptoms as a threat or a 
sign of serious disease naturally elicits anxiety. The same applies to the idea that the symptoms 
might never go away and mean that one is faced with a debilitating condition for the rest of 
one’s life. The role of health anxiety, illness worry and catastrophizing has been researched 
extensively (26, 27). Yet our study shows that in some subjects, an increase in somatic 
symptoms is actually associated with a decrease in anxiety. Like the relationship in the 
opposite direction, this might be explained by the focus of the anxiety as well. When worrying 
about work, relationships or family, the occurrence of somatic symptoms may shift the 
attention away from these worries and towards the body, thus decreasing anxiety. Another 
explanation for the negative signs in some of the cross-lagged associations may be found in 
the measurement interval. An association may be positive contemporaneously or at shorter 
time intervals, but negative after a longer time interval, reflecting some kind of compensation 
mechanism. 
The second aim of the current study was to investigate the association between the overall 
level of FSS and the interrelationships among daily worrying, anxiety, and somatic symptoms. 
We hypothesized that individuals with FSS might be more sensitive to the influences of 
psychological factors on somatic symptoms and might also be prone to experiencing negative 
emotions and cognitions when faced with somatic symptoms. We found that individuals with 
FSS were indeed more likely to experience anxiety and somatic symptoms simultaneously. 
However, no relationships between FSS and cross-lagged effects were found. Therefore, this 
finding does not allow drawing conclusions with regard to the direction of this effect. 

 
Implications and Future Directions 
The current study shows that the relationships between symptoms of anxiety and somatic 
symptoms are highly heterogeneous across individuals. For patients with FSS, this means that 
we cannot assume that the same explanatory model or underlying mechanism applies to all 
patients. Electronic diaries combined with automated time-series analysis might be used to 
provide patients with a personalized explanation. The information that arises from these 
analyses might also provide a useful starting point for treatment interventions.  
The results of this study raise new questions and therefore provide us with directions for future 
research. First, more research is necessary to explore the practical use and value of diaries 
combined with time-series analysis in clinical care. Second, the diary measures used in the 
current study were rather nonspecific. In order to unravel the day-to-day dynamics of FSS, it 
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would be interesting to continue this line of research with more specific measures, such as 
specific types of somatic symptoms and health-related cognitions. Some symptoms might 
have a stronger association with worrying and anxiety than others. In order to explain why 
symptoms of anxiety can lead to an increase as well as a decrease in somatic symptoms, it 
would be interesting to take a closer look at the role of daily illness worries and health anxiety 
in relation to somatic symptoms. Furthermore, it must be taken into account that the timing 
of diary measures influences results. In this study, diaries were filled out three times a day. It 
is possible that relationships between anxiety and somatic symptoms, measured on an hourly 
or weekly basis, have a different character. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Interrelationships among daily worrying, anxiety, and somatic symptoms are highly 
heterogeneous across individuals. Combining electronic diaries with (automated) time-series 
analysis might contribute to a patient-tailored explanatory model of FSS, which in turn may 
guide treatment. 
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Overcoming Treatment Obstacles with E-health Applications 
Medically unexplained symptoms (MUS) constitute a major health issue because of their high 
prevalence, the suffering and disability they cause, the associated medical costs, and the lack 
of evidence-based treatment options. In the general introduction of this thesis (Chapter 1), 
three obstacles in the treatment of MUS were put forward, along with potential solutions (see 
table 1).  
 
Table 1. Obstacles in the treatment of MUS with potential solutions, provided by e-health 
applications. 
 

  I II III 
Obstacles Inadequate 

communication 
between patients and 
healthcare providers  
  

Limited use of 
effective 
psychological 
treatments  
 

Heterogeneity; 
inadequate match 
between problem and 
intervention  

Solutions Education & training 
for healthcare 
providers 

Increasing reach 
and acceptability of 
psychological 
interventions 
  

Personalizing explanation 
and treatment 

E-health 
applications 

Online course  
(‘e-learning’) for 
healthcare providers 

Online self-help:  
1) Self-help website 
2) Guided self-help 
intervention 
  

Online assessment: 
Reports and treatment 
algorithms, based on 
results of online 
questionnaires & diaries  

 
In the projects, described in this thesis, advanced internet (‘e-health’) applications were 
developed to give shape to these solutions by approaching treatment obstacles from different 
angles (i.e. interventions aimed at patients and healthcare providers). In this final chapter, the 
solutions and their corresponding e-health applications will be reviewed in the context of the 
main findings of this thesis. Furthermore, methodological considerations, implications for 
clinical practice, and recommendations for future research will be discussed. 
 
Application I: Online Course to Educate and Train Healthcare Providers 
Discrepancies between patients’ needs and healthcare providers’ responses to patients with 
MUS are an important, but generally ignored, perpetuating factor for MUS (3). An innovative 
form of education that can be used to improve healthcare providers’ knowledge, skills, and 
attitude, is online learning (‘e-learning’). Reviews of the e-learning literature in various medical 
education contexts have shown that online learning is at least as effective as traditional 

teaching methods, such as lectures or workshops (4-6). In addition, online learning is attractive 
for healthcare providers, because of its flexibility, convenience, and self-controlled learning 
pace (7). The first part of this thesis comprised a pilot study, describing the course content and 
user experiences of an online, interprofessional course we developed to promote a patient-
centered approach to managing MUS (Chapter 2). A survey before the start of the course 
confirmed earlier findings that healthcare providers experience patients with MUS as difficult 
(8-10) and that many of them do not feel well equipped to manage these patients (11). This 
stresses the need for education and training on MUS. A survey at the end of the course 
revealed that pilot study participants – healthcare providers from various professions, with 
varying levels of experience – were extremely satisfied with the course. Previous studies on e-
learning, both in the medical and nonmedical literature, have consistently demonstrated high 
satisfaction rates (4). In addition, self-reported learning gains regarding knowledge, skills, and 
attitude were generally rated very positive by our pilot study participants. Thus, from the 
perspective of healthcare providers, an online course is an effective and satisfying way to learn 
about MUS.  
 
In addition to improving patient-doctor communication (obstacle I), the online course also 
aims to promote the use of psychological interventions (obstacle II), and enable healthcare 
providers to match interventions to the specific problems of individual patients (obstacle III). 
Table 2 shows the learning goals of the course, addressing these three obstacles. By educating 
and training healthcare providers in all of these areas, application I reinforces the strengths of 
applications II and III, which will be discussed below. 
 
Application II: Online Self-help to Increase the Reach and Acceptability of 
Psychological Interventions 
Because highly trained mental healthcare professionals are not required, online self-help 
interventions have the potential to increase the use of evidence-based psychological 
interventions for MUS. The second part of this thesis started with a systematic review and 
meta-analysis, studying the effectiveness of self-help interventions for MUS (Chapter 3). This 
study showed that self-help significantly reduces symptom severity and improves QoL 
compared to usual care or a waiting list. Overall effect sizes were not inferior to those of 
conventional psychological treatments for MUS (12, 13). Self-help interventions might thus 
provide a solution to the limited availability of psychological interventions for MUS, while also 
being more acceptable to patients than a referral to mental healthcare. 
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Table 2. Learning goals from the online course, associated with the three treatment 
obstacles.  
 
 Obstacles Learning Goals 
             After following this module, the participant will: 
I Inadequate communication 

between patients and 
healthcare providers  
 

• Be more aware of their attitude towards patients with MUS 
• Have gained insight into 10 common misconceptions about 

MUS 
• Be able to make informed decisions on diagnostic testing, 

avoiding unnecessary procedures  
• Be able to recognize signs that a patient feels unheard 
• Know how to use physical examination to effectively 

reassure a patient 
• Be able to explain the working diagnosis ‘MUS’ to a patient 
• Be able to recognize and prevent a common negative 

interaction pattern 
II Limited use of effective 

psychological treatments  
 

• Know methods to motivate patients for behaviour change 
• Know when and how to refer a patient with MUS to mental 

healthcare  
III Heterogeneity; inadequate 

match between problem 
and intervention 

• Have gained basic knowledge on the etiology of MUS  
• Be able to recognize and explore the five symptom 

dimensions (physical, cognitive, emotional, behavioral, and 
social) 

 
Subsequently, the development and content of two online self-help interventions were 
described. The first intervention was a self-help website for patients with minor head injuries, 
the occurrence of which is a common precipitating factor for MUS (Chapter 4). The second 
intervention was ‘Grip self-help’: a web-based, personalized, guided self-help intervention for 
MUS in primary care (Chapter 5). Both of these interventions include a combination of 
education and practical exercises to reduce the impact of unhelpful cognitions, emotions, 
behaviors, and social factors associated with physical symptoms. Although the effectiveness 
and successful implementation of these interventions will have to be demonstrated by future 
studies, both feature three important qualities that can increase the reach and acceptability of 
psychological interventions. First, the use of the internet as a medium makes both 
interventions accessible to a large group of patients. The website 
www.headinjurysymptoms.org can be used by all patients with command of the English 
language, suffering from symptoms after a minor head injury. Grip self-help can be used by 
Dutch patients with mild to moderate MUS, after referral by their primary care provider. 
Second, both are associated with (relatively) low costs, because involvement of highly trained 
mental healthcare providers, such as clinical psychologists, psychotherapists, or psychiatrists, 
is not needed. The website does not require any form of guidance. Grip self-help includes low-

frequency guidance by a general practice mental health worker (GP-MHW) (Chapter 6). Finally, 
when embedded into somatic healthcare settings, the interventions are probably more likely 
to be used and accepted by patients. General practitioners, clinicians in the emergency 
department, and neurologists can refer patients with a minor head injury to 
www.headinjurysymptoms.org and can use the information from the website to inform and 
reassure patients. General practitioners (GPs) and GP-MHWs can use Grip self-help to 
diagnose and treat patients with MUS in the primary healthcare setting. Integrating key 
elements of psychological interventions in somatic healthcare settings bypasses the stigma 
that many patients feel when visiting a psychologist or psychiatrist. 
 
Currently, psychological interventions are reserved for patients with severe (i.e. multiple and 
chronic) MUS due to scarcity of healthcare resources. Both online self-help interventions, 
described in this thesis, might be particularly helpful for patients with mild MUS. This is 
important, because there are indications that the effectiveness of psychological interventions 
is greater in patients with a shorter duration of symptoms (14). 
 
Application III: Online Assessment to Promote Personalized Explanation and Treatment 
The effectiveness of psychological treatments might be improved by personalizing their 
contents. This is especially relevant in patients with MUS, since symptom characteristics and 
etiological factors vary greatly within this patient group. Personalization can occur on different 
levels: the level of symptoms and the level of etiological factors. Regarding the level of 
symptoms, many applications of psychotherapy have been described for a broad array of MUS. 
However, psychological interventions have also frequently been designed for specific 
symptoms (such as low back pain) and clusters of symptoms (such as irritable bowel syndrome, 
fibromyalgia, or chronic fatigue syndrome) (15). At the level of etiological factors, treatment 
can be personalized by focusing on a specific precipitating factor, such as a recent head injury. 
Adjusting the intervention to a specific trigger increases the likelihood that patients can 
identify with the provided information. For example, many patients with MUS suffer from 
health anxiety (i.e. the fear of having a serious illness). Patients who have suffered a head injury 
worry particularly about having permanent brain damage. By addressing these specific 
unhelpful cognitions, patients can be reassured more effectively. Treatments can also be 
personalized by focusing on specific perpetuating factors. For example, not all patients with 
MUS suffer from health anxiety. Thus, this is not a relevant treatment target for all patients. 
Previous studies have used profiles based on perpetuating factors to tailor treatment with 
positive effects on treatment motivation, adherence, satisfaction, and effectiveness (16-18).  
 
Application Step I: Online Questionnaires and Diaries. A first step in personalizing treatment is 
properly assessing symptom characteristics and etiological factors. Online self-report 
questionnaires are a thorough and efficient way to gather information on symptoms and 
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known risk factors for MUS. Two prospective general population cohort studies from this thesis 
show that childhood parental divorce, parental death (Chapter 7), and sexual abuse (Chapter 
8) are risk factors for developing MUS. These studies also showed that these factors were 
neither required nor sufficient for the development of MUS, emphasizing the heterogeneity in 
this patient group. Gathering information on such predisposing factors can form a valuable 
contribution to a personalized explanatory model. Yet, because prior life events are impossible 
to influence with treatment (apart from adapting the perception and meaning of the events), 
we decided to exclusively assess perpetuating factors to personalize treatment in the Grip self-
help intervention. In addition, establishing the presence of risk factors does not necessarily 
prove a causal link between the risk factor and the symptoms that have developed in a specific 
individual. We therefore suggest using electronic diaries to obtain further insight into 
individual factors contributing to symptom fluctuations. Time-series analysis using diary data 
of individual patients can establish the nature of the relationships between symptoms and 
perpetuating factors at the level of the individual. The two diary studies we performed illustrate 
the large inter-individual differences with regard to the influences of daily stress (Chapter 9), 
worry, and anxiety (Chapter 10) on MUS. In some individuals, increases in stress, worrying, 
and/or anxiety preceded an increase in MUS. In others, we found a reversed association: an 
increase in MUS preceded increases in stress, worrying, and/or anxiety. In addition, some 
individuals did not show any association between MUS and stress, worrying, or anxiety. Time 
series analyses can thus contribute to personalization of psychological interventions for MUS, 
by suggesting relevant treatment targets for specific individuals. 
 
Application Step II: Reports. After assessment of symptom characteristics and etiological 
factors, the results of online questionnaires and diaries can be used to provide patients with 
insights into the nature, origin, and course of their symptoms. In Grip self-help, a report 
graphically displays which perpetuating factors are relevant to the individual (see figure 1). 
This so called ‘Grip profile’ is generated automatically, by comparing the patient’s 
questionnaire results to norm scores from a group of primary care patients (Chapter 5). In 
addition, diary data can be used to depict the course of the symptoms over time, sometimes 
revealing interesting patterns. 
 
  

Figure 1. Two examples of the Grip profile, showing which perpetuating factors are relevant 
in the individual. 
 

 

Note. The larger the bar, the more problematic a factor is. Colors refer to different types of perpetuating factors. Blue: 
behavioral (all-or-nothing behavior, avoidance); yellow: cognitive (worrying, focusing on symptoms); red: emotional 
(helplessness, shame); brown: social (lack of acknowledgement, lack of social support). 

 
Application Step III: Treatment Algorithms. The final step in personalizing treatment, is to use 
the information that was collected on symptom characteristics and etiological factors to 
personalize the intervention. In Grip self-help, patient-tailored selection of self-help exercises 
was enabled by algorithms, matching exercises to specific perpetuating factors (Chapter 5). An 
additional way of personalizing treatment in this stage, is to take patients’ wishes into account. 
In Grip self-help, primary care professionals can adjust the type of exercises and their order, 
based on the patient’s preferences. Accounting for patient preferences is likely to decrease 
drop-out and non-adherence. 
 
Methodological Considerations  
In general, research on MUS is complicated by the great variety of terms and definitions used. 
Even though concepts such as MUS, various functional syndromes (i.e. irritable bowel 
syndrome, fibromyalgia, and chronic fatigue syndrome), and psychiatric classifications 
(somatoform disorders) show substantial overlap, they are certainly not identical. Choices 
regarding the inclusion criteria of participants affect study results. For example: in our 
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Figure 1. Two examples of the Grip profile, showing which perpetuating factors are relevant 
in the individual. 
 

 

Note. The larger the bar, the more problematic a factor is. Colors refer to different types of perpetuating factors. Blue: 
behavioral (all-or-nothing behavior, avoidance); yellow: cognitive (worrying, focusing on symptoms); red: emotional 
(helplessness, shame); brown: social (lack of acknowledgement, lack of social support). 
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Methodological Considerations  
In general, research on MUS is complicated by the great variety of terms and definitions used. 
Even though concepts such as MUS, various functional syndromes (i.e. irritable bowel 
syndrome, fibromyalgia, and chronic fatigue syndrome), and psychiatric classifications 
(somatoform disorders) show substantial overlap, they are certainly not identical. Choices 
regarding the inclusion criteria of participants affect study results. For example: in our 
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systematic review on self-help interventions, we incorporated medical as well as psychiatric 
diagnostic concepts in our search strategy (Chapter 3). In contrast, two important systematic 
reviews on traditional psychotherapy for MUS excluded functional somatic syndromes (12, 19). 
Because differences in the nature, duration and severity of symptoms may influence treatment 
outcomes, the results of these studies are difficult to compare. To a certain degree, these 
choices regarding study populations reflect the “lumping” versus “splitting” discussion in the 
field of MUS (20, 21). If we take the lumpers’ perspective and assume that all MUS share the 
same underlying construct, it makes sense to merge all of the available evidence. By reflecting 
the diversity in the group of patients with MUS, findings have a high ecological validity. Taking 
the splitters’ perspective however, one might argue that the heterogeneity that arises as a 
result of this approach is a major disadvantage. 
 
Another stumbling block in scientific studies on MUS, is the assessment method. Establishing 
MUS requires adequate clinical evaluation in order to exclude the presence of underlying 
medical conditions. However, it is difficult to determine precisely what counts as ‘adequate’. 
Most studies, including the randomized controlled trial we have designed, studying the 
effectiveness of Grip self-help (Chapter 6), therefore rely on the judgement of individual 
clinicians. In addition, large cohort studies, including the TRAILS study (Chapters 7 and 8) and 
‘HowNutsAreTheDutch’ (Chapter 10), do not allow for extensive medical evaluation of all study 
participants. Self-report questionnaires provide a commonly used alternative to assess the 
number and severity of MUS. Even though underlying organic pathology cannot be ruled out, 
the sum score of self-report questionnaires such as the Patient Health Questionnaire-15 (PHQ-
15) highly correlates with distress, functional limitations, the presence of somatoform 
disorders, and the use of healthcare resources (22, 23). In addition, self-report questionnaires 
can be used to screen for psychiatric conditions, that are often accompanied by physical 
symptoms (depression, generalized anxiety, panic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder) 
(Chapter 6).  
 
When applying the principles of personalized medicine to psychological interventions for 
patients with MUS, reliable and valid assessment of symptom characteristics and etiological 
factors is an important prerequisite. For Grip self-help, we developed an assessment system 
to measure the relevance of perpetuating factors in individual patients (Chapter 5). A battery 
of self-report questionnaires was used (24). However, not all types of perpetuating factors 
were adequately represented. Perpetuating factors deemed important by clinicians (24) for 
which no validated questionnaires were found to assess them included excessive (online) 
information seeking, difficulty asking for help, and setting high standards. In addition, some 
of the questionnaires used were validated in specific patient populations, limiting their 
generalizability. Since time-series analysis of diary data is a relatively new method in the fields 
of medicine and psychology, literature on the reliability and validity of diary measures of 

somatic symptoms and psychosocial factors, such as emotions, cognitions, and behaviors, is 
scarce. 
 
Implications for Clinical Practice and Future Research  
The findings in this thesis stress the importance of developing a personalized explanation for 
MUS. Many healthcare providers, especially those in general practice, are familiar with the 
biopsychosocial model. Yet, the notion that MUS are simply the result of stress or anxiety is 
surprisingly persistent. The two diary studies we performed (Chapters 9 and 10) show that 
stress and anxiety indeed lead to an increase in MUS in some individuals. Yet, in others, stress 
and anxiety arise as a consequence of an increase in physical symptoms. Furthermore, some 
individuals did not show a relationship between stress or anxiety and MUS at all. These findings 
emphasize that generic and one-dimensional explanations of MUS (such as “Your headache is 
caused by stress”) are obsolete. Moreover, such ‘psychogenic’ explanations are perceived as 
threatening by patients and will often be disputed (26). Two of the e-health applications, 
described in this thesis, were designed to help clinicians to construct a more complex and 
personalized explanation. First, the online course teaches healthcare providers how to 
recognize and explore all relevant symptom dimensions (physical, cognitive, emotional, 
behavioral, and social) and how to adequately explain MUS to patients (Chapter 2). Second, 
the online assessments gather information on various types of etiological factors and establish 
their relationships with symptoms in the individual. This information can be used to facilitate 
the development of a personalized explanation. According to Burton et al, an explanation 
should 1) be plausible, 2) avoid blaming the patient, 3) promote therapeutic partnership or 
action, 4) apply a descriptive label, 5) address causation, and 6) be created through dialogue 
between doctor and patient (26). An example of the combination of these elements with 
information from online questionnaires and diaries can be found in box 1. 
 
After developing a self-help website for patients with symptoms after a minor head injury 
(Chapter 4), an online self-help intervention for patient with MUS in primary care (Chapter 5) 
and an online course for healthcare professionals (Chapter 2), studying the effectiveness of 
these interventions is an obvious next step. A randomized clinical trial, examining the effects 
of the Grip self-help intervention on health-related quality of life and symptom burden, is 
currently being carried out (Chapter 6). Acceptability and cost-effectiveness will also be 
reviewed. In addition to healthcare provider satisfaction and self-reported learning gains, 
which were assessed in the pilot study of our online course (Chapter 2), a future study could 
establish improvements in knowledge, skills, and attitude as rated by patients or observers.  
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Box 1. Continuation of two cases (see Chapter 1), describing the course of treatment with the 
help of e-health applications. 
 

 
 
At least as important as studying the effectiveness of interventions, is the implementation of 
interventions that have been proven to be effective. Many online interventions that were 
developed in the context of scientific studies remain unused after termination of the study. An 
important cause is the lack of funding for the maintenance of such online applications. 
However, a recent Delphi study shows that implementation barriers in the field of MUS exist 
on many levels; the level of the patient, intervention, healthcare provider, organization, and 
external context (27). In order for interventions to really impact healthcare practice, 
implementation barriers and facilitators should be carefully addressed. Throughout the 
development and pilot phases of Grip self-help, various barriers on different levels became 
apparent and were taken into account. For example, GPs and GP-MHWs indicated they 

Case 1: a 41-year-old woman with irritable bowel syndrome 
After hearing her story and performing physical examination, the GP concludes that the 
symptoms are most likely an exacerbation of the patient’s irritable bowel syndrome. He 
explains to the patient she is vulnerable to developing gastrointestinal symptoms due to 
her familial predisposition and that recent life stressors might have triggered an increase 
in symptoms by disrupting the signals between the brain and the gut. In order to enhance 
her coping strategies and facilitate recovery, the GP proposes to use ‘Grip self-help’. Filling 
out the online questionnaires reveals the following maintaining factors: feelings of shame, 
experiencing a lack of control, all-or-nothing behavior, a lack of social support, and not 
asking for help. In addition, the diary report shows a significant increase in symptoms 
after prolonged physical activity. With the help of the GP-MHW, the patient subsequently 
works on these factors with Grip self-help. Exercises include learning to balance rest and 
activity and learning to ask for help. Over the course of five months, she pays monthly 
visits to the GP-MHW to discuss her treatment goals and progress. 
 
Case 2: a 22-year-old man with persistent symptoms after a concussion 
After reviewing the severity of his injury based on the Glasgow coma scale, the duration 
of loss of consciousness, and the duration of post-traumatic amnesia, the neurologist 
explains that the patient has suffered a mild traumatic brain injury. Even though most 
patients recover within a few weeks, a complicated course, as experienced by the patient, 
is far from unusual. He reassures the patient this does not indicate brain damage and 
does not mean that he will not recover. The neurologist explains that, even though 
understandable in the acute phase, inactivity and avoidance can ultimately worsen the 
symptoms. He suggests gradually increasing both mental (reading, watching TV, having 
conversations) and physical activities (walking, running, playing baseball). The patient is 
referred to www.headinjurysymptoms.org for further information, tips, and tools.  

experience a lot of time pressure in daily practice. Therefore, Grip self-help was developed to 
actually save time. Instead of exploring all symptom dimensions during a consultation, self-
report questionnaires and automatically generated reports were developed to assess relevant 
perpetuating factors. In addition, Grip self-help provides patients with practical exercises, 
which were designed to be carried out with minimal guidance. Secondly, GPs and GP-MHWs 
stated that they felt insufficiently capable to treat patients with MUS, which could hamper 
successful implementation of Grip self-help. This was one of the reasons for developing an 
online course for healthcare providers. In conclusion, we hope to have developed not only a 
user-friendly, useful and effective, but also a sustainable set of e-health applications.  
 
Concluding Remarks 
Most patients with physical symptoms seek help from doctors. Most doctors consider 
diagnosing and treating disease as their fundamental tasks. A problem arises when diagnostic 
testing does not reveal a biomedical cause for the symptoms. Doctors find it hard to explain 
MUS, leaving patients with many unanswered questions (“What is going on with me? What is 
causing my symptoms? Will my symptoms go away? What can I do about the symptoms?”). In 
contrast to the field of medicine, thoroughly exploring the patient’s experience, perspective, 
and life story, and analyzing the interaction between the patient and healthcare provider are 
key areas of concern in the field of psychotherapy. Given the fact that such psychosocial factors 
can play an important role in the perpetuation of physical symptoms, this approach is of major 
value in the context of MUS. It is this conclusion, combined with an endless fascination for the 
puzzling phenomenon of MUS that has led me, as a medical doctor, to engage in 
psychotherapy training. I strongly believe that integrating knowledge from the field of 
psychotherapy into the field of medicine will advance care for patients with MUS. This thesis 
shows that e-health applications have the potential to promote a patient-centered approach 
by facilitating this integration. 
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SUMMARY 
 
Medically unexplained symptoms (MUS) are physical symptoms that cannot be (fully) 
explained by organic pathology despite adequate diagnostic testing. MUS are highly 
prevalent in all areas of medicine and range from single, self-limiting complaints to 
constellations of chronic and disabling symptoms. Apart from the suffering and impairments 
MUS impose on patients, they are also very costly for society due to the associated 
productivity losses and burden on health care. Current etiological models assume that MUS 
are the result of an interaction between predisposing, precipitating, and perpetuating 
factors. Predisposing factors make a person vulnerable for developing MUS, precipitating 
factors trigger the onset of symptoms, and perpetuating factors hinder recovery. Since the 
pathophysiology of MUS remains unclear, most treatments are aimed at creating the optimal 
conditions for recovery by targeting perpetuating factors. However, evidence-based 
treatment options for MUS are limited. The overall aim of this thesis was to develop e-health 
applications, offering solutions to three major obstacles in the treatment of MUS (see table 
1).  
 
Table 1. Obstacles in the treatment of MUS with potential solutions, provided by e-health 
applications. 
 
 I II III 
Obstacles Inadequate 

communication 
between patients and 
healthcare providers  
  

Limited use of 
effective 
psychological 
treatments  
 

Heterogeneity; 
inadequate match 
between problem and 
intervention  

Solutions Education & training 
for healthcare 
providers 

Increasing reach 
and acceptability of 
psychological 
interventions 
  

Personalizing explanation 
and treatment 

E-health 
applications 

Online course  
(‘e-learning’) for 
healthcare providers 

Online self-help:  
1) Self-help website 
2) Guided self-help 
intervention 
  

Online assessment: 
Reports and treatment 
algorithms, based on 
results of online 
questionnaires & diaries  

 
Part I: Development of an Online Course for Healthcare Providers  
Communication problems between patients and healthcare providers are an important, but 
often overlooked, perpetuating factor for MUS. In general, there seems to be a discrepancy 
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between patients’ needs and healthcare providers’ responses to patients with MUS. Since 
many healthcare providers feel insufficiently able to manage patients with MUS, a first step 
in improving patient-doctor communication is educating and training healthcare providers. 
An innovative form of education that could be used to improve healthcare providers’ 
knowledge, skills, and attitude, is online learning (‘e-learning’). Online learning is at least as 
effective as traditional teaching methods, such as lectures or workshops. In addition, online 
learning is attractive for healthcare providers, because of its flexibility, convenience, and self-
controlled learning pace.  
The first part of this thesis comprised a pilot study, describing user experiences of an online, 
interprofessional course we developed to promote a patient-centered approach to 
managing MUS (Chapter 2). A survey before the start of the course confirmed earlier findings 
that healthcare providers experience patients with MUS as difficult and that many of them 
do not feel well equipped to manage these patients. A survey at the end of the course 
revealed that pilot study participants – a convenience sample of healthcare providers from 
various professions, with varying levels of experience – were extremely satisfied with the 
course. In addition, self-reported learning gains regarding knowledge and skills were 
generally rated very positive by the participants. Thus, from the perspective of these 
healthcare providers, our online course is an effective and satisfying way to learn about MUS. 
 
Part II: Development and Effectiveness of Self-help Interventions  
Even though psychotherapy is one of few evidence-based treatments for MUS, only a small 
proportion of patients benefits from this type of treatment. Many patients with MUS are not 
willing to visit a mental healthcare facility for treatment, because it makes them feel 
stigmatized. Furthermore, because psychotherapy is relatively time-consuming, costly, and 
requires highly trained professionals, it is scarce and usually offered exclusively to patients 
with multiple, severe and chronic symptoms. Self-help interventions have the potential to 
overcome some of these barriers, because they do not have to be offered in the mental 
healthcare setting and do not require guidance of trained professionals. Consequently, self-
help, especially when offered online, can provide a widely available and acceptable 
treatment option for patients with MUS. 
The second part of this thesis started with a systematic review and meta-analysis, studying 
the effectiveness of self-help interventions for MUS (Chapter 3). This study showed that self-
help significantly reduces symptom severity and improves quality of life compared to usual 
care or a waiting list. Overall effect sizes were not inferior to those of conventional 
psychological treatments for MUS. Subsequently, the development and content of two 
online self-help interventions were described. The first intervention was a self-help website 
for patients with minor head injuries, the occurrence of which is a known precipitating factor 
for MUS (Chapter 4). The second intervention was ‘Grip self-help’: a web-based, 
personalized, guided self-help intervention for mild to moderate MUS in primary care 
(Chapter 5). Both of these interventions include a combination of education and practical 
exercises to reduce the impact of unhelpful cognitions, emotions, behaviors, and social 

factors associated with physical symptoms. The effectiveness and successful implementation 
of these interventions will have to be demonstrated by future studies. This part ended with 
the protocol of such a study: a pragmatic randomized controlled trial (RCT), studying the 
effectiveness of ‘Grip self-help’ compared to care as usual (Chapter 6). The primary outcome 
is physical health-related quality of life at 16 weeks follow-up. Secondary outcomes include 
severity of physical and psychological symptoms, mental health-related quality of life, cost-
effectiveness, and acceptability at 16, 26, and 52 weeks follow-up. 
 
Part III: From Psychosocial Risk Factors to Potential Targets for Personalized Treatment  
Symptom characteristics (type, number, duration, and severity of symptoms) and etiological 
factors vary widely between patients with MUS. An inadequate match between patients’ 
problems and interventions offered might limit the effect of psychological treatments. 
Personalizing the contents of psychological treatments may thus improve their effectiveness.  
A first step in personalizing treatment for patients with MUS is properly assessing symptom 
characteristics and etiological factors. Online self-report questionnaires are a thorough and 
efficient way to gather information on symptoms and known risk factors for MUS.  
In the third part of this thesis, we explored the effects of psychosocial factors on the 
development and maintenance of MUS. Two large prospective general population cohort 
studies from this thesis show that childhood parental divorce, parental death (Chapter 7), 
and sexual abuse (Chapter 8) are risk factors for developing MUS in Dutch adolescents. 
Gathering information on such predisposing factors can form a valuable contribution to a 
personalized explanatory model. Yet, prior life events are impossible to influence with 
treatment (apart from adapting the perception and meaning of the events). In addition, 
establishing the presence of risk factors does not necessarily prove a causal link between the 
risk factor and the symptoms that have developed in a specific individual. Time-series 
analysis using diary data of individual patients can establish the nature of the relationships 
between symptoms and perpetuating factors at the level of the individual. We have 
performed two diary studies that illustrate large inter-individual differences with regard to 
the influences of daily stress (Chapter 9), worry, and anxiety (Chapter 10) on MUS. In some 
individuals, increases in stress, worrying, and/or anxiety preceded an increase in MUS. In 
others, we found a reversed association: an increase in MUS preceded increases in stress, 
worrying, and/or anxiety. In addition, some individuals did not show any association 
between MUS and stress, worrying, or anxiety. Time series analyses can thus contribute to 
personalization of psychological interventions for MUS, by suggesting relevant treatment 
targets for specific individuals. 
After assessment of symptom characteristics and etiological factors, the results of online 
questionnaires and diaries can be used to provide patients with insights into the nature, 
origin, and course of their symptoms. In the Grip self-help intervention, an automatically 
generated report graphically displays which perpetuating factors (i.e. unhelpful cognitions, 
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emotions, behaviors, and social factors) are relevant to the individual, based on the results of 
online questionnaires and diary measures (Chapter 5).  
Finally, the information collected on symptom characteristics and etiological factors using 
online questionnaires and diaries can be used to personalize the intervention. In Grip self-
help, patient-tailored selection of self-help exercises was enabled by algorithms, matching 
exercises to specific perpetuating factors (Chapter 5).  
 
Concluding Remarks 
Most patients with physical symptoms seek help from doctors. Most doctors consider 
diagnosing and treating disease as their fundamental tasks. A problem arises when 
diagnostic testing does not reveal a biomedical cause for the symptoms. Doctors find it hard 
to explain MUS, leaving patients with many unanswered questions. In contrast to the field of 
medicine, thoroughly exploring the patient’s experience, perspective, and life story, and 
analyzing the interaction between the patient and healthcare provider are key areas of 
concern in the field of psychotherapy. Given the fact that such psychosocial factors can play 
an important role in the perpetuation of physical symptoms, this approach is of major value 
in the context of MUS. Integrating knowledge from the field of psychotherapy into the field 
of medicine can thus advance care for patients with MUS. This thesis shows that e-health 
applications have the potential to promote a patient-centered approach by facilitating this 
integration. 
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SAMENVATTING 
 
Somatisch onvoldoende verklaarde lichamelijke klachten (SOLK) zijn lichamelijke klachten, 
waar ondanks adequaat onderzoek geen (afdoende) medische verklaring voor gevonden is. 
SOLK komen veel voor en variëren van enkelvoudige, voorbijgaande klachten tot clusters van 
chronische, invaliderende symptomen. Naast het lijden en de beperkingen die SOLK 
teweegbrengen voor patiënten, gaan SOLK door werkverzuim en zorggebruik gepaard met 
hoge kosten voor de maatschappij.  
Tegenwoordig wordt gedacht dat SOLK ontstaan door een samenspel van 
voorbeschikkende, uitlokkende en in stand houdende factoren. Voorbeschikkende factoren 
maken iemand kwetsbaar om SOLK te ontwikkelen, uitlokkende factoren gaan vooraf aan de 
eerste openbaring van de klachten en in stand houdende factoren belemmeren het herstel. 
Aangezien de pathofysiologie van SOLK grotendeels onduidelijk is, richten de meeste 
behandelingen zich op het creëren van de optimale omstandigheden voor herstel door het 
aanpakken van in stand houdende factoren. Het aantal bewezen effectieve behandelingen 
voor SOLK is echter beperkt. Het overkoepelende doel van dit proefschrift was om e-health 
toepassingen te ontwikkelen om oplossingen te bieden voor drie obstakels in de 
behandeling van SOLK (zie tabel 1). 
 
Tabel 1. Obstakels in de behandeling van SOLK met potentiële oplossingen in de vorm van 
e-health toepassingen. 
 
 I II III 
Obstakel Communicatie- 

problemen tussen 
patiënten en 
zorgverleners  
  

Beperkt gebruik van 
effectieve 
psychologische 
behandelingen  
 

Grote diversiteit in 
klachteigenschappen en 
bijdragende factoren; 
mismatch tussen problemen 
en interventies 
  

Oplossing Opleiden en 
trainen van 
zorgverleners 

Verlagen van drempel 
voor psychologische 
behandeling 
  

Uitleg en behandeling op maat 

E-health 
toepassing 

Online cursus  
(‘e-learning’) voor 
zorgverleners 

Online zelfhulp:  
1) Zelfhulp website 
2) Begeleide zelfhulp 
behandeling 
  

Online diagnostiek: Rapporten 
en behandelalgoritmes, 
gebaseerd op resultaten van 
online vragenlijsten en 
dagboeken  
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Deel I: Ontwikkeling van een Online Cursus voor Zorgverleners  
Communicatieproblemen tussen patiënten en zorgverleners zijn een belangrijke in stand 
houdende factor voor SOLK, die vaak over het hoofd gezien wordt. In het algemeen lijkt er 
een discrepantie te zijn tussen de behoeften van patiënten en de reacties van zorgverleners 
op patiënten met SOLK. Aangezien veel zorgverleners het lastig vinden om om te gaan met 
patiënten met SOLK, is het opleiden en trainen van zorgverleners een logische eerste stap 
om de communicatie te verbeteren. Een innovatieve vorm van onderwijs, die ingezet kan 
worden om de kennis, vaardigheden en attitude van zorgverleners te verbeteren, is ‘e-
learning’ (online leren). E-learning is minstens net zo effectief als traditionele 
onderwijsmethoden zoals lezingen of workshops. Bovendien is e-learning aantrekkelijk voor 
zorgverleners door de flexibiliteit, het gemak en het zelf te bepalen tempo. 
Het eerste deel van dit proefschrift bestaat uit een pilot onderzoek, waarin de 
gebruikerservaringen worden beschreven met een discipline overstijgende online cursus, die 
wij ontwierpen om zorgverleners te onderwijzen in een patiëntgerichte benadering van SOLK 
(hoofdstuk 2). Een vragenlijst voor de start van de cursus bevestigde de bevinding van eerder 
onderzoek dat zorgverleners het moeilijk vinden om met patiënten met SOLK om te gaan. 
Allemaal gaven ze aan dat hun kennis op het gebied van SOLK tekortschoot. Een vragenlijst 
aan het einde van de cursus liet zien dat deelnemers – zorgverleners uit verschillende 
beroepsgroepen, verschillend in hun mate van werkervaring – erg tevreden waren over de 
cursus. Hun vooruitgang op het gebied van hun kennis en vaardigheden beoordeelden zij 
tevens als zeer positief. Kortom: vanuit het perspectief van deze zorgverleners is onze online 
cursus een effectieve en plezierige manier om meer te leren over SOLK. 
 
Deel II: Ontwikkeling en Effectiviteit van Zelfhulp Interventies  
Ondanks dat psychotherapie één van de weinige bewezen effectieve behandelingen is voor 
SOLK, profiteert slechts een klein deel van de patiënten met SOLK hiervan. Psychotherapie 
wordt vrijwel uitsluitend aangeboden in instellingen voor geestelijke gezondheidszorg 
(GGZ). Begrijpelijkerwijs ervaren veel patiënten met SOLK hier weerstand bij. Daarnaast kost 
psychotherapie relatief veel tijd en geld en zijn hoogopgeleide professionals nodig voor de 
uitvoering ervan. Deze vorm van behandeling is daardoor over het algemeen voorbehouden 
aan patiënten met meerdere, ernstige en chronische klachten. Zelfhulp interventies kunnen 
sommige van deze barrières doorbreken, omdat ze niet in de GGZ hoeven plaats te vinden 
en geen begeleiding door een hoogopgeleide professional vereisen. Zelfhulp kan hiermee, 
zeker wanneer deze online aangeboden wordt, een acceptabele en breed beschikbare 
behandeloptie voor patiënten met SOLK vormen. 
Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift begint met een overzichtsartikel, waarin door middel 
van meta-analyse de effecten van zelfhulp interventies bij SOLK bestudeerd werden 
(hoofdstuk 3). Dit onderzoek laat zien dat zelfhulp SOLK vermindert en de kwaliteit van leven 
doet verbeteren vergeleken met gebruikelijke zorg of een wachtlijst. De gevonden 
effectgroottes deden niet onder voor die van conventionele psychologische behandelingen 
voor SOLK. Vervolgens werden de ontwikkeling en inhoud van twee online zelfhulp 

interventies beschreven. De eerste was een zelfhulp website voor patiënten met een licht 
hoofdletsel, een bekende risicofactor voor SOLK (hoofdstuk 4). De tweede was ‘Grip zelfhulp’: 
een online, gepersonaliseerde, begeleide zelfhulp interventie voor patiënten met milde tot 
matig-ernstige SOLK in de eerste lijn (hoofdstuk 5). Beide interventies bestaan uit een 
combinatie van informatie, tips en praktische oefeningen om de impact van niet-
behulpzame gedachten, gevoelens, gedragingen en sociale factoren rondom de klachten te 
verminderen. De effectiviteit en succesvolle implementatie van deze interventies zal 
aangetoond moeten worden in vervolgonderzoek. Dit deel van het proefschrift eindigde met 
het protocol voor zo’n vervolgonderzoek: een pragmatische ‘randomized controlled trial’ 
(RCT), waarin de effectiviteit van ‘Grip zelfhulp’ vergeleken wordt met gebruikelijke zorg 
(hoofdstuk 6).  
 
Deel III: Van Psychosociale Risicofactoren naar Aangrijpingspunten voor Behandeling 
op Maat 
Tussen patiënten met SOLK bestaan grote verschillen in klachteigenschappen (aard, aantal, 
duur en ernst van de klachten) en bijdragende factoren. Standaard psychologische 
behandelingen houden hier vaak geen rekening mee. Een mismatch tussen de problemen en 
de geboden interventies beperkt mogelijk het effect van psychotherapie. Het bieden van 
uitleg en behandeling op maat zou daarom de effectiviteit kunnen verbeteren. 
Een eerste stap in het personaliseren van de behandeling voor patiënten met SOLK is het in 
kaart brengen van klachteigenschappen en bijdragende factoren. Online vragenlijsten zijn 
een efficiënte en zorgvuldige manier om hierover informatie te verzamelen. In het derde 
deel van dit proefschrift verkenden we de effecten van psychosociale factoren op de 
ontwikkeling en het voortbestaan van SOLK. Prospectief onderzoek in een groot 
populatiecohort van Nederlandse jongeren liet zien dat scheiding of overlijden van ouders 
(hoofdstuk 7) en seksueel misbruik (hoofdstuk 8) in de kindertijd en adolescentie 
risicofactoren zijn om SOLK te ontwikkelen. Het verzamelen van informatie over dit soort 
voorbeschikkende factoren kan een waardevolle bijdrage leveren aan een gepersonaliseerd 
verklaringsmodel. Zulke eerdere levensgebeurtenissen kunnen echter niet veranderd worden 
door middel van een behandeling, afgezien van het veranderen van de manier waarop men 
hierop terugkijkt en de betekenis die de gebeurtenis gekregen heeft. Daarnaast bewijst de 
aanwezigheid van zulke risicofactoren niet per definitie een oorzakelijk verband tussen de 
risicofactor en de ontwikkeling van SOLK in een specifiek persoon. Een methode die wél de 
aard van de relatie tussen klachten en in stand houdende factoren op het niveau van een 
individu kan vaststellen, is tijdreeksanalyse van dagboekdata. Wij voerden twee 
dagboekonderzoeken uit, die grote verschillen tussen personen lieten zien met betrekking 
tot de invloed van stress (hoofdstuk 9), piekeren en angst (hoofdstuk 10) op SOLK. Bij 
sommige mensen werd een toename van stress, piekeren en/of angst gevolgd door een 
toename van lichamelijke klachten. Bij anderen vonden we een omgekeerd verband: een 
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toename van lichamelijke klachten werd gevolgd door een toename van stress, piekeren 
en/of angst. Daarnaast was er bij anderen helemaal geen verband te zien tussen SOLK en 
stress, piekeren en/of angst. Het bestuderen van dagboekdata door middel van 
tijdreeksanalyse kan een bijdrage leveren aan het personaliseren van psychologische 
behandelingen voor SOLK, door het identificeren van relevante aangrijpingspunten voor 
behandeling. 
Nadat klachteigenschappen en bijdragende factoren in kaart gebracht zijn, kunnen de 
resultaten van online vragenlijsten en dagboekjes gebruikt worden om patiënten inzicht te 
bieden in de aard, het ontstaan en het verloop van hun klachten. Bij ‘Grip zelfhulp’ wordt op 
basis van vragenlijsten en dagboekdata automatisch een rapport gegenereerd, waarin 
grafisch weergegeven wordt welke in stand houdende factoren (dat wil zeggen: niet-
behulpzame gedachten, gevoelens, gedragingen en sociale factoren rondom de klachten) 
van belang zijn voor het individu (hoofdstuk 5). 
Tenslotte kan de informatie die middels online vragenlijsten en dagboekjes is verzameld 
over klachteigenschappen en bijdragende factoren gebruikt worden om een behandeling op 
maat aan te bieden. Bij ‘Grip zelfhulp’ worden op basis van algoritmes zelfhulp oefeningen 
geselecteerd, die aansluiten op de relevante in stand houdende factoren van de patiënt 
(hoofdstuk 5). 
 
Concluderende Opmerkingen 
De meeste patiënten met lichamelijke klachten zoeken hulp bij een dokter. De meeste 
dokters beschouwen het diagnosticeren en behandelen van ziektes als hun kerntaken. 
Wanneer de dokter geen medische oorzaak voor de klachten kan vinden, ontstaat er een 
probleem. Dokters vinden het moeilijk om SOLK te verklaren, waardoor patiënten met veel 
vragen achterblijven. In tegenstelling tot in de geneeskunde, wordt er in de psychotherapie 
veel aandacht besteed aan het verkennen van de ervaring, het perspectief en het 
levensverhaal van de patiënt en het analyseren van de interactie tussen patiënt en 
zorgverlener. Aangezien zulke psychosociale factoren een belangrijke rol kunnen spelen in 
het voortbestaan van SOLK, kan deze aanpak van meerwaarde zijn in de context van SOLK. 
Het integreren van kennis vanuit de psychotherapie in de geneeskunde kan op die manier 
de zorg voor patiënten met SOLK verbeteren. Dit proefschrift laat zien dat e-health 
toepassingen een patiëntgerichte benadering kunnen stimuleren door deze integratie te 
faciliteren. 
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DANKWOORD 
 
Graag wil ik iedereen bedanken die heeft bijgedragen aan de totstandkoming van dit 
proefschrift en aan het leuke en leerzame promotietraject dat hieraan ten grondslag lag. Een 
aantal mensen wil ik in het bijzonder noemen. 
 
Allereerst mijn promotoren:  
Judith, het was me een waar genoegen de afgelopen acht jaar met jou samen te werken. Je 
bent voor mij een rolmodel als wetenschapper: kritisch, integer en vernieuwend. Je was altijd 
nauw betrokken, maar gaf me ook de vrijheid om mijn eigen keuzes te maken. Ik heb 
ontzettend veel van je geleerd. Bedankt daarvoor!  
Robert, bedankt voor je enthousiasme, je aanmoedigingen en de ruimte die je mij hebt 
gegeven om mijn opleiding te combineren met het doen van onderzoek. 
 
Ook wil ik mijn mede-auteurs bedanken voor hun bijdragen en feedback. Karin, bedankt 
voor jouw begeleiding tijdens mijn eerste stappen op het pad van de wetenschap. Elske, 
bedankt voor jouw bereidheid om mij te helpen bij de statistiek. Het was niet mijn favoriete 
onderdeel, maar door jouw enthousiasme en heldere uitleg heb ik er veel van opgestoken! 
Ando, jouw hulp bij het gebruik van AutoVAR heeft me enorm veel tijd bespaard; bedankt 
daarvoor. En Denise, bedankt voor de fijne samenwerking bij het Grip project én op de Soma 
& Psyche poli. 
 
To the Functional Research Group in Edinburgh, especially Alan, Jon, and Ingrid: Many 
thanks for the warm welcome and the opportunity to learn from your expertise and vision on 
functional neurological disorders.  
Jeannette, ook jou wil ik enorm bedanken voor de leuke tijd die we gehad hebben in 
Edinburgh, de leerzame samenwerking op de Poli Functionele Bewegingsstoornissen en de 
vele interessante gesprekken die we hebben gevoerd over functionele klachten. 
 
Lieve kamergenootjes, promoveren was lang niet zo leuk geweest zonder jullie! Bedankt 
voor alle gezellige momenten op én buiten het werk en voor de mentale steun. Terugdenken 
aan de tijd in de PR zal altijd een glimlach op mijn gezicht blijven toveren. 
 
Ten slotte het thuisfront: Marga, Hijlke en Gerrard. Bedankt voor jullie eindeloze geduld, 
begrip, interesse en steun. Zonder jullie was het mij niet gelukt het hebben van een gezin te 
combineren met het doen van promotieonderzoek én het volgen van een opleiding. 
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